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Letter To Readers
Our current auction closes on Wednesday June 5 and has some interesting and exciting content. We start
the auction with a fresh mid-grade near T206 set. From the same collection, we also have a T205 set, a
partial T207 set and all manner of interesting tobacco and caramel cards through the 1930s, including
E90-2 and E106 Honus Wagners.
Other key lots include two fine looking PSA 2 and 2.5 Mickey Mantle Rookies, a 1952 Topps Mantle
SGC 1.5, a remarkable PSA 10 1968 Topps Mantle/Mays/Killebrew, a fine Babe Ruth single signed
baseball and a superb slabbed 1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments set with the key Ashburn (PSA 10)
offered as a separate lot. We have a Ned Hanlon signed 1897 Baltimore Orioles contract, an amazing
Mel Ott black and white HOF plaque with a letter on the back discussing the HOF, a Cy Young handwritten
and signed 1895 financial ledger, a remarkable Martin Luther King Jr. TLS in which he mentions
Jackie Robinson, a Mint Abraham Lincoln cut signature and a fresh Elvis Presley signed 8x10.
Baseball cards in this auction include the third and final part of the huge and significant collection of
Old Judges that we obtained last summer, with note to another 25 HOFers/rarities as part of well over
100 different lots. Other card highlights include an E102 Cobb, several T206s with rare backs, including a
Johnson Portrait and a Cy Young Portrait with brown Hindu backs, a Ty Cobb with a Sovereign 360 back,
1932 U.S. Caramels of Ty Cobb and Lou Gehrig, a key 1947 Bond Bread Jackie Robinson, a quality run
of 1948 Leaf short-prints, a 1954 Wilson Weiner Gil Hodges PSA 7, a superb 1954 Dan Dee Mantle PSA 7,
1954 Red Heart Mantle SGC 8.5, a 1954 Topps Aaron Rookie PSA 5 and a 1956 Topps Clemente PSA 8.
Baseball card sets and lots include several tobacco lots including some fine lots at the end of the auction
catalog that arrived just at our print deadline, with note to a T206 Cobb Red Background SGC 3.5,
Cy Young Portrait PSA 3 and a lot of over 300 different T206s in collector grade.
Baseball autographs check in at over 100 lots and include many desirable signed card singles and sets,
signed photos, letters and programs. Noteworthy items include a 1965 Yankees team sheet, a lot of
392 different NY Yankee signed 8x10s, a beautiful Mantle/Maris 8x10 and an amazing 16x20 signed by
Mickey Mantle and Pete Rose to each other from Mantle’s restaurant. Signed baseballs include singles of
Jimmie Foxx, Rogers Hornsby, Joe Page and Jackie Robinson. Team balls include 1928, 1934 and
1936 Yankee signed baseballs, and a truly rare 1946 Satchel Paige signed barnstorming tour ball.
Historical autographs include a Gem Mint 2008 Barack Obama signed election night ticket, entertainment
autographs include a new fresh collection of 8x10 and large format photos signed to an editor in the
1940s and 1950s with rarities and much more. We have some lots of comic books that go back to the
1940s and an extensive selection of non-sports sets.
Basketball collectors will see a vintage 1968 UCLA Bruins signed card, an amazing program signed by
Pete Maravich and his father in 1970, two Michael Jordan UDA basketballs and a tremendous selection
of LeBron James and Michael Jordan signed oversize photos.
Baseball memorabilia closes out the auction. Items here include a 1927 World Series program, first game
programs for Jackie Robinson and Mickey Mantle, a beautiful 1969 Mets pendant given to the wife of
a player and a terrific circa 1977 Yankees true game jacket.

Happy Bidding Clean Sweep Auctions 99 Seaview Blvd #350
Port Washington New York 11050 Phone 516 625 0900 Fax 516 625 0902
email: info@cleansweepauctions.com web: cleansweepauctions.com
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Clean Sweep Auctions #264
CLOSES Wednesday June 5
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule
cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com
99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350
Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 625 - 0900 FAX: (516) 625 - 0902
9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday
****

Rules of the Auction:

1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY.
2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 6 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS
BY 6 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.
3. VIP BIDDING: IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.
4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days.
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST;
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon
request to any bidder if not on our web site).

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:
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Jason Mayer		
Michael Oasheim		
19524 230th Ave NE
25445 Via Escovar		
Woodinville, WA 98077 Valencia CA 91355		
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Jay Fabrikant 			
6019 Agatha Christie Ave
Las Vegas NV 89131		

James Larsen
1100 E Commerce
Slinger WI 53086
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Key Lots
1
1909 T206 Very Near Set (494 different)				
..........................5000
Perhaps the ultimate baseball card set, these almost could not be more popular among collectors. T206s
were a true passion project for our consignor and his lovely wife. From the Northeast, they tirelessly went
to shows, antique malls and auctions and anyplace else they could find tobacco cards. They amassed over
1,000 that are in this auction in various lots. The T206 was his pride and joy, and it was nearly complete
before he sadly passed.
The offered set was obtained over many decades and is mixed in grade. Condition was not a focus but there
are some nice cards in the set. There are many slabbed cards here, presume the unslabbed cards including
the Southern Leaguers mainly range from Poor-VG, averaging in the Good to GVG range or so. The backs
are fairly typical, although there are 15 Sovereigns including two 450 backs and five 150 backs. There are
10 Tolstois, 1 brown hindu, two American Beauties and assorted Old Mill and Polar Bears. The condition of
the backs of the cards in general is very clean overall.
The many key cards grade as follows: Baker PSA 3, Barry (Milwaukee) PSA 3, Bates PSA 5, Beckley Good
(Polar Bear), Bender (pitching, no trees) Good, Bender (pitching, trees) PSA 2.5, Bender (portrait) Good,
Berger PSA 5, Bresnahan (portrait) Good, Bresnahan (with bat) PSA 3, Brown (Washington) PSA 1.5,
Brown (Chicago on Shirt) PSA 3 mk, Brown (Cubs on Shirt) Fair, Brown (Portrait) Good, Casey PSA 4,
Chance (batting) PSA 2, Chance (portrait, red bckgrnd) Poor-Fair, Chance (portrait, yellow bkd) PSA 3
(Tolstoi), Chase (holding trophy) PSA 4, Chesbro Poor, Cicotte GVG, Clarke (Pitts, holding bat) Good,
Clarke (Pitts, portrait) Good, Cobb (portrait, green bckgrnd) PSA 1 mc, Cobb (bat off shoulder) PSA 1,
Cobb (bat on shoulder) PSA AA, Collins (Phila) PSA 5, Collins (Minn) PSA 3 mk, Congalton PSA 4,
Crawford (throwing) PSA 2, Crawford (batting) PSA 4, Dahlen (Brooklyn) PSA AA, Duffy PSA 1.5 (American Beauty), Elberfeld (Washington, Portrait) PSA AA, Evers (portrait) Fair-Good, Evers (w/bat, Chcgo
on shirt) PSA 1.5, Evers (w/bat, Cubs on shirt) PSA 2.5, Flick Fair, Gandil PSA 4, Griffith (batting) Good
(Polar Bear), Griffith (portrait) Fair, Huggins (hands at mouth) SGC 3, Huggins (portrait) PSA 2, Jennings
(one hand showing) PSA 4.5, Jennings (both hands showng) Good (Polar Bear), Jennings (portrait) PSA 3.5,
Johnson (hand at chest) PSA 5 mk, Joss (hands at chest) PSA 3 (Sovereign), Joss (portrait) PSA 2,
Keeler (portrait) PSA 3.5, Keeler (with bat) PSA 1, Kelley Poor, Kleinow (Boston) Fair Good (Polar Bear),
Lajoie (portrait) PSA 1, Lajoie (throwing) PSA 4.5, Lajoie (with bat) PSA 3.5, Lattimore PSA 4, Marquard
(pitch follow through) PSA AA, Marquard (portrait) Good, Mathewson (dark cap) PSA 2.5, Mathewson
(white cap) PSA 2, McGinnity Fair, McGraw (finger in air) PSA 2, McGraw (glove at hip) PSA 1, McGraw
(portrait, with cap) Good (Polar Bear), McIntyre (Brooklyn & Chicago) PSA 6, O’Hara (St. Louis) PSA 1.5,
Pelty (horizontal) SGC 4, Smith (Atlanta) PSA 5, Speaker PSA 1.5, Tinker (bat off shoulder) PSA 4, Tinker
(bat on shoulder) PSA 1, Tinker (hands on knees) Fair, Tinker (portrait) Poor, Titus PSA 3, Waddell (portrait) PSA 2 (Sovereign), Waddell (throwing) PSA 3, Wagner (bat on left shoulder) PSA 5, Wagner (bat on
right shldr) SGC 4, Wallace Fair-Good, Walsh PSA 2, Wheat PSA 4 (Sovereign 460), Willis (Pittsburgh) Fair,
Willis (St. Louis, throwing) PSA 1.5, Willis (St. Louis, with bat) GVG, Wiltse (pitching) PSA 5,
Young (Cleveland, glove shows) PSA 1 and Young (Clev, no glove shows) PSA 1.5.
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Key Lots

2
1911 T205 Gold Border Complete Basic Set (210 different)
..................................3000
One of the great tobacco sets, these are such attractive cards. A difficult set to complete due to the many
variations, full sets offer an outstanding value to collectors for this reason. The offered set varies in grade
mainly from Good to VG Plus and is reasonably consistent. The backs are clean overall with various companies, including six Cycles, an American Beauty, a Broad Leaf, and several Sovereign and Polar Bears.
These were collected with some care and while certainly not high grade, these are attractive cards that
generally present very well. The backs are clean overall. This is a basic set without the very oddball
variations, so there is only one version of these cards (Crandall, Gray, Hoblitzell, Latham, Moran,
Wallace (no cap) and Wilhelm.
The key cards and slabbed cards grade as follows: Adkins SGC 3, Home Run Baker Good, Barger (partial B on cap) Good, Bender PSA 4, Bresnahan (mouth closed) PSA 2, Bresnahan (mouth open) SGC 5,
Brown PSA 5, Chance PSA 3, Chase (only left ear shows) Good, Cicotte GVG, Clarke Fair-Good,
Cobb PSA 1, Collins (mouth closed) PSA 2.5, Collins (mouth open) PSA 1, J Collins Good, Dahlen Good,
Donohue (Donahue) SGC 4, Dougherty (red sock for team emblem) SGC 4, Dougherty (white sock for
team emblem) PSA 4, Duffy PSA 1, Evers Fair-Good, Ford (white cap) Poor, Frick GVG, Graham (Cubs)
Good, Grant GVG, Griffith GVG, Harmon (only left ear shows) SGC 4, Huggins PSA 4 mc, Jennings
Fair-Good, Johnson PSA 1, Joss PSA 3 mc, Karger PSA 3, Kleinow SGC 3, Marquard Good, Mathewson
PSA 3.5, McGraw PSA 1, McIntyre (White Sox) PSA 2, Olmstead PSA 6, Raymond PSA AA,
Rowan PSA 2 mc, Scott PSA 3, Shean (Cubs) PSA 2.5, Speaker PSA 2, Stone PSA 5, Suggs PSA 2,
Sweeney PSA 2, Tinker Good, Turner GVG, Vaughn PSA 2, Wallace (with cap) PSA 4,
Wallace (no cap, one line of 1910 stats) PSA 1, Walsh PSA 2, Wheat Good, Kirb White (Pirates) PSA 1.5,
Wilhelm PSA 2, Wilson PSA 6, Wiltse (only right ear shows) Poor (color added) and Young PSA 1.
8
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Key Lots

3
1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC		
PSA 2.......................1000
The ultimate baseball card to many collectors, this example is absolutely ideal for the grade. Fresh to the
hobby and newly graded, this card has outstanding centering, no print issues and a fine colorful image.
The borders are clean, the corners are in the VG range. The back is clean, with some subtle paper wrinkles that can be seen under magnification. The front has no visible creases or wrinkles, just some surface
wear on Mantle’s face and hat. This is much nicer than most other 2s of this card that trade for these
reasons. Now may well be the best time to put this most vital Rookie Card in a draw for the future and
see what happens with the market.
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Key Lots

4
1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC		
PSA 2.5....................1000
One of the ultimate baseball cards, these are naturally revered by collectors. The offered card is strikingly fine and attractive for the grade. The image of Mickey is perfectly sharp and registered, with rich color.
Centering is exceptionally good as well for this card. The borders are white, the corners come to points.
The back shows very slight wear in one spot but is also clean overall. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. Wear at the lower right corner is the only real distraction here, the lower
left lower corner shows much more subtle wear. If you want a card that punches well above its weight,
you will want to take a long look at this great looking Mantle Rookie.
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Key Lots

5
1952 Topps 311 Mickey Mantle				
SGC 1.5....................3500
To many collectors, this is the ultimate baseball card. These have been rapidly appreciating in price in
recent years, it remains one of the very hottest cards in the hobby. The offered card will not set any price
records but it has its charms. The offered card is reasonably well centered with some of the richest color
and finest image quality that we have ever seen on this card. Alas, several creases by the right side keep
this at a 1.5 but the color is truly exceptional. The borders are white, the back is clean, the corners exhibit
fairly consistent GVG type wear. There are no technical flaws. This is an attractive and (relatively) affordable example of one of the keystone cards in vintage baseball card collecting.
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Key Lots

6
1968 Topps 490 Mantle/Mays/Killebrew		
PSA 10.....................2000
One of the most popular baseball cards from this era, Topps did a great job in pairing these three beloved
HOF 500 Home Run home run club members together on this card. Taken at the 1967 All Star Game,
this iconic image is very popular among autograph collectors. A high number, this card often has terrible
issues with centering and miscuts. The offered card is a truly pristine and phenomenal condition card,
assigned the ultimate Gem Mint 10 grade by PSA. This card offers four dead Mint corners, no chipping
on the front or back and that signature Mint look and feel. Well centered, this population (18) card seems
like a very solid value at recent market levels. Who wants own a true PSA 10 example of one of the most
popular and iconic Topps baseball cards from the 1960s?

12
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Key Lots

7		 Babe Ruth Single Signed Baseball				
7................................3500
Perhaps the ultimate single signed baseball, this is the cornerstone signed baseball to all but the most
advanced collectors. The offered ball is a clean, lovely Wilson American League model. The ball displays
very well, with tight red and blue stitching that should date this from the very early 1930s. Single signed
by the best baseball player ever, this example has a clean, nice and large signature. Signed on the sweet
spot, this is a classic Ruth exemplar. With very high grade balls selling for enormous prices in recent
years, this ball is in the (pardon my pun) sweet spot just below a Nm-Mt model and is thus ideal for a
collector who want a solid Ruth signature on a clean ball does not want to spend $25 - $100,000. If you
want a nice Ruth single to add to your collection in this range, you will want to take a long look at this
ball that offers a strong combination of signature and ball quality. JSA LOA Full.
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Key Lots

8
1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments
		 Complete Set -1 (69 different) - All PSA Slabbed!
9.5.............................1500
An amazing collection of these absolutely gorgeous postcards, these are among the best designed and
widely collected items of their kind. Loaded with star power, this lot contains 69 different signed postcards, missing only the Ashburn (offered as a separate lot). A full listing will be on our website. Our
consignor was very careful with quality, these are uniformly bold and terrific signatures, many of which
could easily grade 10 as did the Ashburn if one is into that sort of thing. All of the cards are PSA-slabbed
Authentic. This is not an easy project to complete, especially slabbed, our consignor in particular has the
Roy Campanella, Cool Papa Bell and Mantle/Mays/Snider cards that are missing from almost all sets
that trade. These key cards come in the lot: 7 Roy Campanella, 9 Hank Aaron, 13 Ted Williams, 16 Sandy
Koufax, 19 Mickey Mantle, 51 Cool Papa Bell, 65 Willie Mays, 72 Carl Yastrzemski, 73 Tom Seaver,
87 Willie Mays, Mickey Mantle, Duke Snider, 100 Mike Schmidt, 104 Reggie Jackson, 106 Phil Rizzuto.
14
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Key Lots

9
1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments 98 Richie Ashburn
PSA 10.....................2000
The most valuable signed Perez Steele card, this is sadly quite rare as the beloved Richie Ashburn had
only a few months to sign these before he died in 1995. A classic rarity, these are missing from almost all
sets. The offered example has the ultimate autograph grade, a PSA 10. The autograph is uncommonly
large and fine, it is in Mint blue sharpie ink. This is slabbed 10 by PSA and it comes with a PSA full LOA
also grading it a Gem Mint 10. Please note these have sold for huge prices over the years, one example
with an HOF inscription sold for nearly $25,000. There cannot be very many of these in existence, especially in PSA 10 quality. Who wants to add one of the very best signed cards from the last 30 years to
their collection?
15
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Key Lots

10		 Hanlon, Ned Signed 1897 Player Contract		
9.5.............................8000
Ned Hanlon was a player from 1880-1892 and was a HOF manager from 1889-1907, well known as the
manager of the historically great Baltimore Orioles teams of the mid-1890s. Hanlon died in 1937, sixty years before becoming a HOFer (1996). An innovative manager, Hanlon was credited with inventing
the hit and run play and the infamous Baltimore Chop among other innovations. Hanlon’s autograph is
extremely rare, cuts have sold for over $10,000 in the past. Offered is something truly remarkable, a real
contract for a player named Bill Hoffer to play for the Baltimore Orioles in 1897. Hoffer was the number
one starter on this legendary team, amassing a 22-11 record in 1897 (not signed by Hoffer, we believe this
was his personal copy of the contract). This is an extremely attractive larger format contract that would
have substantial value even unsigned given the team and pre-1900 period. Vitally, this is signed by Hanlon, a fine flowing fountain pen signature that contrasts perfectly against the clean document. High quality contracts have been on fire in recent years, we would respectfully suggest that this is one of the very
best pieces out there. This originally sold in 2009 in the hobby for $41,825. JSA LOA Full.
16
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Key Lots

11
		
Black & White HOF Plaque
			
Mel Ott (w/incredible HOF content letter!)
9................................1000
Neat items come around all the time in this market, but still there are some items that just make you stop
and say Wow in wonderment. The offered lot is such an item; this is a perfectly clean Mel Ott signed
Black and White Hall of Fame Plaque. A $1,000 item with just the signature on the front, the offered lot
is amazing as it is DOUBLE-SIGNED WITH A GREAT LETTER. The back reads as follows: “Chip, I
think the greatest thrill I ever had was being elected to Baseball’s Hall of Fame. Mel Ott.” All signed and
written in flawless blue ballpoint ink, this is postmarked October 11, 1956. Mel Ott letters are naturally scarce and desirable, how often do you see something with such amazing content on such a desirable
medium? This is the kind of lot that whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough. Who wants to own a
uniquely great item from beloved 500 Home Run hitter Mel Ott? JSA LOA Full.
12		 Young, Cy Handwritten & Signed 1895 Financial Ledger
9................................1500
Simply a remarkable and stunning piece, we originally purchased this back in 1999 at the famed Barry Halper auction. This is Cy Young’s personal financial ledger from 1895. Each 3 1/4 x 8 page is fully
written by Cy Young, offering precious insights into life as a professional baseball player in the late 19th
century. Eight pages contain all sorts of detail, many with names of players that either gave or owed
Cy Young money. The ninth page contains a superb signature, very possibly the earliest Cy Young in circulation. Presented on its own page, this is signed Denton T Young c/o Cleveland BB Club Cleveland
in bold fountain pen. This is presented in an exceptionally well rendered framed display, total size 38 x 28.
There are few bigger names in baseball history than Cy Young, the existence of something this interesting
from 1895 is almost a revelation. Young started his beyond legendary pitching career in 1890, he was all
of 28 years old when this was written! This is a significant and wonderful piece of true baseball memorabilia. PSA DNA Full.
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Key Lots

14
King Jr, Martin Luther (Jackie Robinson content!) Letter in Framed Display 9.5...............3500
A truly remarkable piece, this wonderful TLS is dated August 24, 1962 on Southern Christian Leadership
Conference letterhead. Perfectly clean, this is written to Marian Logan, a civil rights figure.
Content begins with King thanking Logan for her work on the Jackie Robinson HOF dinner. The letter
continues regarding voter registration drives. King signed this in huge and perfect blue ink, a stunning
quality signature. The letter itself is immaculate, making the outstanding quality autograph present especially well. This is smartly matted and framed with the original transmittal envelope and an 8x10 photo
of Jackie and King. Total size 16x34. Martin Luther King Jr and Jackie Robinson are titanic, beloved
figures from American history. How great is to find an item that pairs these two vital Americans together?
This piece has everything going for it, historical importance, rarity, condition and display value. This is a
true museum quality piece sure to enhance the stature of any collection to which this is added to. Please
note the original program from this event also comes with the lot. PSA DNA Full.

18
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Key Lots

13		 Lincoln, Abraham Cut Signature				
9.5.............................2500
One of the ultimate historical autographs, this is special as it is a full signature. Typically signed A. Lincoln on documents, the offered lot is a perfectly bold black ink Abraham Lincoln full signature. Presented
on a spotless white background, the contrast could not be any better. This is very smartly displayed with
an original Lincoln CDV in a double-sided frame. Total size 9 1/4 x 12. PSA DNA Full.
15		 Elvis Presley Signed 8x10				
9..................................800
Elvis autographs have been white-hot in recent years as this most beloved of stars continues his great
fame to this day. Elvis’s tragic death in 1977 at only age 42 created a profound scarcity for quality signed
photos. The offered lot is truly special. Fresh to the market from an estate find, Elvis signed this circa
1960 photo to the script supervisor for his 1960 movie Flaming Star. A classic b/w portrait image of a
young Elvis, this is almost a haunting picture of The King looking right at the camera. Signed at the time
in vintage blue ballpoint ink, as follows: To Doris Thanks for your help on Flaming Star Sincerely
Elvis Presley. Great piece. JSA LOA Full.

19
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Baseball Cards

1887 N172 Old Judges Single Owner Collection
Part 3 of 3!
HOFers and Rarities
16

Dan Brouthers Bat at ready over shoulder,
looking/R-Bostons		PSA 2............... 300
Nice card of this feared 19th century HOF slugger, Old
Judge HOFers seem like such an incredible value in today’s
market. A very nice 2, this has a particularly deep and well
contrasted image, clean borders and a nice look. There is
some mild edge wear and wear on the back in two spots
from scrapbook removal.
17

John Clarkson End of pitch, R/arm extended
forward, L/hand on thigh-Chicago SGC 2............ 350
HOF pitcher, this is one of the more evocative images in
this set. We do not remember handling this exact pose
before, the image quality is simply terrific. I love the period
pitching pose with the extended arm. The front has some
tiny surface wrinkles by the top border but otherwise looks
great. The back has wear from a hinge but is otherwise clean.
18 Charlie Comiskey (arms folded, Brown’s) PSA 2.... 420
Lower-end 2, this has sharp corners and no back damage.
There are some scrapes on the front of the card and the image has respectable contrast. A key figure in baseball history,
his cards as a player seem like a great buy right now to us.
19 Charlie Comiskey Brown’s Champions PSA 1.5..... 420
Very popular card, this is the key to the Brownie’s Champions run. Nice card has a pleasing image and a clean front
with no creases. The corners are not bad at all, moderate
back wear keeps this at a 1.5.
20 Roger Connor Bat held up at 60-N.Y’s PSA 1......... 400
Great looking card of this elusive 19th century HOFer,
the image quality is truly remarkable. This got a 1 due to a
crease on the front, wear by the bottom border and a typical
back. Despite its low technical grade, this card has a very
fresh look and outstanding eye appeal.
21 Ed Delahanty (Throwing, Phila.) SGC 2............. 1500
Offered is a very uncommon pose of feared 19th century
HOF slugger Ed Delehanty. A magical name in baseball history, his Old Judge cards are revered by collectors. This card
has a slightly light but certainly discernible image, the front
is clean with no creases, the back has some slight wear by the
top and bottom borders but is also not bad at all.
22 Jim Donahue (NY AA- spotted Tie) PSA 2 mk....... 560
Rare spotted tie Old Judge, these are revered by collectors of
this great set. Just back from PSA, this card has a nice image
with mild general wear. The card has a nice antique feel to
it and displays well. The back has a stamp but no paper loss.
The corners exhibit consistent wear, this is a very solid card
for the grade. How many of you advanced type-card collectors have a spotted tie Old Judge?
23 Hugh Duffy (Batting, S.S. Chicago) PSA AA......... 140
HOFer and former .400 hitter, his Old Judge cards are always desirable. This card has a nice image, but creasing and
wear are visible on the front. The back is clean, this might
have been rebacked, we are not sure.
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24		
Buck Ewing
SGC 1............... 350
Very uncommon pose of vital HOFer Buck Ewing, this is a
presentable 1. The image is light but certainly legible, the
front has a respectable and reasonably clean look. The back
has a scrape in one area, better than on most Old Judges.
The corners exhibit a fair amount of wear, there are no
obvious creases.
25		
John Ewing (pitching, hands cap)
		
(Louisville)
PSA 1 mk.......... 420
Very scarce Louisville card, this example has a solid image.
The front is quite clean and nice, wear and writing on the
back led to the 1 grade.
26		
Emil Geiss Portrait
SGC 3............... 500
Very tough card, we did not see any public sales for years.
The offered card has a beautiful portrait image. The back is
clean, the surfaces look good, we do not see any creases.
A fair amount of corner wear keeps this at a 3.
27		
Clark Griffith (Pitching-right hand head high,
		
Milwaukees)
SGC 2............... 300
Rookie Card of this HOFer, this is a very desirable card.
The image is not bad at all, corner wear and some corner
creases keep this at a pleasing 2. The back is clean, the grade
is very fair here.
28		
Billy Hamilton (KC-Field-hands above waist,
		
L.F., Kansas Citys)
SGC 1............... 500
Elusive HOFer, his cards are always desirable. Great looking
card, this has a gorgeous image. The photo quality is simply
superb, you have to love this image of HOFer Hamilton
posing to catch a ball in his Kansas City uniform. The front
is quite clean, with minute edge wear on the left border
the only distraction. Vintage notations on the back led to
the 1 grade.
29		
Ned Hanlon (Detroit-Fielding) SGC 1.5....... 300
HOFer, this has a very nice image that presents quite well.
There are no creases, the back is fine. A minute scrape by
the lower left corner led to the 1.5 grade.
30		
Dummy Hoy Throw, R/hand in rear head
		
high-Washingtons
SGC 1.5............ 700
Great card of this unheralded figure in baseball history.
From Wikipedia, Hoy is noted for being the most accomplished deaf player in Major League history, and is credited
by some sources with causing the establishment of signals
for safe and out calls.[ He held the Major League record for
games in center field (1,726) from 1899 to 1920, set records
for career putouts (3,958) and total chances (4,625) as an
outfielder, and retired among the leaders in outfield games
(2nd; 1,795), assists (7th; 273), and double plays (3rd; 72).
The offered card has a terrific image of Hoy as a Washington
player. The contrast is strong, the front displays very well.
Mild wear from scrapbook removal on the back led to the
1.5 grade. This is another card that presents much, much
nicer than its technical grade. Hoy’s original cards hardly
ever come to market and tend to sell instantly when they hit
the market.
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31

Tim Keefe (Bat near horizontal,
Tim Keefe, P., New Yorks)
SGC 2............... 300
Really nice looking Old Judge HOFer, I like the pink tint
and the fine image. Well contrasted and clean, there are no
creases, the surfaces are clean, including the back. SGC may
have been a grade low here.
93		 Tommy McCarthy (Tag player, 2d B. St. Louis)
				
PSA 1................ 200
HOFer, this card earns its 1 grade. There is a substantial
crease on the front and extensive corner wear, the back is
oddly enough not bad at all. The image still presents well.
32
Tom McLaughlin (spotted tie) PSA 2 mk.............. 800
Beautiful card, this is an ideal example of a spotted tie Old
Judge if you want to have just one in your collection (something very few collectors can claim!). The offered card has a
beautiful and superb image, the quality is impressive.
The front shows corner wear, but is otherwise quite clean
and nice. The mk qualifier is due to early pencil notations on
the reverse, there is no damage or paper loss. Overall this is
a rare and superior Old Judge spotted tie card.
33
Bid McPhee (Throwing, Cincinnatti)
			
PSA AA.......... 1000
Vital Old Judge HOFer, one of the rarest and most desirable
cards in the set. Needed by almost all Old Judge collectors,
the offered card will not set any condition records. The front
of the card has a slightly light but not terrible image, it is
fully discernible. Various pinprick type scrapes on the front
are the issue. The back is clean, it is possible that this was
rebacked but we are not sure. If you are looking for an
Old Judge Bid McPhee or doing a true playing career
HOF run and do not want to spend 5-10K, you may want
to consider this card.
34 Kid Nichols (Hands at chest, Omahas) SGC 2...... 1000
Terrific card, this is one of the better HOFers in the set.
This very uncommon image is clear and nice, it has solid
display value and a nice feel to it. The card oddly enough has
no back damage, but there is a crease on the bottom portion of the card and extensive wear at the lower left corner.
Despite these issues, this still presents very well for its grade.
Who wants to add a truly difficult Old Judge HOFer to their
collection?
35
Hank O’Day (Hands at chest,O’Day, P. Washington)
			
SGC 1............... 550
Extremely scarce card of this recent HOF inductee, this is
his only card to our knowledge. Very attractive 1, this card
offers a superb image of a somewhat nervous O’Day holding a ball at his chest. The front has a fair amount of corner
and some very fine creasing by the edges. The back has one
scrape from scrapbook removal. How often do these ever
come around?
36 Jim O’Rourke (Throwing, 3d B. N.Y’s) SGC 1.5..... 500
Pleasing HOFer, this has a respectable image. Corner wear,
especially at the lower left, is present on the front. The back
was mounted with a stamp hinge that was removed, it is
otherwise not bad. This is a perfectly acceptable card for
the grade.
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37

Amos Rusie Pitch, R/hand head high at side
-Rusie
PSA 2 mk.......... 560
Desirable HOF card, we hardly ever see these. The front has
a nice image, clean surfaces and a fresh look; a stray mark by
the bottom left corner is the only possible distraction. The
back has no paper loss and the stamp from a known collector. Old Judge HOFers seem like such a good value
in today’s market.
38		
Gus Schmelz (Cincinnati) SGC 4............... 560
Great card, you have love this super evocative 19th century
image of the Reds manager. Extremely clean and fine, this
might be undergraded. The front has a fine image, clean surfaces and crisp edges; wear is only really visible at the lower
right corner. The back also appears to be quite clean, there
might be some subtle wear.
39		
John Ward (Hands on hips, New Yorks)
			
SGC 1.5............ 350
Acceptable lower grade Old Judge HOFer, Ward has a fascinating biography. The image is not bad, with note to some
pinpricks of wear. The lower left corner has lots of wear,
along with one area in the back.

45		
Fido Baldwin Bat in R/hand at side-Chicago
			
PSA 1.5 mc......... 50
Cut fully to the right border, this retains a very fine image.
The back was removed carefully from a scrapbook at one
time.

46		
Sam Barkley Stooping to field grounder
		
PSA Authentic Altered............ 50
Possibly rebacked, the front is sharp and superb, with an
amazing image.
47		
Billy Barnie Portrait looking L, waist
		
length-Manager
SGC 1.5............ 200
Very scarce card, this is probably the first time that we have
ever seen one of these. The image is respectable, the card is
clean, the front presents well. There are no real creases, the
usual issues on the back led to the 1.5 grade.

40		
Mickey Welch (Ball in hands above waist,
		
Smiling Mickey)
PSA 1................ 525
Neat card of a key HOF pitcher, the offered card has a
terrific and very well designed image. This grades a 1 due
to creasing, edge wear in one spot and back damage. Still
despite the low technical grade, the very fine image provides for terrific eye appeal. Very uncommon and desirable
HOFer, the winning bidder should really enjoy this card.
41		
Ned Williamson W/ Mascot Willie Hahn
		
(rare)
SGC Authentic............. 800
Rare card, this is another of the classic Old Judge images.
These hardly ever come to market, the offered card is cut
short at the bottom border. The image is a touch light but
still nice. There are no creases, a few pinprick areas of wear
are on the front, the back looks good.
Old Judges: General
42		

Daniel Alexander Ball in hands at chest
PSA Authentic Altered.......... 50
Possibly rebacked, this has a quality image and some slight
staining by the right border.
43		
Myron Allen Catch, high ball well clear of glove
			
SGC 1................. 50
Clean card has a fine image and good eye appeal. Some
creasing, surface wear by the bottom border and a stray
mark/wear on the back led to the somewhat conservative
1 grade.
44		
Ed Andrews Catch, hands shoulder high
		
-Philadelphias
PSA 1.................. 50
Creasing keeps this at a 1. The image is respectable, there are
no technical flaws.
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48		
Oyster Burns Swinging, bat in rear at 60
		
-Baltimore
PSA 1................ 140
Baltimore player, this has a light but discernible image.
Wear at the upper right corner and writing on the back
keep this at a 1.
49		
Jack Carney Bat in R/hand at side-Washingtons..
			
PSA AA.............. 70
Awkwardly cut on the right edge, possibly rebacked. There is
one crease, the image is very nice.
50		
Bob Caruthers Holding up ball in L/hand
		
neck high-P., Brook
PSA AA.............. 90
Quality name 19th century player, this has surface wear on
the front. The image is not terrible, he is pictured as a
Dodger, we do not know what the alteration is.

60		
Sid Farrar (Catch-arms out head level
		
to side ball)
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Great image, the contrast and image quality are outstanding. Cut to the right border, the front looks terrific. Owner
stamps on the back led to the 1.5 grade.

61		
Jack Farrell (Wash-Tag Paul Hines) PSA 2...... 70
Neat multi-player card, these are among the most popular cards in the set. Condition is rough, with a substantial
crease and lots of wear at the upper left corner. The back is
clean, the image is otherwise quite nice.
62		

Charlie Ferguson (Tagging a player)
SGC Authentic.............. 50
Neat Old Judge card, this has a fine and fun image.
Creasing and corner wear are visible, we are not sure why
this is slabbed Authentic.

51		
Jimmy Cooney Throw, R/hand head high
			
SGC 2.5............ 140
Solid card of an Omaha player, there are no creases, the
back is clean, the image is solid. Centered to the top border,
general wear keeps this at a 2.5.
52		
Sam Crane Bat at ready at 70-2d B PSA 1.5..... 60
Clean card has a terrific front with a superb image and a
fresh look; typical back issues keep this at a 1.5.
53		
Billy Crowell Pitch, facing L, hands concealed
		
behind body-Cleveland’s
PSA 1.5............... 60
Pleasing card has a nice image, slight surface wear on the
front and typical back wear led to the 1.5 grade.
54		
Jim Cudworth Stooping to field low ball
			
PSA AA.............. 90
Terrific image, this has been mounted onto a different Old
Judge card. This is a very uncommon Worcester, MA player.
55		
Sun Daly Catch-hands left of head
		
PSA Authentic Altered.......... 50
Fine image, this is cut short at the bottom border. The card
is otherwise fairly clean and nice.
56		
Pat Dealey (Arm back with ball ear level)
			
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Attractive card has a fine image and a very clean front; an
owner’s stamp on the back and stray writing led to the
1.5 grade.
57		
Harry Decker Bat at ready, almost horizon
		
tal-Philadelphias
SGC 1................. 50
1889 Old Judge has a name and an attractive pink tint; period notations from 1890 on the reverse led to the 1 grade.
58		
Jerry Denny (Indy-Bat at 45) SGC 1................ 50
Pleasing front has a nice image and is about VG, mild wear
on the back from scrapbook removal led to the 1 grade.
59		
Charlie Duffe (Catch-hands clasp at chest,
		
no ball)
SGC 2................. 70
Diamond cut, there is some slight wear on the player’s leg.
The image is not bad at all, the back is clean.
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63		 Alex Ferson (Ball in hands in front of chest)
				
SGC 2................. 70
Clean card has a nice image and a fine back. Not sure about
the 2 grade, there might be some odd wear by the upper
right corner.

75		 Moxie Hengle Bat at ready by head-Minneapolis
				
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Very attractive Minneapolis player, you have to love the nice,
wide borders. The image is solid, the front is quite clean,
typical back issues keep this at a 1.5.

64		 Silver Flint (Portrait in street clothes) PSA 5........ 175
Scarce portrait card, this is something we hardly ever see.
Strong card has no technical flaws and only some mild general wear. An Ex 5 is a very high grade for an Old Judge, this
card deserves its grade.

76		 John Henry (Philadelphia)
PSA 2.................. 70
Not bad at all, this has a respectable image. Natural toning
and some back wear keeps this at a 2.

65		 Jim Fogarty (Catch-run to left ball over shoulder)
				
PSA 2.................. 70
Attractive card has a great image, a stain by the left border is
the only distraction here. The back and front are otherwise
clean.
66		 John Gaffney (Leaning to left right hand on hip
		 in suit)
SGC 1............... 140
Neat card of the manager posed to his right, the image quality is very strong. A tack hole in a good spot keeps this at a 1.

77		 Buster Hoover Bat over R/shoulder
nearly horizontal-Phila PSA Authentic Altered...... 50
Possibly rebacked, this has an awkward cut at the bottom
border. The image is pleasing.
78		 Jack Horner-catch sideview hands
		 neck high
SGC 2................. 70
Uncommon New Havens player, this has some general wear
but not technical flaws. The image is not bad at all.

67		 Gid Gardner (Plila-Bat at ready) SGC 1................. 50
Solid image, corner wear and typical back issues keep this
at a 1.
68		 Jack Glasscock (Indy-Bat at almost 90,Short Stop)
				
PSA 1.5............... 60
Name player, this has a fine image and a very clean front;
slight wear on the back led to the grade.
69		 Will Gleason Leaning/R, hands thigh high-S.S.,
				
PSA 2 mk............ 60
Pleasing 2 has a nice front; general wear and some notations
on the back led to the grade.
70		 Bill Greenwood (Balt-arm back w/ball head high)
				
SGC 1................. 50
Rough card, this has damage by the lower right corner. Uncommon Baltimore player, the image is not bad at all.
71		 John Harkins Bat on right shoulder, Baltimore
				
SGC 2............... 250
Baltimore player. Rougher card has a slightly light image
and general wear. The corners show a fair amount of wear,
and there is a pinprick bit of white showing on his uniform;
the back has a crease but no damage or paper loss.
72		 Billy Hart Des Moines-hands over head SGC 1.5.. 140
Sharp card has four strong corners and a superb front, with
just one nick at the extreme top border. Typical back issues
led the 1.5 grade.
73		 Hardie Henderson Dark cap, hands at waist
				
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Attractive card has a strong image, a pinhole by the top
border keeps this at a 1.5.
74		 Egyptian Healy (Indy-bat ready to hit,P.)
		
PSA Authentic Altered......... 50
Cut short, this might have been rebacked. The image is quite
dark and bold, this player has a great nickname.
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79		 Nat Hudson (Rear back to throw, arm belt high)
				
PSA 1.5............... 60
Pleasing card has a nice image and a clean front, with just
corner wear as a distraction. The back shows typical wear.
80		 John Irwin (Wash-Catch hands in front chest high)
				
SGC 2................. 70
Uncommon image, this has no creases or technical flaws.
Corner wear and general wear keep this at a nice 2.
81		 A.C. Jantzen (catch ball bent over from waist)
				
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Cut thin, this has an outstanding image with perfect contrast and clarity. No creases, the back is clean.
82		 Philip Knell (Throw-back to camera ball in
		 hand head high,St. Josephs)
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Typical Old Judge, this has a very clean and attractive front
with a nice image and no flaws. The back was removed from
a scrapbook without paper loss.

90		 Fred Mann (SL- catch hands above head look at ball)
				
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Scarce Hartford card, we hardly ever see these come to
market. Not bad at all, the image is nice. The back has a
stray owner’s stamp and the front has a crease. This presents
much better than its technical grade.
91		 Willie Breslin (New York Mascot) SGC 1.5......... 200
Very, very fun and interesting card, this is of the dimunitive
New York Mascot. The image quality is superb, this is an
utterly charming Old Judge! The front has a crease but is
otherwise superb, the back has the usual issues.
92		 Al Maul (Bat at 45)
PSA 1.................. 50
Typical Old Judge 1, the front is clean, the back has damage.
The front retains a nice image of this Pirates player wielding
a big bat, there are no creases, but the corners exhibit a fair
amount of wear.

83		 Gus Krock Pitch, hands above waist-Chicagos
				
PSA 1 mk............ 44
Rougher card has lots of wear by the two bottom corners.
The image is still nice however, the back has no paper loss.
84		 Ted Larkin Catch left arm above head SGC 1......... 50
The front has a pleasing image and wear by the upper left
corner, typical back issues keep this at a 1.
85		 Germany Long
SGC 2.5.............. 90
Beautiful image of this Kansas City player, this has perfect
contrast and excellent eye appeal. There are no creases, the
back is clean, the corners are not bad at all. Slight edge wear
on the bottom border keeps this at an awfully attractive 2.5.
86		 Bobby Lowe (Lean on Bat)
PSA 2................ 200
Quality card, this is scarce and desirable. Name player,
Bobby Lowe was the first player in baseball history to hit
four home runs in one game. The offered card has a beautiful front with a perfect image of Lowe leaning on a bat in a
Milwaukee uniform. There are no creases, the front is Ex or
better; mild back wear kept this at a technical 2.
87		 Joseph Mack Bending/R, L/hand thigh high in
		 rear (Baltimore)
PSA 1.5 mk......... 90
Baltimore player, this has a pleasing image. Lots of corner
wear and writing keep this at a 1.5 mk.
88		 Denny Lyons (Bat Ready 30 degrees)
PSA Authentic Altered.......... 50
Fine image, this is cut close on the top and bottom borders.
The back is fine.
89		 Danny Mahoney (Hands on knees)
SGC Authentic............... 44
St. Joes player, the surfaces look to be clean, the image is
nice. There is a pinhole by the top border and corner wear,
the back appears to be fine.
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94		 Tom McCullum Throw, R/hand head high
				
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Minneapolis player, this has a clean front with a pleasing
image; stray pencil notations on the otherwise clean back
likely led to the grade.
95		 Jim McCormick (Chic-Bat at 45) SGC 3............... 100
Another uncommon card, this example has a medium quality image and general wear. The corners exhibit lots of wear,
this has no back damage or technical defects.
96		 Jocko Milligan (SL-Bat over right shoulder)
			
PSA 4 mk.......... 100
Clean card has a light image, a clean back and a nice feel.
There are some nicks of wear and a stray spot on the front,
the mk qualifier is a bit harsh.
97		 Ed Morris (Hands at chest with ball) PSA 1.5......... 60
General wear and surface wear keep this Pirate player at a
1.5. The image is not bad at all, just a bit light.
98		 Count Mullane (Rear back to throw,
		 hands stomach high)
SGC 4............... 175
Neat card, this has a pleasing image and clean surfaces.
The edges are not bad at all, the back is fine. Corner wear
keeps this at a 4.

105		 Parson Nicholson SL-Catch by right knee SGC 1... 50
Great name! This card has a fine image and a nice front;
wear in one spot on the back led to the somewhat harsh
1 grade.
106		 Patrick O’Connell Bat at ready, looking at
		 camera-Des Moines
SGC 4............... 140
Des Moines player, this has a terrific image and very clean
surfaces. The back is fine, there is a minute corner crease at
the upper left, this is quite nice overall.
107		 Jack O’Connor (Columbus, stooping field grounder)
				
PSA AA............ 125
Tougher Columbus card, the image is not bad, we do not
know what the alteration is.
108		 Jimmy Peeples
SGC 1.5............ 150
Tougher card, these do not trade very often. Very nice card
for the grade, this has a solid front with a nice image that is
just a touch light. The borders look good, the corners exhibit
consistent wear. A stamp hinge area of wear on the back led
to the 1.5 grade.

99		 Count Mullane (Rear back to throw,
		 hands stomach high)
PSA 1 mk............ 44
Very nice image, corner wear and back wear led to the grade.
100		 Joseph Mulvey (Philadelphias-catch hands
		 cupped at stomach)
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Very nice looking card has a terrific image and the front is
quite clean. Back wear from scrapbook removal led to the
1.5 grade.
101		 Jim Mutrie Standing, w/cane and wearing a derby,
			
N.Y.
SGC 2............... 100
Uncommon card of the New York Giants manager, I love his
attire! General wear keeps this at a 2, the image is not bad at
all, the back has no damage.
102		 Hugh Nicol With Reilly, side by side-L&S
				
PSA AA............ 140
Neat multi-player card, this has a tear in the center that
might have been professionally repaired, we are not sure.
The image has one stain but otherwise looks good. The back
has no damage.
103		 Hugh Nicol-Brown’s Champion Browns Champions
				
PSA 1................ 100
Nice 1 from this desirable subset, the image is very strong,
the borders are solid, the front looks great. Mild wear on
the back likely kept this at a 1.
104		 Samuel Nichols (Lean on bat)
SGC 1................. 50
Pleasing card has a very nice image of this Pirates player
leaning on his very long bat. Typical back issues led to the
1 grade.
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109		 Fred Pfeffer Tagging player on ground-N.T
				
SGC 2 ................. 70
Fun image of a tagging play, the front is not bad at all.
The back has a slight scrape, also not bad at all.
110		 Dick Phelan (Catch-hands together at face)
				
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Des Moines player, the front has some wear but is not bad
at all; mild back wear keeps this at a 1.5.
111		 Yank Robinson Throw right arm back ear high
			
PSA Authentic Altered.............. 50
Possibly rebacked, we are not sure why it was slabbed
Authentic. This card has four sharp corners and perfect
edges, the image looks good, the back shows typical wear.
112		 Danny Richardson (Bat on right shoulder)
				
PSA 1.5............... 60
This card has a beautiful front with a terrific image.
The back shows mild wear.
113		 M.C. Robinson (Squat for grounder hands knee high)
				
SGC 5............... 140
Great looking card, this has perfectly clean surfaces, a
nice image and a very fresh look. It can be so hard to find
Old Judges in this quality.

120		 Sam Smith (St-Joe-catch hands at face level)
				
SGC 1................. 50
Uncommon team, the image displays well. Creasing and
mild back wear keep this at a very attractive 1.
121		 Joe Sommer Catch, hands above head (Baltimore)
				
PSA 2................ 140
Fine looking Baltimore Old Judge, the front has some spotting. The looks good, the surfaces are otherwise very nice.
The back exhibits moderate wear.
122		 Dan Stearns (KC-Rear back to throw, ball in right
		 hand almost belt high)
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Nice looking card has a fine front with crisp edges and a
solid image. Typical back issues keep this at a 1.5.
123		 Harry Stovey (Phila-hands on knees lean to right)
				
SGC 1.5............ 250
Name player, very popular among 19th century collectors.
Neat image of Stovey with his hands on his knees in his
Athletics uniform, the card presents well. The front has no
creases or wrinkles, the corners and edges are also solid.
Mild back wear keeps this at a 1.5.

114		 Doc Sage (Toledos-Catch-bent over hands together
		 to right foot high)
SGC 3.5............ 100
Scarcer Toledo card, this is exceptionally clean and sharp.
The image is nice, the corners all come to strong points,
the borders look great. The back appears clean but might
have some very subtle wear as this appears to be significantly undergraded otherwise.
115		 Bill Sharsig (Stand with top hat and long jacket)........
				
SGC 1.5.............. 90
Medium quality image of the Philadelphia A’s manager,
uncommon card. The front is pleasing and reasonably
clean, a tape fragment and a small stain on the back likely
led to the 1.5 grade.
116		 John Shaw (Minneapolis) PSA Authentic Altered... 50
Pleasing image, we are not sure about the alteration. The
card has some slight scraping on the front, the back is clean.
117		 Elmer Smith Pitch, hands at chest-Smith, P.,
		 Cincinnati
PSA Authentic Altered....... 50
Possibly rebacked, we are not sure. The image is pleasing.
118		 Otto Schomberg Catch-hands in front of face,
		 1st Base
PSA Authentic Altered...... 50
Cut short, this has a supremely bold and well contrasted
image. The back has wear, there is creasing at the lower
right corner.
119		 Ed Silch (Brklyn-Rear back to thrw-right hand
w/ball neck high)
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Brooklyn Dodger player, these are from the cards that are
taller. There is a nick in the bottom border and some mild
back wear, this is not a bad card at all for the grade.
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124		 Scott Stratton (Ball in hand shoulder high)
		 (Louisville)
SGC 2............... 150
Lousville player, this has no visible creases or technical
flaws. The image is nice, corner wear appears to be the only
issue here.
125		 Patsy Tebeau Ball in R/hand chest high,
		 leaning/L-Clevelands
SGC 1.5.............. 60
Nice front is sharp and clean, the back has moderate wear.

126		 Ed Swartwood (Bklyn-catch hands above
		 head look up)
SGC 1.5.............. 60
GORGEOUS image, this is a beautiful card. The great image
of this Dodger player could not be any darker or clearer,
I love the photography here. The Old Judge Cigarettes
curver banner looks great at the upper left corner. The back
shows slight wear, the winning bidder will really enjoy this
great looking card.

135		 Joe Werrick (strike bat over r shoulder)
		 (Louisville)
PSA 2................ 250
Scarce Louisville card, this has a wonderful and truly classic
image of a batter about to hit a pitched ball. No technical
flaws, the back is clean, the surfaces are strong. Wear at the
upper right corner likely led PSA to grade this an awfully
conservative 2.
136		 George Wood Bat at ready, looking at camera
		 -Phila.		SGC 1.5.............. 60
Another typical Old Judge, this has a very sharp and clean
front. The image is terrific, writing was erased on the
otherwise clean back.

127		 John Tener (Stand-ball in right hand hip high)
				
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
A substantial crease through the center and an owner’s
stamp on the back keep this at a 1.5.
128		 A.M. Tuckerman Pitch, R/hand head high-Pauls
				
SGC 1................. 35
Typical Old Judge, the front is clean and nice with a good
image, the back has the usual wear.
129		 Mike Tiernan (Ball in hands at chest,R.F. N.Y’s.)
				
SGC 3................. 90
Very nice 3, this has a fine image, wide borders and no back
issues. The borders and surfaces look good.
130		 Tommy Tucker (Catch-bent down ball cupped
		 below knee)
SGC 5.5............ 140
Baltimore player, this has a slightly light but still nice image.
The card is quite clean overall, slight corner wear keeps this
at a 5.5.
131		 Bill Van Dyke (Toledo)
PSA AA............ 130
Tougher Toledo card, this has a fine image. Cut short at the
top and bottom borders, the front displays well. The back
has staining from scrapbook removal.
132		 Curt Welch With Gleason-Welsh PSA AA........... 140
Fun multi-player card, the image is a touch light but not
bad at all. There is a stain by the right border and the usual
back wear, we do not know why this did not get a numerical
grade.
133		 Reddy Walsh Catch-sideturn bent at waist SGC 1.. 50
Great image, you have to love the uniform and the pose.
The front is quite sharp and clean, Ex-Mt or better to our
eyes. The back has some general wear, it is not bad at all.
This honestly looks to be undergraded.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com
for many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed
by 6 PM EST
On Wednesday June 5.

134		 Whitacre (Pitch, hands out head high) SGC 1........ 50
Nice 1, this has a fine image and good eye appeal. There are
no technical flaws, but creasing, mainly on the back, keeps
this at a 1.
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137		
Lot of 10 different Old Judges......................... 500
Pleasing mid-grade lot of Old Judges, these have slightly
light but respectable images. The condition varies, all have
typical back issues. Fresh lot, everything will be pictured on
our web site. These are the players: Bakley, Blair, Brosnan,
Burdock, Carroll, Crane, Daley, Decker, Farmer and Gantz.
138		
Lot of 12 different Old Judges ........................ 600
Pleasing mid-grade lot of Old Judges, these have slightly
light but respectable images. The condition varies, all have
typical back issues. Fresh lot, everything will be pictured
on our web site. These are the players: Fennelly, Horning,
McAleer, O’Brien, Orr, Pfeffer, Radford, Seward, Somers,
Sutton, Tebeau and Tuckerman.

139		 1895 N300 Mayo Cut Plug Cap Anson
							
Global 1.5
The key to this great 19th century player, Cap Anson
remains the biggest name in 19th century baseball. Very
rough card, PSA did not want to cross it over due to fragility
concerns. The offered card has surface wear and extensive
wear at the lower left corner. The image is not bad, the back
has general wear but no paper loss. Affordable example of
a vital card from a key set, this is perfect if you do not care
about condition.
140		 1907 Novelty Cutlery Postcards		Frank Chance
		
PSA Authentic............... 175
Very scarce and desirable early 20th century postcard, we
have not had one of these in years. The offered card has a
beautiful front with a terrific image. The borders are clean,
there is some mild creasing that does not crack the paper.
The back has been mailed, oddly enough not until 1922!
This is a very early and key postcard from popular Cubs
HOFer Frank Chance.
141		 1908 E102
Ty Cobb
SGC 1............... 900
Very scarce early Ty Cobb card, these hardly ever come to
market. The offered card fully earns its 1 grade with extensive corner wear and come creasing. The card is fully cut to
the top border. The color, however, is terrific and the image
still is very nice. The back is not bad at all, the checklist is
fine, wear is only really noticeable by the lower right corner.
This caramel card of Ty Cobb hardly ever comes to market.
142		 1908 E102		 Christy Mathewson PSA 1 mk...... 150
Very desirable landscape format Christy Mathewson caramel card, this is not for a high grade collector! The offered
card more than earns its one grade with extensive corner
wear, creasing and general wear. Still the card retains its
original color and image quality, and the back has no paper
loss. This is an affordable example of a very pricey and desirable Mathewson candy card.
143		 1909 E90-1 American Caramel
		 Fred Clarke (Philadelphia)
SGC 2............... 300
Very scarce variation, this is missing from most sets. A nice
2, this has outstanding color and a flawless image. The back
has no paper loss or technical flaws. Corner wear and moderate creasing keep this very attractive card at a 2.
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144		 1909 E90-1 American Caramel
		
Eddie Collins
SGC 5............... 250
Very clean card, it is extremely difficult to find cards from
this very condition sensitive issue in 5 holders. Possibly
oversize, this card has a huge bottom border. Centered to
the top border, this has a superb image and only very mild
corner wear. The back is clean, the borders are nice and
white.
1909-11 T206 Singles
145		
Ames (hands above head)
SGC 8............... 600
Fine 8, this has outstanding color, bright white borders and
four sharp corners. Centered slightly to the top border, the
back is a very clean Sweet Caporal.

146		
Chase (portrait, pink bckgrnd)	  PSA 5.5.
..........
PSA 5.5
200
Tough card to find in nice condition, these are usually really
rough. Freshly graded, this card offers a beautiful image and
only slight corner wear. The card has a fresh look with bright
white borders and super clean surfaces. This should be an
upgrade for almost all of you.
148		
Hulswitt			
PSA 6................ 100
Classic Ex-Mt card, this has terrific centering, clean white
borders, a terrific image and corners that come to points.
Solid card.
150		
Malarkey (Broad Leaf 350)		SGC 3.5............ 400
Really nice card, this has a perfect color image of this
Buffalo player. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even
under magnification. There is some very fine general wear
by the bottom border, the corners show even wear, this has
rich color, the borders are clean. Most importantly, the very
desirable Broad Leaf 350 bat looks great. There is hardly
any wear on the back, it retains its original vibrance and has
outstanding eye appeal. Who wants to add this very scarce
back variation to their run?
151		
Paskert			
PSA 6................ 100
Very sharp looking card, this looks to be oversize. Centered
mildly to the left border, this has clean white borders and
very strong corners for the grade. The back looks great.
152		
Phelan (Broad Leaf 350)
SGC 3.5............ 400
Classic 3.5, this has outstanding color, no visible creases or
wrinkles, even under magnification, and consistent corner
wear. The surfaces are clean, the borders are nice. The very
scarce back is particularly clean and fine, it retains great
vibrancy and has terrific eye appeal. Very tough back variation, it would be hard to improve on the offered card overall.
153		
Phillippe			
PSA 6................ 100
Star pitcher, this is an elusive card in nice condition to our
eyes. Solid 6, this is well centered with quality corners and
clean borders. The color and image are both very strong.
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149		

Walter Johnson (portrait)
PSA 1 mk (Brown Hindu back).............. 500
One of the most classic cards in the T206 set, this is also
an absolute key to the set. A white-hot card in every grade,
the offered card is a 1 mk due to extensive creasing, corner
wear, general wear and a subtle stamp on the back. With that
clearly disclosed, the card does have a presentable image and
still has good color. The scarce brown Hindu back, despite
some issues, still displays reasonably well. Key T206 HOFers
with rare backs have been on fire in recent years, a Walter
Johnson Portrait with a brown Hindu back is a really big
deal in any grade. Freshly graded and new to the hobby, this
is an extremely desirable T206 card that is almost impossible to find in today’s market of super aggressive rare back
collectors.
154		
Happy Smith SGC 3 (Lenox back)................. 850
Lenox backs are white-hot right now, offered is a fresh card.
This card of Brooklyn Dodger Happy Smith should sure
make a rare back collector Happy! Graded VG 3 by SGC,
this card has an exceptionally clean and attractive Lenox
back. The card has some creasing and a fair amount of
corner wear. The color is terrific, the image quality is strong,
the borders are white. The back of course is the thing here.
155		
Tris Speaker
PSA 4................ 250
Extremely popular early card of this truly great HOFer, this
is a very high-end 4. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles,
even under magnification, The color is rich and vibrant, the
borders are white, the back is clean. Moderate corner wear
appears to be the only issue here.
156		
Rube Waddell Portrait
		
PSA 1 mk (Brown Hindu back)................. 100
Desirable HOFer with a rare back, the condition is not
great. The card retains good color but has extensive creasing
and a fair amount of back damage. Still this is a HOFer with
a tough back, sure to elicit substantial bidder interest.
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147		
Ty Cobb Red Bknd (Sovereign 460 back)
							
PSA 2................ 750
Extremely rare front and back combination, nearly all of the
Ty Cobb red backgrounds that trade with Sovereign backs
are the 350 variation. The offered lot was obtained decades
ago by a great collector, is newly graded and completely
fresh to the hobby. This card has outstanding color, as rich
and vibrant as possible. The image of Cobb is superb, the
borders are bright white and the card has a super fresh look
and feel. The corners are in the VG-Ex to Ex range, a moderate crease by the top border keeps this at a 2. The desirable Sovereign 460 back is strikingly clean and fine. Scarce
back combinations with HOFers are beyond prized in this
market, a Ty Cobb with this back would be an incredible addition to any such collection. We are going to start this one
really low to make things interesting, happy bidding!

157		

Cy Young (portrait)
PSA 1.5 (Brown Hindu back)................. 500
One of the classic cards in the T206 set, this is also an
absolute key to the set. A white-hot card in every grade,
the offered card is particularly nice for the grade. There is
hardly any creasing, the color is good, the corners exhibit
fairly consistent wear and the borders are white. The image
of Cy Young displays quite well. The key to many collectors
however is the back, which is a scarce brown Hindu. The
back is quite clean and fine, it is perfectly clean and attractive with only some very faint creasing. Key T206 HOFers
with rare backs have been on fire in recent years, a Cy Young
Portrait with a brown Hindu back that presents this well is a
real trophy card. Freshly graded and new to the hobby, this
is a truly great T206 card that has so much going for it.
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158		 1910 E90-2 American Caramel Pirates
		
Honus Wagner
PSA 1.............. 1000
Offered is a great card of the one and only Honus Wagner.
This card offers a signature portrait of Wagner with a rich
blue background. This card earns its one grade with multiple creases and corner wear, but there are no technical
flaws. The card retains all of its original color and the back
has no damage, which is very unusual for a 1 on an E card.
A card we hardly ever see, we have not handled one of these
in many years. A classic Honus Wagner card from a set that
was produced on a very limited basis almost certainly on a
regional basis, this is one of his most attractive cards. If you
are looking to add one of the few real Honus Wagner cards
with the same portrait image as his legendary T206 card,
this is worth taking a long look at.

164		 1915 E106		 Honus Wagner Batting
							
PSA AA............ 300
Another great Honus Wagner card from a very difficult
E set, these hardly ever come to market. The offered card has
outstanding color and superb image quality. The corners are
in the VG range, the back is clean overall. There is creasing
present, a few of which by the bottom border are somewhat
substantial. The alteration is because someone added some
red color to cover the white paper exposed by the crease;
perhaps this could be reversed by someone in the future but
we are of course not sure. Either way, this alteration will save
someone thousands of dollars and the winning bidder will
have a nonetheless very desirable and attractive real Honus
Wagner caramel card from a very scarce set. Let’s open this
at $300 and see what happens!

159		 1910 PC 796		 Frank Chance
PSA 2................ 200
Scarce and desirable postcard, this is absolutely ideal for
the grade. The front offers a large and fine image of HOFer
Frank Chance as the Cubs manager. Unmailed, the back is
clean and there are no creases. Consistent corner wear keeps
this at a 2, the surfaces are quite clean.
160		 1910 Sweet Caporal Pins
Tris Speaker (large letters)
PSA 7................ 100
Very fine condition pin, we cannot see any edge or surface
wear. This is extremely well centered, the image looks great,
the original paper backing is also quite clean.
161		 1913 T200 Fatima Team Cards
		 Brooklyn Dodgers
PSA 3................ 100
An absolutely ideal card for the grade, this example has exceptional centering, no creases and a clean back. The corners
are not bad at all, the brown borders are clean and chip-free.
The image is a touch light but still nice. Much more like a
4 than a 3, PSA was a bit tough here. Either way this is a fine
looking example of a neat card.
162		 1913 T200 Fatima Team Cards
		 Pittsburgh Pirates
PSA 4................ 150
Beautiful example of this desirable card that features Honus
Wagner, the image quality is superb. The borders are rich
brown and have no chipping. The back is quite clean, with
one only very subtle surface wrinkle. The card has a very
fresh and vibrant look, it is simply ideal for the grade. Given
what the better T206 cards bring these days, this card does
seem to be undervalued right now to our eyes.
163		 1915 E106		 Eddie Plank
PSA AA............ 100
Very tough card of Eddie Plank, we are not sure of the
alteration. The card is low grade, with some damage on the
right border and on the back. The card retains good color
and image quality, it may have been exposed to moisture
at one time, it would only grade a 1 or 2 regardless of any
alteration.
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165		 1915 E106 American Caramel		
		 Christy Mathewson
PSA 2.5............. 600
Beautiful Christy Mathewson card from a very scarce issue,
how often do these come around? An ideal card for the
grade, this has no visible creases or wrinkles, even under
magnification. The corners show consistent wear, the color
and image quality are terrific, the back is clean. This has
nice white borders and is especially nice as it is a landscape
format card. Very nice.

166		 1921 W515		 Babe Ruth
PSA 2................ 200
Babe Ruth strip cards have exploded in price in recent years.
The offered card has nice wide borders, a perfect image and
retains a very fresh look. The 2 grade seems very harsh here
as there are only some very subtle back surface wrinkles and
slight wear on the right edge. Fresh to the hobby, this is one
of the most colorful and attractive examples of this card that
we have seen in years.
167		 1932 US Caramel 1 Eddie Collins PSA 4........... 250
Very difficult #1 card from this key 1930s set, we hardly
ever see these. A very nice 4, the offered card is reasonably
well centered with good color and only one very fine surface
crease at the extreme right border. This is a very solid card
for the grade, nicer than most that trade.
168		 1932 US Caramel 14 Ty Cobb PSA 4................ 900
Very tough Ty Cobb card to find, this is the first example we
have seen in years. Fresh to the hobby, this card is notable
for outstanding centering, a fine image and great overall eye
appeal. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, the surfaces
are quite clean, the borders look good, as does the back.
PSA appears to have really split hairs on this one, as we feel
many would grade this an Ex 5. Either way, this an exceptionally attractive card of a very tough Ty Cobb card.
169		 1932 US Caramel 26 Lou Gehrig PSA 3......... 1250
One of the great Lou Gehrig cards, you have to love this
image with Gehrig’s hat turned up! Historically these have
traded for several times the price of his 1933 Goudey cards,
we feel the market is too low on this right now. The offered
card has exceptionally rich color, perfect image clarity and
clean surfaces. The borders look good, the corners are in the
VG to VG-Ex range, centering is to the left border. There are
no visible creases or wrinkles even under magnification, this
classic card is really much more like a 4 or 3.5 than 3, PSA
graded this onsite at last year’s National and may have been
a bit harsh. Either way, this is a classic card of Lou Gehrig
that has tremendous eye appeal and seldom comes up for
auction.
170		 1933 DeLong 7 Lou Gehrig
PSA 1................ 500
Iconic Lou Gehrig card, this is the key to this great set. The
kind of card that causes great frustration with the grading
companies, this looks three grades better than its 1 grade.
The color is perfect, the edges look good, the corners are Ex,
the back looks great. There are some moderate creases that
do not crack the paper and some very, very subtle pinpricks
of wear on the surface by Gehrig’s waist, these are very hard
to see without magnification. We feel PSA should have graded this a 2, the winning bidder will be getting a classic card
that is just so much nicer than its technical grade.
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171		 1933 Sport King 2 Babe Ruth SGC 2............... 600
Iconic Babe Ruth 1930s gum card, this is one of the most
attractive of all of his cards from this era. The absolute key
to this beloved set, the offered card has good centering and
a pleasing image. There is a fair amount of corner wear that
led to the 2 grade. There is hardly any creasing, the back is
clean. This is a fully presentable card for the grade. Babe
Ruth Goudey cards have been on fire in recent years.
172		 1935 Goudey 6 Mel Ott
PSA 6................ 100
Very condition sensitive issue, these usually come around
only in very poor quality. The offered exanple is a very crisp
and clean card, with solid color borders and great color.
This will be an upgrade for most of you.

180		 68 Miller SP
PSA 4.................. 90
Centered heavily to the bottom border, this has rich color
and nice corners. There are no visible creases or wrinkles,
the image is just slightly out of register.
181		 70 Honus Wagner
SGC 5................. 80
Fun card of Honus Wagner enjoying some chewing tobacco,
this example has four square corners. The borders are bright
white, the image is superb. Slight corner wear and centering
to the left border keeps this at a really nice 5.

173		 1947 Bond Bread
		 Jackie Robinson Stretching
PSA 4.5............. 800
Great card, this has a rare and terrific image of a fully
extended Jackie jumping in the field to make a play. Very
clean card, this has solid white borders, a perfect photo and
a perfect back. The corners are about Ex overall, the surfaces
are strikingly clean and nice. We cannot see any creases or
wrinkles, even under magnification, PSA may have been a
half-grade low here. Either way, this is a great looking example of a very scarce card from a white-hot set.
1948 Leaf Short-Prints
174		 5 Trucks RC SP
PSA 6................ 250
Quality pitcher, tougher card. The offered card has four very
strong corners, bright color and almost perfect registration.
Centering to the bottom border keeps this from grading a
7 or higher.
175		 19 Wyrostek SP
PSA 4................ 125
Nice 4, this is well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles. Centering is quite good, the background color is especially rich, corner wear appears to be the only issue here.
176		 33 Lowrey SP
PSA 5................ 150
Very strong 5, this is well centered with square corners, a
good image and clean borders. The corners come to points
but exhibit very slight wear at the tips, this has the eye appeal of at least a 6.
177		 43 Stevens SP
PSA 3.................. 80
Colorful 3 has a pleasing image, hardly any creasing and
clean surfaces. PSA was a bit conservative with the grade
here.
178		 51 Dark RC SP
PSA 6................ 350
Sharp card, this has four square corners and a very colorful
image. Almost perfectly registered, typical centering to the
bottom border keeps this from grading a 7.
179		 66 Grove SP
PSA 4.5............. 125
Bright and well centered, this has a terrific image. The corners come to points but slight surface corner lines keep this
at a very nice 4.5.
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182		 75 Dom DiMaggio SP
SGC 5.5............ 300
Tough card needed by so many Red Sox collectors, this one
has an exceptionally nice image. Centered heavily to the
right border, the corners all come to strong points.
183		 78 Evers SP
PSA 3.5............. 100
Colorful card is centered to the top border. Clean, there is
hardly any creasing, the corners are not bad at all, this is a
solid card for the grade.
184		 102 Hermansk Error
PSA 3.5............. 140
Fairly well centered with hardly any creasing, this has
almost none of the I in Hermanski visible. The card has a
perfect image with rich color and a nice mid-grade look
and feel.
185		 104 Stewart SP
PSA 3.5............. 100
Clean card has a perfectly registered image and no creases
or wrinkles that we could see. The corners are not bad at all,
this is a perfect card for the grade.

193		 144 Dillinger SP
PSA 3.................. 90
Very nice 3 has no creases, rich color and an outstanding
image. Corner wear appears to be the only issue here.
194		 153 Baker SP
PSA 7................ 300
For the high grade collector, this card is well centered with
four sharp corners. The image looks great, the surfaces are
quite clean.
195		 161 Vern Stephens RC SP
PSA 2.................. 70
Nice looking card, this has good color and a perfect image.
The front is very nice, some very fine back creases led PSA
to grade this a harsh 2.
196		 165 Mitchell RC SP
PSA 2.................. 70
Centered to the right border, this has some fine creasing and
moderate corner wear. The image is very solid, this is much
more like a 3 than a 2.

186		 108 Batts SP
PSA 8 oc........... 200
Sharp card is centered heavily to the right border. The corners all come to square points, the color and image quality
are both strong.
187		 121 Pesky RC SP
PSA 5................ 250
Popular card, this one is special as it has great centering.
The image of Red Sox icon Pesky batting is perfectly focused
and registered, the corners all come to points. The borders
are clean, this is a very fine Ex 5.
188		 123 Fannin SP
PSA 4................ 100
Strong 4 has no visible creases or wrinkles. Centered to the
left border, this has rich color and a terrific image.
189		 129 Higbe SP
PSA 3.................. 80
We are not sure why this did not grade at least a 4 as there
are no visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification.
The image looks great, the surfaces are quite clean.
190		 131 Sid Gordon SP
PSA 4.5............. 100
Clean card has no visible creases or wrinkles, good color
and good centering. The image is nicer than usual, corner
wear appears to be the only issue here.
191		 133 Holmes SP
PSA 4................ 150
Colorful card of this star player, this is cut to the right border. The surfaces are clean, the corners are a hair below Ex.
192		 138 Doby RC SP
PSA 5.5............. 900
Key card of this beloved HOFer, these seem so undervalued
to us compared to what the Satchel Paige and Jackie
Robinson cards from this set trade at. The offered card has
bright color, clean white borders and quality registration.
The card is bright and clean overall, the corners come to
points. Centering to the left border probably led PSA to split
hairs with the grade as most would call this a 6. It will be
interesting to see where this card trades at in a few years.
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197		 1950 Callahan Honus Wagner PSA 9................ 200
Mint Honus Wagner card, not something you see every day.
One of the real keys to a Mint 9 set, this is the first time that
we have had one of these. Immaculate card has four perfect
Mint corners, terrific centering and perfect image quality.
Who wants to move up on the registry?
198		 1951 Topps Blue Back 5 Pesky

PSA 8.................. 30

199		 1952 Topps 216 Ashburn
PSA 8................ 200
Classic 1952 Topps HOFer, this has great color and a terrific
image. Well centered, this has four sharp corners and bright
white borders. Nice 8.
200		 1952 Topps 219 Bobby Shantz PSA 8.................. 90
Clean 8, this has four sharp corners and bright white borders. The card is centered mildly to the lower right corner.
201		 1952 Topps 233 Friend RC
PSA 7.................. 25
Fine looking 7, this sharp card has great color and a fine
image. Slight centering to the right border keeps this at a
high-end 7.
204		 1953 Hunters Weiners Miller PSA Authentic. 175
Scarce and desirable 1950s regional issue, these came on
meat packages so they are very condition sensitive. The
offered card is reasonably well cut but it does have lots of
creasing, the color is good.
206		 1954 Red Heart Mickey Mantle PSA 6................ 200
Classic 1950s Mickey Mantle card, this example has outstanding color and a wonderful image of a smiling Mantle.
Very sharp but heavily centered to the right border, this is
one of the sharpest PSA 6 examples of this card that you will
find.
209		 1954 Topps 132 Tommy LaSorda RC PSA 8....... 200
Beloved HOFer and iconic personality, this is his only regular issue card. Not easy to find in quality, the offered card
has four sharp corners, perfect white borders, extraordinary
color and a perfect image. The back is also quite sharp and
clean. This will be an upgrade for almost all of you; these
seem awfully cheap in our opinion at current market levels.
210		 1954 Topps 239 Skowron RC PSA 8................ 100
Very popular card, we cannot remember the last time we
had one even approaching this quality. This beautiful card is
very well centered with four sharp corners and great color.
I love the very slight original rough cut on the right border,
the back of the card is especially sharp and clean.
Who wants to upgrade one of the key cards in their high
grade 54 set?
211		 1954 Wilson Weiners Gil Hodges PSA 7............. 600
Very scarce card to find in this quality, these are usually
miscut. Beautiful card, this has stunning period green color,
a perfect image of the beloved Hodges and bright white borders. The corners come to solid points, the back looks great.
A revered regional issue from the 1950s, these are among
the most classic cards from this era. This should be a major
upgrade for almost all Wilson Weiner set collectors and
oddball Brooklyn Dodger collectors. Great card, newly
graded, completely fresh to market.
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205		 1954 Dan Dee Mickey Mantle PSA 7.............. 1400
Classic 1950s regional issue, these almost always come in
terrible condition. Issued with potato chips, these usually
have major staining issues. The offered card is a strinkingly
attractive PSA 7. The color and image quality is truly remarkable here. There are four sharp corners, bright white
borders and perhaps the nicest image that we have ever seen
on this card. Very mild centering to the right border might
have kept this from grading a 7.5 or an 8. It would be very
difficult to improve on the quality of this gorgeous card
without breaking the bank.
207		 1954 Red Heart Mickey Mantle SGC 8.5.......... 1200
One of the most classic of all Mickey Mantle cards, this an
extremely popular and widely collected card. The offered
card is in remarkable condition, slabbed Nm-Mt Plus 8.5 by
SGC. Fully deserving of this lofty grade, this is extremely
well centered. The corners are all quite sharp, the surfaces are immaculate and the color is superb. The wonderful
image of a youthful smiling Mickey Mantle could not be any
nicer. This certainly looks to be fully comparable to a
PSA 8.5 or even a 9 on the right day to our eyes. Great card.
208		 1954 Topps 128 Hank Aaron RC PSA 5.......... 1200
Vital Rookie Card of an All Time Great player, this is an
awfully nice card for the grade. Understandably a very hot
card in recent years, this is one of the betters 5s one is likely
to find. The color and image quality really make this card,
as they are superb. The back looks great, including the color
borders. The front borders are white, the image of Aaron
really could not be any cleaner. Very well centered, the corners come to points but exhibit only minute wear. If you are
looking for a better Aaron Rookie 5, you will want to take a
good look at this card.
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212		 1955 Bowman
37 Reese
PSA 7.5............... 35
Sharp and quite clean, slight centering to the right border
likely kept this from grading an 8.
213		
214		
215		
218		

1955
1955
1955
1956

Topps
Topps
Topps
Topps

52
90
105
42

Tremel
Spooner RC
Diering
Amoros (wb)

PSA 8.................. 20
PSA 8.................. 25
PSA 8.................. 20
PSA 7.5............... 15

216		 1955 Topps 156 Black
PSA 8................ 100
Popular card in condition, this example is a very fine 8 with
terrific centering. The corners are sharp, the borders could
not be any whiter, the color is superb.
217		 1956 Topps 33 Clemente
PSA 8.............. 1000
Vital Clemente card, this is only his second-year card.
Extremely popular card, the offered card has the richest
color you will ever see, bright white borders and immaculate
surfaces. All four corners are quite sharp and superb, very
slight centering to the left border kept this gorgeous card
out of contention for a 9. This is ideal for a very high-end 56
set or Clemente collection.
219		 1956 Topps 135 Mantle
PSA 5.5............. 150
One of the most classic Mantle Topps cards, these are always
extremely popular. The offered card is newly graded, with
corners that come to poins but exhibit slight wear. Centering is to the bottom border, the color is strong, the borders
are white. The back is perfectly clean, this is a solid and
fresh looking Ex Plus.
220		 1957 Topps 76 Clemente
PSA 8................ 400
Classic card from a great set, this is a very high-end 8.
The centering is terrific, this has rich color, perfectly clean
white borders and four very sharp corners. The surfaces are
immaculate, this is an ideal 8.
222		 1957 Topps 328 B. Robinson RC PSA 7........... 350
Key card, this is such a popular player and card. Not the
easiest card to find as it is a semi-high number, this is missing from so many 57 sets and Rookie Card collections. The
offered card is a very attractive 7 with four sharp corners,
bright white borders, great color and an outstanding image.
Centering to the right border keeps this from grading
higher.
223		 1958 Bell Brand Campanella PSA 7................ 150
Underrated issue from the first LA Dodger team, the
condition here is a superb Near Mint. Well centered and
exceptionally clean, this is a great looking example of a very
uncommon card.
224		 1958 Bell Brand Drysdale
PSA 7................ 150
Underrated issue from the first LA Dodger team, the condition here is also a superb Near Mint. Well centered, this is
exceptionally sharp and clean. This is an extremely high-end
7 or our eyes.
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225		 1959 Topps 202 Maris 2 Yr
PSA 8................ 150
Underrated card, these usually have major centering issues.
Well centered with four sharp corners, this card has bright
white borders, perfect color and a terrific image. It would be
a very savvy move to add this card to a clean 1959 Topps set
for some heft.
226		 1959 Topps 478 Clemente
PSA 8................ 200
Extremely attractive 1950s Clemente card, these often have
centering issues. The offered card has terrific centering,
great color and bright white borders. The corners are all
sharp, this looks to our eyes to be a very high-end 8.

226.2 1960 Topps 160 Mantle/Boyer PSA 7.................. 30
Reasonably well centered with four sharp corners, nice card.
226.4 1961 Topps 579 Mays AS
SGC 8................. 40
Very sharp and clean card, slight centering to the left border
keeps this from grading higher.
227		 1961 Topps 578 Mantle AS
PSA 9................ 500
The key star card to this widely collected set, the condition
is outstanding. This card has a perfect color image of
Mickey bursting through the newspaper headlines and
immaculate surfaces. The corners are all Mint, this is a truly
immaculate and Mint card. While the population is not super low on these, we still feel this card remains a remarkable
value in today’s market in a Mint 9 holder.
228		 1962 Pittsburgh Exhibits Boyer, Ken PSA 6......... 60
Rare exhibit issue, many believe these were only sold at
Forbes Field during Pirates games in 1962. Ideal for a typecard collection, this is well centered with a clean image and
very mild corner wear only. Very popular player, who many
of you advanced Cardinals collectors have one of these?
229		 1962 Pittsburgh Exhibits Spahn PSA 4.5........... 125
Rare exhibit issue, many believe these were only sold at
Forbes Field during Pirates games in 1962. Ideal for a typecard collection, this is well centered with a clean image and
very mild corner wear only. The grade seems awfully conservative here, we did not see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. Very tough card of Warren Spahn, do not
assume one of these will come around again anytime soon.
230		 1962 Topps 138 Famous Slugger PSA 8............. 70
So hard to find in 8s, this is centered slightly to the left border with four sharp corners and fine brown borders.
231		 1963 Topps 553 Stargell RC PSA 8................ 300
Very popular card of a beloved player, this is an outstanding 8. The centering looks great, this has four very sharp
corners, perfect color borders and that signature super high
grade look and feel. This card is very likely superior to most
of the other 8s that have traded in recent years.
232		 1964 Stand Up 29 Gonzalez SP PSA 8................... 30
Sharp 8, this has outstanding corners, no chipping issues
and a super clean feel.
226.3
236		
233		
238		

1961 Topps 570 N. Fox AS
PSA 7.................. 20
1964 Topps Stand Up 24 Farrell PSA 8................. 15
1964 Topps 120 Drysdale
PSA 8.................. 25
1966 Topps 589		
PSA 8.................. 25
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234		 1964 Topps 225 Maris
PSA 8.................. 60
Popular card, this is quite sharp with bright white borders
and a perfect photo. Very mild centering to the right border
keeps this from grading higher.
235		 1964 Topps Giant 25 Mantle
PSA 8.................. 50
Not rare but still a classic, this is reasonably well centered
with four sharp corners and bright white borders.

237		 1966 Topps 526 Twins TC
PSA 9................ 125
A classic Mint 9 of a tough high number card, this looks
terrific. Very well centered with four Mint corners, this card
literally could not be any cleaner. These seem cheap to us in
9 holders in today’s market.
239		 1966 Topps 591 Grant Jackson RC PSA 8........ 200
The first card to sell in any 66 set, these are so popular. Not
easy to find in high quality, the offered 8 has four sharp
corners and bright white borders. Slight centering to the left
border kept this fine looking card from grading higher.
239.2 1967 Topps 581 Tom Seaver RC 		 PSA 7............ 400
Vital card, this is centered to the lower left corner. There is
no diamond cut, the corners are super sharp, the color is
very bright.
240		 1968 Topps 177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 6..... 200
Solid Ex-Mt Ryan Rookie, this is centered mildly to the left
border. The corners come to points, there are no chips in the
borders, the color is rich. This is an ideal card for an Ex-Mt
set or Rookie Card collection.
241		 1968 Topps 330 Maris
PSA 9................ 150
Roger’s last card, these often have centering issues. The
offered card has outstanding centering, Mint corners and
an immaculate feel. This fully deserves its Mint 9 grade and
will be an upgrade for just about all of you. While not rare,
these still seem awfull cheap to us at current market levels in
a 9 holder.
242		 1969 Topps 255 Carlton
PSA 9................ 100
A key to the set, this Mint 9 card has perfect corners and
ideal centering. Not terribly pricey right now, it is probably
a smart move to consider adding this to your high grade
69 set for some heft.
243		 1969 Topps 500.1 Mantle
PSA 8 st............ 150
Exceptionally nice card, this has world class centering,
which you just never see on this card. Well centered with
four solid corners, the borders are white, the back is clean.
There must be a tiny bit of wax somewhere, we could not see
anything even under magnification.
244		 1971 Topps 14 Concepcion RC PSA 8.............. 75
Condition sensitive card of this potential HOFer, this has
four really sharp corners. Centering is excellent, this looks
to be a very high-end 8.
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245		 Large Baseball-Related Trade Card Collection
		 (109 pcs)			
......................500
Offered is a smartly assembled binder with a large collection
of mainly 19th century trade cards. Condition varies, these
are not abused or overly worn. There is almost no duplication, many, many issues are represented here. Some are
small scorecards, most are pure advertising trade cards.
This is an utterly charming, evocative and fun lot to peruse.
As singles, the value here almost has to be thousands of
dollars. Fresh to market, there may well be something quite
scarce here. Content includes: H804-1 Baby Talk
(10, missing only one for a set), H804-6 (6 diff, possibly
a set), H804-7 Tan Background (5 diff), H804-31 (3) and
H804-17 (2). Most cards are full size, others are missing tabs
and/or short as is typical. This is a terrific lot of its kind,
loaded with interesting content and beautiful 19th century
imagery.

246		 1909 E91-B American Caramel
		 Near-Set (27/33) w/Mathewson & Plank..................700
Very uncommon issue to find this close to completion, this
low to mid-grade lot offers eight different HOFers, including Mathewson and Plank. A love’em or hate’em set, these
cards are not easy to find in today’s market and are among
the few relatively affordable sets from this era. The exact
content of this substantial lot is as follows: Jimmy Archer
PSA 3, Frank Baker SGC 3, John Barry SGC 1.5, Chief
Bender SGC 1.5, Al Bridwell SGC 2.5, Frank Chance PSA
2, Eddie Collins PSA 2 mk, Harry Davis PSA 4, Art Devlin
SGC 1.5, Mike Donlin SGC 2.5, Doyle (NY) PSA 3, Johnny
Evers PSA 2 mk, Bob Ganley SGC 2.5, Topsy Hartsel PSA 3,
Solly Hofman (Correct spell Hofman) SGC A, Harry Krause
PSA 2, Rube Marquard PSA 1.5, Christy Mathewson (Correct spell Mathewson) PSA 1.5, Chief Meyers SGC A, Danny
Murphy SGC A, Red Murray SGC 2, Orval Overall (Correct spell Orval) PSA 3.5, Eddie Plank SGC 1, Ed Reulbach
PSA 2, Cy Seymour PSA 3, Harry Steinfeldt SGC 1 and Ira
Thomas PSA 3. The missing six cards are Brown, McGraw,
Sheckard, Schulte, Tenney and Tinker.
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247		 1910 E91-C American Caramel
		 Near-Set (28/33) w/Johnson & Wagner....................525
Very uncommon issue to find this close to completion, this
low grade lot offers six different HOFers, including a couple
of decent players named Walter Johnson and Honus Wagner.
A love’em or hate’em set, these cards are not easy to find in
today’s market and are among the few relatively affordable
sets from this era. The exact content of this substantial lot
is as follows: George Browne SGC 1, Robert Chech (Correct
spell Charles) SGC A, Fred Clarke SGC 2, Wid Conroy PSA
1 mc, Jim Delahanty (Correct spell Delahanty) SGC 1, Donahue (Jon) (Correct spell Donahue) PSA 3, Donahue (P.)
PSA AA, George Gibson SGC 2, Bob Groom SGC 2, Harry
Hooper SGC 2, Tom Hughes PSA 2 mk, Walter Johnson PSA
A, Ed Karger PSA 4, Harry Lord PSA 4, George McBride
PSA 2, Clyde Milan SGC A, Dots Miller SGC 1, Harry Niles
PSA 1, Deacon Phillippe (Correct spell Phillippe) PSA 2
mk, Tris Speaker SGC A, Jake Stahl PSA 3, Gabby Street
PSA 1.5, Bob Unglaub SGC 1, Wagner (C.) SGC 1, Honus
Wagner SGC A, Vic Willis PSA 4, Owen Wilson SGC 1 and
Joe Wood SGC 1. The missing five cards are: Jap Barbeau,
Tommy Leach, Sam Leever, Amby McConnell and Allen
Storke. Despite the low grades, this lot has a very substantial
value as singles given the included star power.

248		 1909 S74 Silks
		 Lot of 6 different w/2 HOFers
......................100
Underrated issue, this contains S74 white silks of Smith
and Tinker and colored silks of Bender, Fletcher, Moriarty
and Shean. The sizes and condition varies quite a bit, please
consult the scans on our website for condition detail.
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249		 1909 T206		Collection of 123 (nearly all different)
		 w/some HOFers		
......................600
Low grade run of T206s, these lots are so hot right now. The
condition averages about Good - GVG overall but varies.
These better cards come in the lot: Brown (Chicago on
Shirt), Chance (red) Donlin (fielding), Duffy, Ellam, Kelley,
Lajoie (throwing), Seitz, Waddell (throwing) and Willis (St.
Louis, with bat). There are no rare backs, many cards have
a stray ink mark by one corner, others a small chip, there
are not many cards with heavy creasing or extreme wear.
An exact inventory will be on our website. This is ideal for
someone who wants a nice quantity of unslabbed, affordable
T206s. There are only five or six duplicates.

251		 1909 T206		Horizontal Card Collection (32 pcs)
							
......................300
Very fun lot, our consignor loved the landscape format
T206 cards. This lot contains five Birminhams, five Mullins,
six Murphys, three Pattees, four Peltys and seven Powells.
Also in the lot are two T207 Barrys. Condition is mainly
Good, with some VG and nicer cards.
252		 Caramel Card Collection (22 pcs) ......................200
Lower grade but colorful lot of caramel cards, these are
mainly from the 1910 era. Content is as follows: E90-1 Corridon, Dooin, Fromme (PSA 1), Gibson (cut short), Grant,
Hall, McIntyre, Phelps), E92 Dockman Kleinow and E91
A-C Mathewson (PSA Authentic), Plank, Bridwell, McIntyre
(SGC 1.5), Phillippe (SGC 1), Chech, Schulte, C. Wagner).
Also included are five cards from the very tough E106 issue,
three Loberts and two Stovalls. This lot should have a very
substantial value as singles given the content. Please note
some cards may have been hand-cut as is typical with these
issues.

250		 1909 T206		Collection of 284 assorted cards.......1500
Honest lot of lower grade tobacco, there can be up to four
of some players. Condition ranges mainly from Poor-VG
with typical condition issues, some cards have writing on
the back. This lot contains 15 Sovereign backs, including
150 and 460 series. These better cards come in the lot:
Brown (Washington), Chance (batting), Chase (throwing,
dark cap), Donlin (fielding), Doyle (NY, hands above head),
Durham (2), Gandil, Hart (Montgomery), Huggins (portrait), Kiernan, Lipe, Mullaney, Speaker, Stark and Titus (2).
Large quantity of these super popular cards, we can assure
you that nothing has been picked for grading, the value here
as singles is no doubt substantial.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com
for many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed
by 6 PM EST
On Wednesday June 5.
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253		 1910 Obak		Lot of 8 different
Good............100
Colorful lower grade lot, some have technical issues.
Everything will be pictured front and back on our website,
content is as follows: Daley, Griffin, Gurney, Hartman,
Hensling, Hunt, Killilay and Kippert.

254		 1911 Obak		Collection of 33 different
						
Poor - Good.............150
Very rough lot of cards that have seen lots of handling over
the years; the cards tend to have extensive creasing and
corner wear among other issues. Still this is a nice quantity
from a very uncommon issue, an exact listing will be on our
web site.

256		 1911 T205 Gold Border
		 Collection of 60 w/slight duplication GVG.............500
Fully acceptable lower grade lot, these mainly range from
Good to VG Plus or so. It is hard to assign an overall grade
to this lot as they do vary. Basically a common lot, this
issue is not easy to find in lots of this size in today’s market.
Duplication is very mild, an exact inventory will be on our
website. Someone can probably do well slabbing the cleaner
cards in the lot, included are two Minor Leaguers and three
Cycle backs.

257		 1911 T332 Helmar Stamps Lot of 9
		 w/2 Cicottes & original envelopes
......................100
Scarce issue, these come with five original glassine envelopes
from time of issue. Condition varies, please check the scans
on our website. Content is as follows: Clarke, Cicotte (2),
Cree, Dooin, Graham, LaPorte, Richter and Wolter.

255		 1911 T201 Double Folders
		 Collection of 34 w/many HOFers
......................300
Eminently affordable tobacco set, the harshness of the
grading services with these cards has created a great value
for collectors on these fun cards. The offered lot has moderate duplication, an exact inventory will be on our website.
These better cards come in the lot: Bender/Oldring PSA 1.5,
Bresnahan/Huggins PSA 4 mc, Brown/Hofman Poor-Fair,
Cicotte/Thoney Poor, PSA 3.5, Falkenberg/Lajoie PSA 3,
Gardner/Speaker PSA 1.5, Johnson/Street PSA 2.5 and McCarty/McGinnity Poor-Fair. The balance of the lot varies in
grade, mainly Good to GVG with some very rough cards.
A recent VCP value for just the six slabbed cards is over
$800.

258		 1912 C46 Imperial Tobacco
		 Collection of 29 w/HOFer Joe Kelley ......................150
Very seldom scene Canadian tobacco issue, these seem to
have almost disappeared in recent years. The condition
is very mixed, Poor - VG-Ex, mainly lower grade. This an
inventory of the lot, there are only four duplicates: 3 Geo.
Frenchy LeClaire (2), 9 Fred Sline, 10 Royal Rock, 12 Butcher Boy Schmidt, 17 Frank Corridon, 23 Curt Elston (2), 25
Charlie French, 27 Joe Kelley PSA 3, 38 Cy Seymour, 40
Jake Gettman, 49 Michael Corcoran, 51 George Wheeler, 54
Fred Beebe, 56 Robert Wells, 57 Lew McAllister, 59 Vernon
Manser PSA 5, 61 Rube Dessau PSA 6, 67 Joseph Delehanty,
68 George Pierce, 72 John Kissinger, 73 William Malarkey,
82 Bradley Kocher (2), 88 Dick Breen, 89 Tom McCarty and
90 Ed Curtis (2).
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259		 1912 T207 Brown Border
			 Collection of 29 different
GVG.............150
Fully acceptable lower grade lot, these mainly range from
Good to VG Plus or so. A nice start on a set, or good for
dealer inventory, an exact inventory will be on our website.
The only HOFer in the lot is Roger Bresnahan.

260		 1912 T207 Brown Border
Collection of 119 different w/key HOFers................1500
A true collector’s set, T207s are revered by advanced tobacco
collectors. A very difficult set to complete, even the common
cards are much harder to find than the T205 and T206 counterparts. The offered set completely varies in grade, Poor
– VG-Ex/Ex. The average grade is about VG overall. The
backs are clean, there are many nice cards throughout the
lot but condition was not a focus of our consignor (even so,
only about 10% of the cards are in need of an upgrade). An
exact inventory will be on our web site. Something you just
do not see in this quantity, this is an extremely substantial
collection of this difficult to find issue. One of my personal
favorites of the tobacco issues, these better cards come in the
lot: Ainsmith, Austin no insignia, Austin w/insignia,
Bender PSA 2, Bresnahan, Carey, Chance PSA 1, Daubert,
Davis Brown C, Fisher Blue Cap, Fisher White Cap,
Graham, Henry, Walter Johnson PSA 2, Marquard PSA 1.5,
Mitchell Clev, Mullin No D on Cap, Spratt PSA 1 (Napoleon
back), Tinker PSA 2, Wallace PSA 3, Wheat PSA 3.5,
Wilie, Wilson PSA 6 mc, Pitt, Zeider.
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262		 1914 B18 Blankets Near-Set (142 different)
		 w/Joe Jackson & 2 Cobbs
....................1500
A very hot issue of late, some grading companies have
started slabbing these, leading to huge recent prices for sets
at public auction. The offered collection was obtained the
old fashioned way, one at a time at shows, antique malls and
from trades. Our consignor worked on this for over a decade
and amassed a remarkable 142 different B18s! The condition
here totally varies, so we cannot assign an overall grade but
can note there are many very clean pieces, many mid-grade
pieces and a fair number of lower grade pieces. This lot contains many of the key pieces, including several brown infield
variations, Joe Jackson and two Ty Cobbs, an exact inventory (+/- a few pieces) will be on our web site.
As singles, these can run $10,000, these better pieces come
in the lot: Johnny Bassler (yellow pennants), Paddy Bauman
(Baumann)(brown infield), Max Carey (purple pennants),
Max Carey (red pennants), Marty Kavanaugh (Kavanagh),
Ray Chapman (purpke pennants), Ty Cobb (white infield),
Ty Cobb (brown infield), Harry Coveleski (brown infield),
Ray Demmitt (brown infield), Cozy Dolan (yellow pennants), Del Gainor(brown infield), Tommy Griffith (brown
infield), Miller Huggins (purple pennants), Shoeless Joe
Jackson (purple pennants), Walter Johnson(green pennants), Rabbit Maranville (white infield), Ivy Olson (yellow
pennants), Hank Robinson (yellow basepaths), Bill Steele
(yellow pennants), Casey Stengel (blue infield), Casey Stengel (green infield), Terry Turner (yellow basepaths), Bobby
Wallace (purple basepaths), Bert Whaling (brown infield),
Zach Wheat (blue infield), Zach Wheat (green infield),
Possum Whitted (yellow pennants) , Owen Wilson (yellow
basepaths). This is a very nicely collected near-set of this
very desirable issue, this lot has a lot going for it.
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261		 1914 B18 Blankets
		 Collection of 19 different
......................150
Mixed grade run of blankets, some have been washed and
are rough, others are very nice. Content, including three
tough pieces, is as follows: Luke Boone(green infield), Marty
Kavanaugh (scarce), King Cole (green infield), Joe Connolly (white infield), George Cutchaw (green infield), Eddie
Foster (green pennants), Hank Gowdy (white infield), Eddie
Grant (green basepaths), Ham Hyatt (red pennants), Bill
James (white infield ), Ray Keating (green infield), Les Mann
(white infield), George McBride (green pennants), Otto
Miller (green infield), Danny Moeller (green pennants),
Hub Perdue (white infield), Jeff Tesreau (green basepaths),
Lefty Tyler (white infield) and Bert Whaling (white infield).

263		 Strip Card Collection (38 pcs)
......................150
Good lot of strip cards, these have been so popular in recent years. The cuts vary extensively as usual, some are cut
close to the image, others have full, wide borders. Content
includes thirteen W514s, five W572s and some W515-1s.
There are 12 HOFers in the lot and two Wally Pipp cards.
These better cards come in the lot: 1919 W514 41 Clark
Griffith, 1921 W516-2-2 21 George Bancroft (Dave), 1921
W516-2-2 25 M. Kelley (should be G. Kelly), 1921 W5162-2 28 Eddie Collins, 1923 W515-1 24 Casey Stengel, 1923
W515-1 45 John McGraw, 1923 W515-1 58 Eddie Collins,
1923 W572 40 Stanley Harris, 1923 W572 79 Wallie Pipp
(Wally), 1923 W572 88 Eddie Roush and 1926 W512 9 Rogers Hornsby (Cardinals).

264		 1922 E120 American Caramel
		 Collection of 72 different w/Cobb
......................500
Revered issue, it is very hard to find these in any kind of
quantity. The offered lot varies extensively in grade, Poor
– Ex, averaging in the Good – VG range overall. The cards
tend to display well. An exact inventory will be on our website. These are great looking cards and among the very few
substantial card sets from this era. No doubt this will
be a popular lot, these better cards come in the lot: Bullet
Joe Bush, Ty Cobb (extremely low grade), Eddie Collins
(PSA 1), Jimmy Dykes, Urban (Red) Faber, Charlie Grimm,
Joe Judge, Bob (Dutch) Meusel, Edmund (Bing) Miller,
Steve O’Neill, Bob Shawkey.

265		 1928 Babe Ruth Frojoy Premium
......................150
Often forged, we believe this to be the real McCoy based on
a raised border just outside the image. Cut from a larger size
premium, this measures 7x9. The image of Ruth looks great,
the surfaces are clean. September 8, 1928 is written on the
back. A desirable original 1920s Babe Ruth item,
this displays very well.
266		 1933 Goudey
		 129 different commons/minors
VG................500
Pleasing VG common lot, everything is in an individual
holder for protection. This lot contains over half of the
classic 1933 Goudey set in one shot. Condition varies mildly, there are 30 different cards from 1-52 and several minor
stars. Lots of this size have really dried up in recent years
due to slabbing. The backs are quite clean overall, the low
numbers average Good overall, the remaining cards range
mainly from Good - VG-Ex, averaging VG overall to our
eyes. This is a nice lot for the grade.
267		 1930s Goudeys & Diamond Stars (37 pcs)
			 w/15 HOFers (pictured to left) ......................300
Pleasing lower grade lot, these mainly vary from Good to
VG-Ex, with a few very rough cards. The many HOFers provide for some very solid value here. The lot breaks down as
follows: 1933 Goudey (23 w/2 Vance, 44 Bottomley (2),
79 Faber (3), 128 Klein, 138 Pennock (major back damage),
240 Schumacher; 1934 Goudey (12 w/7 Durocher,
11 P. Waner, 18 Manush (2), 22 Vaughan, 34 Hafey) and
1934-6 Diamond Stars 9 Cochrane, 67 Owen.
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268		 1934 Diamond Stars
		 Near-Set (86 different) w/most keys ......................800
Fun affordable 1930s gum card set, I always liked these.
The condition here varies from Good to Ex, mainly Good –
VG-Ex. This is a very good lot as it contains almost all of the
HOFers, most of the tougher semi-high numbers and two
high numbers. A complete list of cards will be on our website. These present well as pleasing mid-grade cards. These
better cards come in this substantial lot: 3 Maranville Ex,
9 Cochrane VG+, 11 Dickey VG, 14 Terry Good, 16 L. Waner VG+ mk, 17 Frisch Good, 18 Hafey VG+, 26 Martin VG,
27 Traynor Ex, 28 Lopez Good, 30 Manush VG+, 31 Cuyler
VG+, 32 Rice GVG, 35 Averill Ex, 36.1 Earnie Lombardi VG,
39 Hubbell GVG, 44 Hornsby PSA 2, 48 Ferrell VG+,
60 Ruffing VG, 63 Jackson Ex, 64 Foxx GVG, 66 Medwick
PSA 5.5, 74 Lazzeri VG-Ex/Ex, 77 Gehringer GVG, 83 P.
Waner VG-Ex/Ex, 86 Crosetti VG, 91 Harris Good, 100
Averill Good and 101 Bartell GVG. These cards have a very
substantial value as singles.

269		 1938 Our National Game
		 Near-Set (30/36) w/DiMaggio & Gehrig Ex.............175
Popular mid-grade set, these have typical wear and display
well. All have the paper backings, there are an amazing
17 HOFers of the 30 pieces here! Keys include DiMaggio,
Gehrig, Greenberg, Foxx, Dean, Ott, McCarthy, Simmons
and Gehringer.
270		 1939 Play Ball
			 83 different commons/minors Nice Ex-Mt...500
Extremely sharp, fine and consistent lot, this looks to be an
original owner collection. The weaker cards have all been
removed, nothing has been picked for grading. These cards
have a very fresh look, generally solid square corners and
super clean surfaces. Unslabbed lots of this quality from any
1930s issue are almost impossible to find and are always of
extreme interest to set collectors. An exact listing of the card
numbers will be on our website. Several cards here could
grade a 7; the better cards are Manush (HOF), Lavagetto,
Henrich, Stark, Mungo and Camilli.

271		 1940 Play Ball
		 Collection of 69 different w/9 HOFers.....................150
Mainly Good due to corner wear, there are some cleaner
cards scattered about. Low grade but not abused, these better cards come in the lot: 6 Gomez Good, 21 R Ferrell VG,
50 Trosky VG-Ex/Ex, 88 Ott SGC 4, 119 Alexander GVG/
VG, 120 W Johnson Good, 141 C Stengel Good, 168 Wagner
Fair-Good, 175 Mathewson Good and 176 Manush Good.

272		 1940 Wheaties
		 Complete Set (21 pcs, scarce)
Ex.................350
Very difficult set to find, these were issued in 1940 and 1941
and hardly ever come to market as full sets. Interesting
(basic) set features players from various sports and other
cultural figures. This loaded set has a rare Pee Wee Reese
Rookie, two cards with Joe DiMaggio, early cards of Bob
Feller and Johnny Mize, a scarce Gene Sarazen card and two
very early cards of golf HOFer Byron Nelson among other
notables. 18 of the 21 cards have the full advertising panel.
Condition varies as always, we feel these average about VGEx overall; the fronts tend to be bright and clean, the blank
backs typically have extra paper by one edge. The keys grade
as follows: 1.1 Durocher/Patrick/Ruffing VG-Ex,
2.2 DiMaggio/Ott/Vines VG-Ex, 3 Bierman/Dickey/Foxx
GVG, 6.1 Guldahl/Mize/O’Brien VG-Ex, 7.1 Cronin/Isbell/
Nelson VG-Ex, 14 Adler, Foxx, Hanson VG-Ex, 15 Bierman,
Feller, McLeod VG-Ex, 16 Dawson, Greenberg, Stoker VGEx, 17 Concello, DiMaggio, B. Nelson VG-Ex/Ex and
18 Baker, McCormick, Reese RC VG-Ex.
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275		 1948 Blue Tint
Near-Complete Set w/Jackie Robinson (36/48) .........350
A set that seems to have disappeared from view in recent
years, this fresh to the hobby lot is missing #s 2, 26-30, 35,
37, 44-6, 48. The condition varies, these are tough to grade
as they were all hand-cut from strips. We went two cards
into PSA: the key Jackie Robinson card came back a 2, the
Joe DiMaggio card Authentic. There are cards with creasing,
the cuts are not bad overall. There are 9 HOFers in this lot,
all will be pictured front and back on our web site. Please
note the Jackie alone should trade for $350 or more.
273		 1941 Play Ball Complete Set -1
Good..........1000
Low grade but presentable example of one of the most popular and collected pre-war baseball card sets, this is perfect
for a collector who does not care about condition. Missing
only Hank Greenberg, the offered set ranges almost entirely
from Good - VG-Ex. The cards tend to have good color and
display well for the grade. Corner wear tends to be the issue
here, creasing looks to be fairly minimal, the cards do not
have back damage. The many key cards grade individually as
follows: 1 Miller Good, 6 Hubbell Good, 8 Ott Good,
13 Foxx VG mc, 14 Ted Williams Good, 15 Cronin Good,
18 Greenberg , 19 Gehringer GVG, 20 Ruffing VG,
54 Reese RC Good, 60 Klein Good, 61 V DiMaggio VG+,
63 D DiMaggio GVG, 64 Doerr VG, 70 Dickey VG hand cut,
71 J DiMaggio GVG hand cut and 72 Gomez GVG.

274		 1947-66 Exhibits 115 different w/HOFers Ex+.......200
Clean and very consistent lot, this is an ideal foundation
for a nice set. There are 21 HOFers in the lot, and many
secondary stars. These better cards come in the lot: Ritchie
Ashburn, Banks Script, Yogi Berra (MADE), Doby Bat Well
Off Right Border, Drysdale Portrait, Hodges B on Cap, E
Howard, Kaline Kneeling, Kaline Portrait w/2 Bats, Keller,
Klu Batting, Klu Plain, Lemon Glove Partial, Matthews,
Maz Portrait, Newhouser, Rizzuto, Schoen Fldg, Name RedBrown, Snider B Cap and Stirnweiss.
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276		 1948 Leaf		Wrapper
......................350
Extremely scarce and desirable wrapper, this is perfect to
pair with your prized 1948 Leaf set. The edges have slight
wear at the fold lines, this retains good color and eye appeal.
The back is clean, there is a closed tear by the lower left
corner.

277		 1948-1959 Bowman & Topps Collection
		 w/good stars (108 pcs)
......................200
Mixed grade lot contains 35 1948-1953 Bowmans and
73 cards from 1952-1959. Loaded with stars, the condition is
generally low grade but there are nicer cards as the lot varies. There is little to no duplication, these better cards come
in the lot: 1950 Bowman 19 Warren Spahn, 77 Duke Snider,
139 Johnny Mize, 1951 Bowman 1 Ford RC, 2 Berra, 122
Garagiola RC, 181 Stengel, 1952 Topps 49.2 John Sain COR
BLA, 57 Lopat, 129 Johnny Mize, 1954 Bowman 1 Rizzuto,
1954 Topps 32 Snider, 37 Ford, 1955 Bowman 10 Rizzuto,
1956 Topps 113 Rizzuto, 1957 Topps 2 Berra, 18 Drysdale
RC, 30 Reese, 286 Richardson RC, 312 Kubek RC, 1958
Topps 370 Berra, 476 Musial AS, 482 Banks AS, 488 Aaron
AS and 1959 Topps 387 Drysdale (2), 430 Ford, 552 Stengel AS. This is an excellent value lot despite the condition.
Please consult the scans on our website for more condition
detail on the lot.
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278		 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
		 Bickford w/orig. envelope
Ex-Mt...........150
Super fun issue, this is a true full cardboard die-cut display.
With the original easel and envelope of issue, the condition
is magnificent. Sharp and strikingly clean, this is perfect for
any advanced oddball or Boston Braves collector. The only
visible wear is at the very top right of Bickford’s hat. This
measures 9x12 and is something that looks so much nicer in
hand.
279		 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
		 Southworth w/orig. envelope
Ex-Mt+.........250
Super fun issue, this is a true full cardboard die-cut display.
With the original easel and envelope of issue, the condition
is magnificent. Sharp and strikingly clean, this is perfect for
any advanced oddball or Boston Braves collector. HOF manager Billy Southworth has hardly any period cards as the
Braves manager, this is something that you hardly ever see.
The image looks great, this very substantial card measures
a robust 9x12 and is something that looks so much nicer in
hand.

280		 1952 Bowman
		 167 different w/Willie Mays SGC 3 ......................300
Anchored by an SGC 3 example of the key Willie Mays high
number card, this respectable lot of low to mid-grade
1952 Bowmans includes 22 high numbers. Condition mainly varies from Good to Ex-Mt, mostly VG-Ex and lesser.
Better cards in the lot include: d 4 Roberts VG, 17 Lopat
Good, 23 Lemon VG+, 24 Furillo Fair, 75 Kell GVG, 145
Mize GVG, 146 Durocher Good, 223 Simpson VG-Ex/Ex,
244 Burdette RC Ex+ and 249 Thompson VG. The high
numbers look much nicer than the rest of the cards.

281		 1953 Bowman Color
		 Complete Set
VG - VG-Ex..............1000
A truly classic 1950s baseball card set, the clean design and
great photographs are beloved by collectors. A very pricey
set to assemble as singles, there are a large number of key
cards and an underrated large high number run. The offered
set is a reasonably consistent and nice VG to VG-Ex overall,
with mild variance in both directions. Save for a few stray
cards, the high number run is solid, and nicer than usually
found in these types of sets. Loaded with value due to the
great content and more importantly, just a beautiful and
uniquely designed set to peruse, this is a great set to add to
any vintage card collection. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Williams VG, 9 Rizzuto VG+, 10 Ashburn GVG,
18 N Fox Good, 32 Musial PSA 4, 33 Reese Ex mk back (ctd),
44 Bauer/Berra/Mantle VG+, 46 Campy SGC 5, 59 Mantle
Nice VG, 65 R Roberts VG-Ex, 92 Hodges GVG/VG, 93
Rizzuto/Martin Good, 97 E Mathews VG+, 99 Spahn SGC 5,
114 Feller VG+, 117 Snider VG (well ctd), 118 B Martin VGEx, 121 Berra GVG, 146 E Wynn VG (ctd), 153 W Ford VG+
and 160 C Abrams VG+.
282		 1953 First National Super Market Boston Red Sox
				 Complete Set (4)
VG*...............400
Very rare Boston Red Sox regional, these hardly ever to
market as single cards, much less the whole set. Fresh to the
hobby, these have tape fragments on the top and bottom
but are otherwise quite crisp and clean. Interesting set as
they did not make a Ted Williams card, these 3 3/4 x 5 cards
are: Billy Goodman, Ellis Kinder, Mel Parnell and Sammy
White. Who likes rare regional sets?
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283		 1955 Bowman Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.....800
Hot set of late, it is nice to see these getting their just due.
These have a terrific break value with the many HOFers and
large high number run. The offered set is a an exceedingly
consistent VG-Ex to Ex grade overall. There are Ex-Mt cards
scattered about, the variations are included, nothing is in
obvious need of an upgrade to our eyes. The high numbers
look good, this set was clearly collected with care by a collector with a good eye. The many key cards grade as follows:
1 Wilhelm VG-Ex/Ex, 10 Rizzuto VG-Ex/Ex, 22 Campanella
Ex-Mt+, 23 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 37 Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 59 Ford
Ex-Mt, 68 Howard RC VG-Ex/Ex, 103 Mathews VG-Ex/Ex,
134 Feller VG-Ex/Ex, 168 Berra GVG, 179 Aaron Ex,
184 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 202 Mantle VG-Ex/Ex (no creases),
242 Banks VG+, 265 Barlick RC Ex, 267 Honochick RC VG,
283 Chylak Ex, 303 Conlan RC Ex+ and 315 Hubbard VGEx/Ex. This is simply an ideal set for the grade.

284		 1955 Topps		Very Near Set (193 different)
VG but varies................500
Classic Topps set, I always liked the color and design on
these. The offered set is very mixed, Good to Ex-Mt Plus, averaging in the VG to VG+ range. There are many nice cards
throughout the set, the high numbers are about VG overall
with a handful of very rough cards. This lot could benefit
from some inexpensive TLC but it nonetheless offers a very
substantial value with its fully presentable Clemente and
Koufax Rookies and other better star cards. We grade these
cards individually as follows (please note the only missing
key card is Killebrew): 1 Rhodes Good, 2 Williams VG+,
4 Kaline Ex-Mt+, 28 Banks Ex-Mt+, 31 Spahn VG+, 47 Aaron Good, 50 J Robinson Good (closed tear, otherwise looks
Ex), 123 Koufax RC VG, 152 Agganis RC VG, 155 Mathews
VG+, 164 Clemente RC GVG (no creases), 187 Hodges PoorFair, 189 Rizzuto VG, 194 Mays GVG, 198 Berra VG+ and
210 Snider Good mk.
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285		 1955 Topps		Complete Set
VG - VG-Ex..........1000
Key set, this is a fully presentable and affordable example.
This set is typical in that the commons and minor stars are
a full grade better than many of the stars. The core of the set
is a very attractive, consistent and smartly collected VG to
VG-Ex overall, including the high numbers. The key cards
vary somewhat, the cards graded 2 tend to have strong
fronts but very faint wear on the back. These cards can be
easily upgraded if desired. As it stands, this set offers a very
substantial value as singles as the key cards from this set
are extremely popular right now. We grade the key cards as
follows: 1 Rhodes VG+ ctd, 2 Williams PSA 2, 4 Kaline VG+,
28 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 31 Spahn VG-Ex, 47 Aaron PSA 2,
50 J Robinson PSA 3, 123 Koufax RC PSA 3, 124 Killebrew
RC PSA 4, 152 Agganis RC VG-Ex/Ex, 155 Mathews VG+,
164 Clemente RC PSA 3 mc, 187 Hodges PSA 2,
189 Rizzuto VG, 194 Mays PSA 4, 198 Berra Good and
210 Snider PSA AA.

287		 1956 Topps		Complete Set VG - VG-Ex..............800
Loaded set, these are always so popular among dealers. The
offered set is your typical set in that many of the key cards
are a full grade or more below the rest of the set. The offered
set is mixed, but is mainly VG with nicer cards throughout.
This set nonetheless offers a very substantial break value as
presented but is also a completely manageable project to
upgrade to a nice VG to VG-Ex overall set. The key cards
reflect the variance of the set and grade individually as
follows: 1 Harridge RC VG+, 5 Williams VG, 20 Kaline Fair,
30 J. Robinson GVG/VG, 31 Aaron Fair-Good, 33 Clemente
Good, 79 Koufax Good, 101 Campanella VG+ mk,
110 Berra GVG, 113 Rizzuto VG-Ex/Ex, 130 Mays VG+,
135 Mantle Good, 150 Snider GVG, 164 Killebrew VG-Ex/
Ex, 166 Dodgers TC VG+, 200 Feller VG-Ex/Ex, 240 Ford
VG, 251 Yankees TC VG *ph, 260 Pee Wee Reese Ex++,
292 Aparicio RC VG-Ex, Checklist 1/3 Good mk and
Checklist 2/4 Good mk.
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286		 1956 Topps		Brooklyn Dodger Team Lot (19 pcs)
							
.....................100
Pleasing mid-grade lot of widely collected 1956 Topps
Brooklyn Dodger cards, these are a pleasing Ex to Ex Plus
overall. These better cards come in the lot: 8 Alston (gb)
VG-Ex/Ex, 8 Alston (wb) Ex+, 63 Craig RC VG-Ex/Ex, 79
Koufax Ex+, 101 Roy Campanella Ex-Mt, 145 Hodges Ex++,
150 Snider Ex++, 166 Dodgers TC VG, 190 Furillo Ex and
235 Newcombe Ex++.

288		 1957-1979 Star/RC Card Lot (78 pcs) ......................150
Mid-grade overall, these vary quite a bit in grade. Substantive lot has some serious star power, there is lots of
value here. These better cards come in the lot: 1957 Topps 7
Aparicio, 1958 Topps 487 Mantle AS, 1960 Topps 566 Aaron
AS , 1961 Topps 581 F. Robinson AS, 1965 Topps 170 Aaron,
1967 Topps 146 Carlton, 200 Mays, 250 Aaron , 1968 Topps
100 Gibson, Clemente, 240 Kaline, Bird Belters/Robinson,
1969 Topps 50 Clemente (2), 100 Aaron, 190 Mays, 597
Fingers RC, 1970 Topps 600 Mays, 700 F Robby, 1971 Topps
100 Rose, 180 Kaline, 341 Garvey RC, 640 F Robinson, 1975
Mini 320 Rose, 1975 Topps 223 Yount RC (3), 1976T 550
Aaron, 1977 Topps 476 Dale Murphy RC (5), 580 Brett and
1978 Topps 703 Morris RC (5).

289		 1959 Topps		Complete Set VG - VG-Ex..............600
Honest low to mid-grade 1959 set, the cards range from
Good to Ex Plus but are mainly in the VG to VG-Ex range
with variance in both directions. The high numbers need a
few commons to be replaced but are a solid VG to VG-Ex as
well. Loaded with stars and specials, this is always a popular
set. Interesting set in that many cards that always have centering issues are quite well centered and other simple cards
are off-center. We grade the key cards as follows: 10 Mantle
VG, 40.2 Spahn VG, 50 Mays VG-Ex, 150 Musial VG, 163
Koufax VG+, 202 Maris Ex, 350 Banks VG (ctd!), 380 Aaron
VG, 461 Mickey Mantle HR VG, 478 Clemente VG, 510 Yankees TC VG-Ex, 514 Bob Gibson RC GVG/VG, 515 Harmon
Killebrew VG+ ctd, 543 Trio/Clemente Ex, 550 Campanella
VG, 561 Aaron AS VG, 563 Mays AS VG and 564 Mantle AS
VG+.
291		 1960s Topps Collection w/good stars (278 cards)
							
......................150
Mid-grade lot, there are 16 1960 Topps cards, 63 1961
Topps, 35 1963 Topps and 160 cards from 1964-1969 Topps.
Duplication is very minimal. Condition varies but is midgrade overall. These better cards come in the lot: 1960 Topps
35 Ford, 160 Mantle/Boyer, 173 Billy Martin, 475 Drysdale,
1961 Topps 30 Fox, 180 Richardson, 228 Yankees TC, 260
Drysdale, 417 Marichal RC SP, 576 Maris AS, 579 Mays AS,
1962 Topps 251 Yanks TC, 500 Snider, 1963 Topps 169 Perry,
1965 Topps 160 Clemente, 330 Ford, 380 Colavito, 550
Stottlemyre, 1966 Topps 100 Koufax, 126 Palmer RC , 1967
Topps 45 Maris, 369 Hunter, 544 Indians Team Card, 604
Red Sox Team, 1969 Topps 120 Rose, 400 Drysdale.
292		 1961 Fleer		Complete Set
Ex-Mt...........300
Underrated set, the large high number run has a very substantial value as singles. The offered set is a clean
Ex-Mt overall with mild variance in both directions. The
high numbers are solid, we grade the key cards as follows:
1 Baker, Cobb, Wheat Ex+ mk, 14 Ty Cobb Ex, 31 Gehrig
NM, 75 Ruth Ex-Mt+, 89 Sisler/Traynor Ex-Mt, 120 Lajoie
NM, 144 Pie Traynor VG-Ex/Ex, 150 Wagner NM, 152 Ted
Williams Ex-Mt+ and 153 Young Ex-Mt+.
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293		 1962 Salada Coins
		 230 assorted w/many stars
Ex-Mt to NM...........500
A substantial offering of this very popular coin issue, these
are fresh to the hobby. The individual catalog value is based
on the most recent Krause Standard Catalog is $2,597. An
exact inventory is available. Condition varies but is clean
overall, please consult the scans on our website for more
detail. There is duplication, up to four of some players.
There are 130 different players in the lot. The better pieces
here are as follows: 12 Nellie Fox, 13 Jim Bunning, 33 Yogi
Berra, 39.1 Minnie Minoso (White Sox) (4), 40 Brooks
Robinson, 67 Al Kaline (2), 70 Gene Green, 71 Luis Aparicio
(2), 79 Marty Keough, 86.1 Andy Carey (White Sox) (2),
88.1 Jimmy Piersall (Indians), 89 Ron Hansen, 97.1 Early
Wynn(pitching pose), 104 Frank Thomas, 108.1 Bob Lillis
(Cardinals), 111 Ed Matthews (Mathews) (3), 116 Ed Bouchee, 121 Harvey Kuenn, 131 Bill Mazeroski (2), 142 Willie
McCovey (4), 148 Gino Cimoli (4), 150 Roberto Clemente,
151 Red Schoendienst, 165 Frank Robinson, 176.1 Bobby
Gene Smith(Phillies), 177.1 Ernie Banks(OF) and 180 Hank
Aaron. The breakdown value here should be substantial,
nothing has been picked for grading.

295		 1964 Topps Giants
		 Complete Slabbed Set w/8s & 9s
......................200
Widely collected set, these are all PSA-graded with no qualifiers. An exact listing will be on our website, the seemingly
very conservative SMR is approximately $1,160. There are
five 9s, two 8.5s, thirty-one 8s and twenty-one 7s. The key
cards are as follows: 3 Koufax(SP) 7, 11 Clemente 7, 25 Mantle 7, 28 Friend(SP) 8, 29 F Robinson 8, 31 Spahn 8,
41 Gibson 8, 42 Stuart(SP) 8, 45 Causey(SP) 8, 47 Cisco(SP)
8, 48 Yastrzemski 8, 49 Aaron 7, 51 Mays(SP) 7, 57 Boyer 7,
60 Skowron(SP) 8.

294		 1964 Challenge The Yankees
Complete Set on Original Uncut Strips! (50 cards)........500
One of the most popular of all post-war playing card sets
with real cards, the 1964 & 1965 Challenge The Yankees
sets are beloved by many collectors. These oversize cards are
very condition sensitive, often with poor perforations,
separations and creasing. The offered lot is a wonderful
pair of very finely framed 27x39 displays. One frame has
the American League, the other the National League. There
are three uncut strips on each frame, 25 per frame. The star
power here is impressive, with Mantle, Maris, Berra, Aaron,
Ford, Yaz, Kaline, Mathews, McCovey and Santo. PSA,
as anyone who has sent these in for slabbing, is ruthless with
this issue, leading to big prices for high grade cards. This
original set in strips is very rare and desirable for
these reasons. Who wants to own something really great
from the 1960s?
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296		 1964 Topps Stand Up
Collection of 57 slabbed cards w/Mantle & Yaz.........250
Nice quantity of slabbed cards from this very popular issue,
all are PSA-graded unless noted otherwise. A terrific value
lot, content is as follows: Aguirre SGC A, Alvis 5, Banks 4,
5, Barber 6, Cash 4, Cepeda 2 mc, Clemente 4, T Davis 6,
Farrell 6.5, Held 5 (2), E Howard 6, F Howard 5, Hunt 6,
Kaline 7 mc, Lumpe SGC A, Maloney 7, Malzone 6, Mantle
4, Marichal 3, Maz 5 (2), McCovey 4, Osteen 5, O’Toole 6,
5, Pascual 9.5, Pearson 4, Peters 5, Pinson 6 (2), Pizarro 4,
Powell SGC 7, 5, Richardson 4, B Robby 5, Fl Robinson 5,
F Robby 3 (2), Roebuck 5, Rollins 5, Romano 5, Siebern 5,
Spahn 5 mc, 6, Stuart 6 st, 6, Thomas 6, Torre 5, 4, Ward 6,
White 5, Williams 2, 3, Woodeshick 3 and Yaz 4.

297		 1964 Topps Stand Up
		 Near-Set w/most keys (52 pcs) - all PSA Slabbed.....500
Nice lot of PSA-graded 1964 Stand UPS, there are only
two cards with qualifiers. There are seven 7s, fourteen 6s,
seventeen 5s, eight 4s, one 3 and one 2 plus a 6 mc, 7 st. An
exact inventory will be on our website. The very conservative
SMR is approximately $1,100. These better cards come in
the lot: 1 Aaron 5, 6 Baldschun 5, 7 Banks 4, 13 Cash 5, 17
Clemente 4, 18 Clendenon 7, 19 Colavito 6.5, 21 T Davis 7,
22 Drysdale 5.5, 34 F Howard 6, 38 Kaline 6, 39 Killebrew 4,
40 Koufax 5, 42 Lumpe 4.5, 45 Mantle 3, 46 Marichal 4, 47
Mathews 7, 48 Mays 5.
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298		 1964 Topps Stand Up
		 Complete Set (all PSA graded)
....................1000
Very desirable and widely collected set, PSA is not easy on
these with grades. The offered set has many solid key cards
and no qualifiers. There is one 8, 18 7s, 4 6.5s, 31 6s, 4 5.5s
and 23 5s (there are no qualifiers). The average grade is
5.845. An exact listing will be on our website. At time of
writing (2/19), the VCP value for these cards is approximately $3,400. The breakdown value may well be higher than the
VCP numbers on many cards. Presented neatly in 4-pocket
sheets in a binder, this is a fine looking 64 Standup set that
is loaded with value. These are the grades on the key cards
in the set: Aaron 5, Banks 5, Cash 6, Clemente 5, Drysdale
7, Kaline 6, Killebrew 5, Koufax 5, Mantle 6, Marichal 5,
Mathews 7, Mays 6, Maz 6, McCovey 6, B Robby 5, F Robby
5, Spahn 6, Williams 6 and Yaz 5. \
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299		 1965 Topps		Collection of 790 assorted cards
							
Ex-Mt...........150
Clean overall lot, this is an original owner collection. Condition looks to be 50% or more a crisp Ex-Mt or better, the
balance varies but averages in the Ex range with some weaker. There is duplication, these better cards come in the lot:
1 Oliva/Howard (3), 6 Boyer/Mays (3), 8 Koufax/Drysdale
(4), 12 Veale/Drysdale, 16 Morgan RC, 65 Kubek (3), 134
Mantle WS, 145 Tiant, 170 Aaron, 236 McLain RC, 282
Murakami RC (3), 330 Ford, 360 Cepeda, 377 Stargell, 380
Colavito (3), 450 Howard, 470 Berra, 485 Fox, 527 Torborg,
533 McGraw/Swoboda and 550 Stottlemyre.

300		 1965 Topps		Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.....800
Very consistent set for the grade, this one stands out with
excellent overall centering. The cards tend to have honest
corner wear and no other issues. The high numbers are half
a grade better than the rest of the set. Scattered commons
could benefit from an upgrade, a very simple and inexpensive project if desired. The star cards look good overall, we
grade them as follows: 3 Kill/Mantle Ex, 16 Morgan RC VGEx/Ex, 134 Mantle WS VG-Ex, 155 Maris Ex, 160 Clemente
VG+ no creases, 170 Aaron VG+ no creases, 207 Rose VGEx/Ex, 250 Mays VG-Ex, 300 Koufax Ex, 320 Gibson VG-Ex,
350 Mantle VG+, 385 Yastrzemski VG, 400 Killebrew VG,
461 Carroll/Niekro Ex, 470 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 477 Carlton
RC VG-Ex/Ex, 510 Banks Ex++ ctd, 526 Hunter RC Ex++,
540 Brock Ex++ and 581 Perez RC VG+.

301		 1968 Topps		Collection of Approx. 724 Cards
			 w/many stars		
Ex+...............200
Box lot of 68 Topps cards, these vary in grade, but average
Ex Plus overall. Some are higher grade, everything is in a
semi-rigid holder for protection. There is substantial duplication and many secondary stars and specials, these better
cards come in the lot: 1 Clemente/Gon (2), 2 Yaz/F. Rob, 3
Cepeda/Clemente(2), 20 B Robinson, 80 Carew,
110 Aaron, 144 Morgan, 145 Drysdale, 150 Clemente (3),
151 Brock, 152 Yastrzemski, 154 Gibson, 220 Killebrew (2),
230 Rose, 240 Kaline, 250 Yastrzemski (2), 290 McCovey,
355 Banks, 369 Yaz, 374 Clemente, 385 Hunter, 408 Carlton,
410 Jenkins, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente (2), 500 F. Robinson, 520 Brock. Please note the stars vary in grade as well,
several are lower grade. Overall this is a nice quantity in a
clean grade from a 1960s Topps set with many stars.

302		 1969 Topps		Complete Set Ex+ - Ex-Mt.................500
Somewhat mixed set ranges overall from VG-Ex to Near
Mint. The cards are Ex Plus to Ex-Mt overall; perhaps 20%
of the set is Near Mint or very close, including some of the
keys. A strong value as-is, this set could also benefit from
some simple and inexpensive upgrading. We grade the key
cards as follows: 50 Clemente NM, 95 Bench Ex ctd,
100 Aaron Ex, 120 Rose Ex-Mt, 190 Mays NM, 255 Carlton
Ex-Mt+, 260 R Jackson RC Ex-Mt w/tiny wrinkle, 480 Seaver
Ex++, 500.1 Mantle Ex-Mt, 510 Carew VG-Ex/Ex, 533 Ryan
Ex, 550 B. Robinson VG-Ex/Ex, 573 Palmer Ex-Mt,
597 Fingers RC NM and 630 Bonds RC Ex.
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303		 Substantial 1970-1975 Collection
		 w/key stars (573 cards)
......................100
Clean overall lot, everything is in a holder in one 3-row box.
These are only from 1970 - 1975 and there are a large number of secondary stars, specials etc. beyond the key cards.
The condition varies but looks to be at least half Ex-Mt or
better, nothing has been picked for grading. Duplication
is very mild, these better cards come in the lot: 1970 462
Aaron AS, 1971 Topps 20 Jackson, 180 Kaline, 1972 OPC 38
Yaz IA, 51 Killebrew, 1972 Topps 51 Killebrew, 130 Gibson,
132 Morgan, 299 Aaron, 433 Bench, 474 Baylor/Dempsey
RC, 1973 Topps 90 B. Robinson, 174 Gossage RC, 245 Yaz,
1974 Topps 55 F. Robinson, 340 Munson (2), 471 Cobb ATG,
1975 Topps 1 Aaron HL, 50 B. Robinson, 61 Winfield, 70
Schmidt, 80 Fisk (2), 180 Morgan, 260 Bench, 280 Yastrzemski, 300 Jackson, 320 Rose, 370 Seaver, 580 F. Robinson (2), 616 Rice RC, 620 Carter RC and 660 Aaron.

308		 1986-1990 Card Hoarde w/key stars (2,100+ cards)
							
......................100
A hoarde of cards, these are almost all from 1976-1990,
mainly the 1980s. Generally high grade, nothing has been
picked for grading. Organized mainly by time, there is very
little duplication. Everything is in an individual holder for
protection, this fills up four boxes. There is some solid content here, including a likely complete 1984 Fleer Update Set
and some nice late 1980s Minor League HOF Rookie Cards.
309		 Collection of 8 Uncut Sheets 1978-1979..................200
Nice lot of uncut sheets, there are two from 1978, six from
1979. The sheets have typical edge wear and some condition
issues but are more than clean overall. One 1979 sheet has
Schmidt, Rose, Murray and Seaver, a second also has many
HOFers. We will have images of all of the sheets on our web
site.

304 1971 Dell		Complete Set of 600 Stamps
(25 different albums) in Original Box! Nm-Mt.........150
Mammoth set is in the original form with loads of players
like Ryan, Mays, Seaver, Aaron et al. Underrated, this one is
nice as it is in the original box. Slabbing has made full uncut
sheets hard to find.
305		 1971 Topps		Uncut Sheet
		 w/2 Each Jackson, Munson & Rose ......................175
Very scarce full 132-card uncut sheet from 1971. Condition
is rough, with damage to three (lesser) cards, some creasing
and typical edge wear. Some cards in the center of the sheet
have no obvious creasing. The star power here is impressive,
with two each of Pete Rose, Thurman Munson, Reggie Jackson and Dave Concepcion.
306		 1972 Topps		Complete Set
Ex-Mt...........500
Large set is loaded with value. The offered set could benefit from some TLC but has many sharp and bright cards
throughout, 80% of the set looks to be Ex-Mt or better, the
balance is mainly in the Ex range. The high numbers are
nice but a half-grade or so below the rest of the set. The
key cards grade as follows: 49 Mays Ex++ ctd, 79 Fisk RC
Strong Ex-Mt+, 299 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 309 Clemente Ex-Mt+,
310 Clemente IA Ex-Mt, 433 Bench Ex-Mt+, 435 Jackson
Ex-Mt+, 445 Seaver NM oc, 550 B Robby Ex++, 559 Rose
NM, 560 Rose IA VG-Ex, 595 Ryan Ex-Mt, 668 Rangers TC
Ex-Mt, 686 Garvey Ex, 695 Carew Ex-Mt, 696 Carew IA Ex,
751 Carlton Tr NM, 752 Morgan Tr Ex-Mt, 754 F Robby Tr
Ex-Mt.
307		 1976 Topps		Uncut Sheet w/Ryan & Young.............100
Desirable full 1976 Topps uncut sheet, this has general edge
wear as is typical and displays well overall. One of the best
sheets from the set, the cards include Ryan, Yount, Bench,
Carlton, Perez and Stargell.
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310		1952 Topps
				 Collection of 44 different signed cards 9...............250
Lower grade lot as far as the condition of the cards, the
autographs are reasonably bold and solid. The signatures
are a mix of ballpoint ink and sharpie. There are several
recognizable names include Erskine, Friend, Lopat, Rosen
and Shantz. There are the card #s in the lot: 7, 10, 16, 25, 32,
38, 40, 57, 60, 64, 64, 68 (no back), 73, 81, 82, 97, 98, 101,
107, 116, 121, 123, 125, 140, 142, 148, 150, 162, 166, 169,
180, 196, 199, 203, 212, 219, 225, 233, 236, 247, 250, 259,
282, 290. JSA LOA.
311		1954 Topps 1 Ted Williams
9.....................300
Lower grade card has lots of corner wear but hardly any
creasing. The color and image are good, this has a solid blue
sharpie ink signature in a very good spot. These are very
scarce cards to find with original signatures. JSA LOA Full.

312		1954 Topps Reprint
Collection of 152 different signed cards w/Aaron 9.5...350
High quality lot offered from this widely collected issue,
these were carefully collected decades ago. No duplication,
the autographs are very strong overall. There are
12 HOFers. Content includes: Aaron, Ashburn, Berra,
Bruton, Coleman, Doby, Ford, Ford, Kaline, Killebrew,
Mathews, O’Briens (signed both), Power, Rizzuto, Score,
Stanky and Wilhelm. JSA LOA.

314		1957 Topps 18 Drysdale RC
7.....................100
Desirable signed HOF Rookie Card, the card itself has no
creases, a nice image, white borders and displays well overall. Slabbed by PSA, this has a pleasing earlier blue ballpoint
ink signature by the lower right corner. This will look nicer
in person than on the web.
315		1958 Topps 1 Ted Williams
9.....................300
Colorful and clean mid-grade card has no creases and a nice
look. Signed in blue sharpie ink by the bottom border, this
pricey #1 card is hardly ever found with an original autograph. Desirable key signed cards like this are white-hot in
this market. JSA LOA Full.
316		 1958 Topps 485 Ted Williams AS 8.5..................175
Clean crease-free card, this is hand-signed by Ted in blue
sharpie ink by the bottom border. This is a fine combination
of card and signature. JSA LOA Full.
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313		 1955 Bowman 108 different signed cards
				 w/Mantle & Aaron (13 HOFers)
8...................1050
Very popular set among signed card collectors, these larger
format cards allow for nice signatures that display well.
A very substantial offering, 10 cards are slabbed by the
various companies. The signatures are in both vintage ballpoint ink and sharpie. The cards and autographs both vary
in quality (some of the cards are very rough) but we feel are
more than pleasing overall. An exact listing will be on our
website. Highlights here include: 1 Wilhelm, 23 Kaline, 29
Schoendienst, 59 Ford, 60 Slaughter, 65 Zimmer RC, 98 Gilliam (D’1977, very scarce), 134 Feller, 139 Shantz’s (signed
both), 179 Aaron (very nice and clean VG-Ex/Ex card with
no creases, the autograph is in very large black sharpie ink),
191 Lemon, 201 Reynolds, 202 Mantle (the right border is
trimmed and it has creasing, the autograph is in solid black
ballpoint ink, it is JSA/Beckett slabbed), 213 Kell, 218 Adcock, 259 Mossi RC, 296 Virdon RC, 303 Conlan RC and
308 Lopez. JSA LOA.
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317		1959 Topps		
				 372 different signed cards (24 HOFers)..................1000
Popular set among signed card collectors, it is very unusual
to find this many different signed cards in one lot in today’s
market. The condition does vary extensively for the cards
themselves, the autographs do not vary as much. We will
have an inventory on our web site. Four cards are slabbed.
Better signed cards in the lot include: 17 Kluszewski/Thomas, 20 Snider, 34 Kaline/Maxwell (signed both), 88 Score,
90 Skowron, 103 Goodman, 119 Callison RC, 166 Minoso/
Colavito/Doby (signed Doby/Minoso), 184 Haddix, 205
Larsen, 260 Wynn, 295 Martin, 300 Ashburn, 309 Maglie,
310 Aparicio, 312 Newcombe, 317 Ashburn/Mays (signed
Mays), 349 Wilhelm, 352 Roberts, 359 White RC, 360
Kaline, 370 Runnels, 390 Cepeda (vintage), 392 Herzog,
398 Post, 414 Long, 415 Mazeroski, 439 B. Robinson, 450
Mathews, 455 Doby, 463 Kaline Champ, 470 Musial 3000th,
542 Perry RC, 555 Mazeroski AS, 560 Aparicio AS, 562 Kaline AS and 571 Spahn AS. This is a solid offering with many
nice signed cards. JSA LOA.

318		1960 Topps		 Roger Maris
9.....................200
Very popular signed card, this is also Maris’s best looking
Topps card. From his first MVP season, this card has one
crease that does not crack the paper. The color is particularly rich, this has a fine flowing blue ballpoint ink signature
in a perfect spot. PSA DNA Full.

319		1964 Topps 50 Mickey Mantle
9.5..................200
Very desirable original Mickey Mantle signed card, this is
one that we hardly ever see signed. The card is clean, we
could not see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The card is cut to the top border but is otherwise crisp
and clean. All four cornrs come to solid points, the borders
are white, the image of Mickey from his final World Series
year looks good. Mickey signed this in jet black sharpie ink
in a perfect spot, PSA slabbed this Authentic. Who wants
to fill a pretty tough hole in a signed Mantle or Yankee card
collection?
320		 1964 Topps Stand Up Mickey Mantle 9.................200
Quality vintage signed baseball cards have been very hot in
recent years, especially Mickey Mantles. The offered card is
one of the most unusual vintage Mantle cards to find with
an autograph. A very popular (and pricey) limited edition
1960s issue, this is only the second signed Mantle that we
have handled The card itself is well centered with rich color,
perfect imagery and crisp edges. The die-cut is perfectly flat
and tight, the card should grade Ex or better without respect
to the signature. The autograph is signed in bold black
sharpie ink by the upper left corner, a top quality signature
that contrasts perfectly against the clean card. Who wants to
add a very, very tough and cool signed Mantle card to their
collection? This is PSA slabbed Authentic.
321		1965 Topps 99 Gil Hodges
7.....................100
Very uncommon Gil Hodges signed card, the first one we
have seen in years. Clean card is well centered with white
borders and solid corners, Gil signed this in pleasing blue
ballpoint ink. PSA slabbed, they graded the autograph an
awfully conservative 7.
322		 1965 Topps 160 Roger Maris
8.....................100
Fun card of Roger Maris, this example has terrific centering
and good color. The card itself grades a nice VG-Ex 4. The
autograph looks to be in the 7-8/10 range to our eyes. The
placement is good and it is a flowing blue ink signature.
PSA slabbed.
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323		 1965 Topps 477 Steve Carlton RC 9.5....................75
Fun card, this is a PSA slabbed Steve Carlton Rookie.
The card itself is a strong Ex Plus to Ex-Mt and looks great.
This is signed Steve Lefty Carlton in Mint blue sharpie ink.

324		1970 Topps		
347 different signed cards w/17 HOF signatures ..........600
Very widely collected signed set, offered is over half of this
most challenging project. The cards are fairly clean overall
but do vary in grade. The signatures vary as well, some are
vintage, but many are in sharpie. The lot displays well overall. Content includes 15 different cards w/HOF signatures
and many deceased signed cards. An exact inventory will be
on our website, there could be some stray duplicate cards.
Content includes 1 Mets TC (signed by 5), 63 McCovey/Santo/Perez (signed all 3), 90 McCarver, 125 Deron Johnson,
130 Brown, 230 B Robby, 270 Short, 286 Buckner RC, 291
Durocher, 330 Brock, 403 Bunning, 437 Cater, 458 Rose AS,
555 Cepeda, 565 Hunter and 640 Kaline. Quality lot.

325		 1978 Grand Slam Collection of 181 different
			 w/many better cards
9.....................600
Very substantial lot has 35 different HOFers. There are many
players here who died in the early to mid-1980s and are
scarce on this card. The autographs are very bold and clean
overall. The better autographs here include: D. Alexander,
Alston, Averill, Bell, Coveleski, Dickey, Durocher, Garcia,
Gehringer, Grimes, Grimm, Hack, Hoyt, Hubbell, Keller,
Kelly, Keltner, Kuenn, Moses, Musial, Post, Reese, Stephenson, Terry, L. Waner, Wertz, Smokey Joe Wood. Fine lot is
loaded with value. JSA LOA.
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326		1979 Diamond Greats
				 371 different w/29 HOFers
9.....................800
Extremely large quantity lot, how often do you find so many
different cards from a set of this size? There are 12 PSA
slabbed cards. The autographs are very strong overall, nearly
everything is in bold ballpoint ink, the cards look great.
There are several cards of players who died in the early
to mid-1980s that are not easy to find. Better signatures
include: Alston, Averill, Beggs, Ben Chapman, Coveleski,
Drysdale, Durocher, Gehringer, Grimes, Grimm, Babe Herman, Hoyt, Kluszewski, Kubek, Kuenn, Mathews, Musial,
Pipgras, Reese, Paul Richards, Shawkey, Stratton, Dixie
Walker, Wambsganss and L. Waner (D’82). JSA LOA.

327		 Collection of 22 Signed Insert Cards
					
w/key HOFers
9.5..................125
Solid lot of signed insert cards and related material. The
autographs look great, there is no duplication. The signatures include: Brock, Cepeda (2), Gibson (4 w/Perez Steele),
Kaline, Killebrew, Mays, McCovey, Schmidt and Seaver.
JSA LOA.

328		 Signed Modern Insert Collection
					
w/44 HOF Autographs (70 pcs) 9.5................200
Solid lot is mainly better signed insert cards, this is loaded
with good names. Content includes: Beltran, Cepeda/McCovey, Gibson (7), Guerrero, Jackson (3 w/UDA), Kaline,
Killebrew, Mathews (2), McCovey, Musial, F. Robinson,
Santo (2), Stargell and Yaz. JSA LOA.
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331		 Team Sheet
				 1930s Boston Braves w/Rabbit Maranville 9.5........100
Fine autograph album page, this spotless page offers six
terrific quality dark period fountain pen signature. The key
is HOFer Rabbit Maranville (D’1954). The other signatures
are Buster Chatham, Wes Schulmerich, Buster Chatham,
Bill McAfee (D’1958 at age 50), Al Smith and Mike Delaney.
PSA DNA Full.

329		 1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments Collection of
				 11 Uncut Sheets w/34 autos incl. Campanella,
				 Mantle & Williams
9.5..................525
Scarce and very attractive item, these are six-card final
process uncut sheets from the beloved Perez Steele Greatest
Moments set. There are 11 sheets with six cards each. This
lot is special as it has a signed Campanella, which is almost
profoundly rare in this format. Other better signatures
include: Aaron, Banks, Bench, Berra, Brock, Hunter, Killebrew, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Musial, Stargell,
Ted Williams and Yaz. A very manageable size, these would
of course look great framed but they are a perfect accompaniment to a full set. This is something that you simply do
not see. JSA LOA.
330		 1989 Perez Steele Celebration
			 Complete Set on Uncut Sheets w/34 signatures
				 including Mantle & Williams
9.5..................525
Very nice item, offered are three final process uncut sheets
with 15 postcards, each sheet measures a very manageable
20 x 18.5. There are 34 uniformly spotless blue sharpie ink
signatures, this was a real passion project for our consignor,
who obtained these all in person at shows. Content includes
heavyweights Aaron, Banks, Bench, Berra, Lopez, Mantle,
Musial, Reese, Stargell, Ted Williams and Yaz. These would
look amazing in the right three frames! JSA LOA.
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332		 1965 Yankees Team Signed Letterhead (21 sigs)
				 - Framed w/original Topps Cards
			 - Including Mantle & Maris
9.....................500
Simply a phenomenal display piece, offered is a wonderfully presented 1965 Yankees team signed sheet. The sheet
has 21 superb matching black ink signatures, all on a
perfectly clean medium. The autographs include Mantle,
Maris, Elston Howard, the rare Johnny Keane (D’67), Ford,
Stottlemyre, Kubek, Richardson, Pepitone and Downing.
These are presented in a beautiful, heavy double-sided
frame with fourteen ORIGINAL 1965 Topps baseball cards.
The cards are all matted but appear to be quite clean. The
cards include keys Mantle, Maris, Ford, Howard, Kubek etc.
A magnificent combination of signatures and cards, this is
23x29 overall. JSA LOA.
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333		 500 Home Run Hitters Signed 1989 Book (13 sigs)
				 w/Mantle & Williams
9.5..................250
Handsome 1989 hardcover book The Power Hitters by
Donald Honig. The interior has fine signatures from Ted
Williams, Mickey Mantle, Willie Mays, Eddie Mathews,
Ernie Banks, Hank Aaron, Harmon Killebrew, Frank Robinson, Willie McCovey, Reggie Jackson and Mike Schmidt. The
two non-500 home run hitter signatures are Willie Stargell
and Ralph Kiner. Beautifully signed book, this is the first
example that we have ever seen. JSA LOA.

336		 Glove Jeter, Derek
9.5..................125
Always desirable, this official handsome Derek Jeter model
glove looks great. With an MLB hologram, Jeter signed this
in spotless silver sharpie ink in a good spot.
337		 Letter Mack, Connie (1910!)
9.....................400
Gorgeous TLS on Philadelphia A’s letterhead, this is dated
February 4, 1910. Written to a Dick Smith, content relates to
the need for a player. This has a beautiful and unique early
Connie Mack fountain pen signature. This has to be one of
the earliest and possibly finest Connie Mack letters in circulation. JSA LOA Full

334		 GPC		
Cobb, Ty
9.....................500
Ty Cobb autographs have been really hot in recent years,
this one is especially nice. Offered is a 1956 postmarked
GPC, this is signed in Cobb’s trademark green ink. The
autograph contrasts nicely against the clean GPC, this looks
great. The cancellation marks do not affect the signature,
this large signature looks terrific. An unsigned 8x10 image
comes with this if one wants to make a framed display.
JSA LOA Full.
338		 GPC Mays, Willie (1954, superb) 9.5..................150
Stunning quality Willie Mays autograph, this is from his
only World Series title year and his first MVP season.
Obtained in person in California, this is postmarked
12/29/1954. This is signed Best Wishes Willie Mays NY
Giants in spotless and impeccable period red ballpoint ink.
Written very neatly, this is one of the very nicest early
Willie Mays autographs that we have ever seen or handled.
JSA LOA.

335		 Book Hornsby, Rogers Signed
			 My War With Baseball (scarce)
9.....................525
Rare book, this is a fine condition first edition with the
original dust jacket. A famous book at the time, the ever
combative and controversial Rogers Hornsby titled his last
book My War With Baseball appropriately enough. The dust
jacket shows typical wear but is complete and displays well.
Crucially, Hornsby signed this Best Wishes Rogers Hornsby
1962 on the flypaper. Please note Hornsby died in January
1963, making signed copies of this book particularly scarce
and desirable. JSA LOA Full.
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339		 Cut Ott, Mel		
9.5..................150
Mint Mel Ott cut, this is in jet black fountain pen ink. Cut
from an autograph album page, the boldness here is truly
amazing. Key HOFer and 500 Home Club hitter, Mel Ott
died in 1958 at a relatively young age and is always a very
desirable autograph. JSA LOA Full.
340		 Pennock, Herb Yankees Payroll Check 8.5.............280
Desirable large format 1930 Yankee payroll check, this is
to HOFer Herb Pennock. PSA slabbed, this clean check is
signed by Pennock on the back in fountain pen. With cancellation marks, which is typical. Please note Pennock died
in 1948 at only age 48, and is a very desirable autograph.
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341		 Book Rickey, Branch Signed First Edition (rare)
								
9.....................700
Rare piece, this is a large format (9 1/4 x 12 1/4) 204 page
first edition book The American Diamond by Branch Rickey
printed in 1965. This has the dust jacket with typical wear
including chips on the bottom border. Great piece as this is
signed Oct 18 1965: ...as a friend of mine I want you to have
this early copy of The American Diamond Sincerely Branch
Rickey. Signed in black ballpoint, this is special as Rickey
died in 1965, making signed copies extremely rare. Important book from one of the most impactful figures in all of
baseball history, a very special item that cannot have very
many counterparts in circulation. JSA LOA.

342		 Cut Robinson, Jackie
9.5..................250
Handsome Jackie cut, this is a full four inches long! Signed
Best Wishes Drew, the autograph contrasts perfectly against
the clean page. Tape remnants on the edges can be removed
if desired, they do not touch any of the writing.
JSA LOA Full.

344		 3 x 5 Stearnes, Turkey (great content) 9.5..............250
Top Negro League player and 2000 HOF inductee, VERY
desirable autograph. Offered is a terrific lined 3x5 with
lots of writing: Turkey Stearnes Detroit Stars 1923 Chicago
American Giants of Chicago ILL 1939. Everything is written
in solid blue ballpoint ink. D’1979, 21 years before being
inducted into the HOF. JSA LOA Full.

343		 Robinson, Jackie Signed
				 1939 Centennial Envelope
9.5..................700
Something you just never see, offered is a wonderful jet
black fountain pen signature of Jackie Robinson. Signed on
a 1939 postal FDC, the postmark date is July 12, 1939. This
of course was not signed in 1939, but a very, very prescient
collector likely had Jackie sign this in the late 1940s. The autograph placement is perfect, it contrasts very nicely against
the clean medium. If you are either an advanced Jackie
collector or have some quality 1939 HOF signed FDC’s,
this would be an outstanding addition to your collection.
JSA LOA Full.

345		 Cachet Collection of 34 different HOFers
					
w/Sandberg & Yaz
9.5..................250
Clean Gateway cachet lot, these range from 1980-2010.
Content is as follows: Aparicio, Berra, Boudreau, Brock,
Chandler, Drysdale, Eckersley, Ferrell, Gibson, Harvey,
Herman, Hunter, Irvin, T. Jackson, Kell, Killebrew, Kiner,
Lasorda, Lemon, Lopez, Mathews, McCovey, Mize, Reese, Roberts, B. & F. Robinson, Sandberg, Sewell, Snider,
Stargell, Wilhelm, D. Williams and Yaz. JSA LOA.
346		 Yellow HOF Plaque
				 48 different w/Banks, Berra & Carey 9.....................280
Very clean and fine condition lot, an ideal foundation for
a new set collector and also good for a dealer. These better
pieces come in the lot: Ernie Banks, Al Barlick, Yogi Berra,
Max Carey, Joe Cronin, Whitey Ford, Charlie Gehringer,
Bob Gibson, Lefty Gomez, Burleigh Grimes, Carl Hubbell,
Al Kaline, Eddie Mathews, Willie McCovey, Joe Morgan,
Stan Musial, Hal Newhouser, Phil Niekro, Pee Wee Reese
and Earl Weaver. JSA LOA.
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Signed Programs

347		 1972 Yankees Yearbook w/real Munson (11 sigs)
								
9.....................700
Very good piece, offered is a vintage signed original 1972
New York Yankees yearbook. This has a loose cover but
otherwise displays very well. Signed by 11 team members
on their images, most vitally by Thurman Munson. The
other signatures are Elston Howard, Bobby Murcer, Sparky
Lyle, Johnny Callison, Mel Stottlemyre, Burke (exec), Houk,
Kline, Kenney and Lanier. The autographs are in blue ink
and tend to be solid. The Munson autograph is partially on a
darker portion of the image, so it will look better in person. We had an example with more signatures that brought
$3,000 last year but as this one has keys Munson and Howard, the additional autographs are mostly still attainable if
desired. JSA LOA Full.

348		 Mantle, Mickey Signed 1953 Street & Smiths 9.5....175
Clean and fine, this full magazine has a wonderful color
image of Mickey swinging from both sides of the plate. With
no mailing label, the cover retains its vibrant original coloring and looks great. Mickey signed this in bold and flawless
blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot. The offered magazine is
one of the most classic covers of its kind on which to collect
a Mantle autograph. JSA LOA Full.
349		 Mantle, Mickey Signed 1965 Sport Magazine 9.5....175
Fine looking Mickey Mantle Sport Magazine cover, this is a
full issue from 1965. Signed by Mantle in solid blue sharpie
ink, the placement is perfect. Mantle signed Sport Magazines are always extremely popular among collectors.
JSA LOA Full.
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350		 Mantle, Mickey Signed
				 Mickey Mantle Day Daily News Paper 9.5...............200
Very rare signed newspaper, the first example that we have
ever seen or handled. Offered is a strikingly clean Daily
News paper from June 9, 1969. The back cover is devoted
to Mickey Mantle Day, and Mickey has hand-signed this in
bold blue sharpie ink with his Number 7. Signed in a perfect
spot, how many of these can be around? JSA LOA Full.
351		 Maris, Roger Signed 1978 Program 9.5..................150
Award program from a 1978 dinner in Kansas City for the
Royals; this attractive program has 14 signatures on the
cover, all in period ballpoint. The key is a rather nice Roger
Maris at the top. Other better signatures include Billy Martin, George Brett, Jim Rice, Lee MacPhail, Ewing Kauffman,
Whitey Herzog and George Foster. Neat piece. JSA LOA.

352		 Terrific 1982-2011 HOF Signed Program Collection
				 w/scarcities (31 pcs)
9.5..................600
Offered is a terrific run of HOF Induction yearbooks, all
obtained in person by someone who both attended the
HOF weekend and worked for a New York show promoter.
The quality is spotless overall. Extremely comprehensive
run, with most of the attainable front cover autographs
included. Keys include 1982 (Aaron/F. Robinson), 1987 (4
w/Bench, Yaz), 1992 (Newhouser, Seaver), 1994 (Carlton/
Rizzuto), 1995 (Ashburn/Schmidt, scarce), 1998 (Doby/
MacPhail/Sutton), 1999 (Brett, Yount, Ryan, Cepeda), 2001
(Puckett/Winfield/Mazeroski, scarce), 2003 (Carter/Murray), 2005 (Boggs, Sandberg), 2007 (Gwynn/Ripken, scarce)
and 2011 (Alomar/Blyleven/Gillick). Collections like this
are almost impossible to reproduce in today’s market. The
value here as singles is sure to be very substantial with the
scarce Puckett and Ashburn covers and the great 1999 cover
with four signatures. The autographs are quite bold and
strong overall. There are 68 total autographs, all HOFers of
course! JSA LOA.
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Signed Photos

353		 Collins, Eddie Signed Original Artwork
								
9.5..................500
Simply a gorgeous piece, offered is a wonderful 5 7/16 x 8
1/2 high quality original artwork of HOFer Eddie Collins.
Signed in Mint black fountain pen, you will not find a nicer
Eddie Collins signature on a photo. An underrated HOFer
and 3,000 hit club member, Collins appears regularly on
documents but hardly ever on an image, much less something approaching the beauty of the offered lot. D’1951.
JSA LOA Full.

354		 8 x 10 DiMaggio/Mantle/Ford
9.5..................200
Terrific original 8x10 color photo, this high quality image is
from the 1981 Yankees Old Timers Day game. This pictures
and is signed by DiMaggio, Mantle and Ford. The autographs are in matching flawless sharpie ink. It is not every
day you see a quality new DiMaggio/Mantle signed photo.
JSA LOA.

356		 Photo Foxx, Jimmie
9.5..................280
Fine looking magazine photo of Jimmie Foxx batting, this
is the first time we have seen this image. Signed in bold blue
fountain pen ink in a perfect spot, this has a nice look to it.
The image is 6 1/2 x 7 1/4. JSA LOA Full.
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355		 Fine Yankee 8x10 Collection - 392 different 9....1400
A true labor of love, this is a wonderful collection neatly
presented in one-pocket sheets in two large binders. The
largest collection of its kind that we have ever seen, these
were all lovingly collected by a die-hard Yankee fan. This
very fortunate fan worked for a New York show promoter
for many years, giving him unprecedented access to a seemingly endless number of Yankee players. The comprehensiveness of this lot is just amazing, with a staggering
392 different Yankee signed 8x10s! The condition is quite
strong overall, the images are black and white and color.
We will have a full inventory on our web site. Better pieces
include: Mel Allen, Berra, Boggs, Crosetti, Cone, Cox, Cano,
Dickey, Doc Ellis (scarce), Ford, Giambi, Girardi, Gomez,
Gossage, Hunter, Elston Howard (3x5), S. Howe, R. Henderson, Keller, Kubek, Lopat, Mattingly, Mize, T. Martinez,
Murcer, Raines, A. Reynolds, Rizzuto, Sheffield, Stengel
(3x5), Torre and Wells. JSA LOA.

357		 Photo Klein, Chuck
8.....................200
Rare signed photo, offered is a very clean and nice 9.5 x 12
Baseball Magazine photo. This piece offers a quality large
image of HOFer Chuck Klein batting. Klein signed and
inscribed this in the center of the image in period blue ballpoint ink, the contrast is not perfect as some of the writing
is on a darker portion of the image. A cult favorite, Phillies
HOFer Chuck Klein died in 1958 at age 53 and happens to
be a very difficult autograph. Very hard to find even as a cut
or a 3x5, signed photos of this size are almost unheard of.
If you are an advanced HOF signed photo collector, you will
want to take a long look at this. JSA LOA Full.
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358		 8 x 10 Mantle, Mickey
				 (vintage signed 1968 sketch)
9.....................200
Charming original pencil artwork of Mickey, this is signed
and dated February 2, 1968 by Mantle. The autograph is in
matching pencil and looks great. Extensively inscribed, you
will not find more writing on a Mantle 8x10. This has slight
stains at two corners, the autograph, writing and image are
not affected. JSA LOA Full.
360		 8 x 10 Maris, Roger
9.5..................250
Handsome color image, this is a classic portrait of a pensive
Maris in the 1960s. Signed in bold blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot, this presents very well. JSA LOA Full.

359		 8 x 10 Mantle/Maris
9.5..................700
One of the ultimate signed 8x10 photos, offered is an immaculate Roger Maris - Mickey Mantle signed color 8x10.
Paired together in uniform on a sunny day, this is a highly
evocative image. Mickey and Roger each signed on their
image in Mint blue sharpie ink, this is immaculate. These
have been selling for really strong prices in recent years, we
are going to start this one very low to make things interesting. Beautifully framed, total size 14x16. JSA LOA Full.

361		 Photo Vaughan, Arky
9.....................200
Beautiful piece, offered is a remarkably clean and nice
9.5 x 12 Baseball Magazine photo. This piece offers a fine
image of underrated HOFer Arky Vaughan poised to make
a play in the field. Signed and inscribed very neatly in blue
fountain pen ink, the placement is by the lower left corner in
a very good spot. Please note Vaughan died in 1952 at only
age 40, and is extremely hard to find on any kind of single
signed photo, much less something of the quality of this lot.
JSA LOA Full.

362		 8 x 10 Better Brooklyn Dodger Collection
				 w/Drysdale & Koufax (34 pcs)
9.5..................175
From an old time collector, these fine 8x10s were mainly
collected in the 1980s. There are many photos that almost
never come in these types of lots. The images look great, the
autographs are quite bold overall. Content includes Koufax,
Drysdale, Furillo, Amoros, Branca, Elston, Fernandez, Gentile, Hughes, Lehman, Meyer, Milliken, Morgan, Newcombe,
Reese, Snider, Wade, D. Williams and Zimmer. JSA LOA.
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363		 Ron Lewis 500 Home Run Club Fully Signed Print
								
9.....................500
A classic piece of signed contemporary sports memorabilia,
these are now amazingly over 30 years old! Scarce of late,
these seem to have really dried up in recent years. Offered is
a terrific example of this fine piece, the print itself measures
18x36 and is very nicely matted and framed to a total size of
25x43. Each player has added their home run totals in their
own hand, which is very unusual. The autographs present
very well, the print itself is quite clean and looks great.
This has everything going for it. JSA LOA Full.

367		 Mantle, Mickey Signed 1968 Sports Illustrated
				 Large Format Poster
9.5..................300
One of the great oversize Mantle items, so many kids from
the 1960s remember these great huge posters. The Mantle
is the key, and it measures a robust 23x31 (as matted).
Extremely well presented, this looks like a $500 plus framing
job, total size 31x39. Mickey signed this in a perfect spot in
flawless blue sharpie ink, this is a beautiful signature. Ideal
combination of medium and autograph, this is a real conversation stopper actively seeking out some wall space
in your home or office. JSA LOA Full.

364		 3000 Hit Club Fully Signed Print (13 sigs)
					
w/Aaron & Mays
9.5..................200
A modern classic, this is a great looking 36x24 print with
13 members of the highly elite 3,000 hit club. Each player
has signed on their image in matching bold blue sharpie,
this looks great. Everyone is a HOFer but Pete Rose, the
signatures include Aaron, Mays, Brett, Murray, Musial, Yaz,
Yount and Carew. Very nicely double-matted and framed,
total size 28x42. JSA LOA.
365		 Jeter, Derek			
9.5..................125
Fine New York Times size page celebrates Jeter’s career.
Checking in at 20x14, this is a reprint of a 2009 NYT article.
This has an MLB hologram and is signed in Mint blue sharpie ink right in the center. Very nicely matted and framed,
the total size is 22x26.
366		 Mantle/Martin/Ford (ex-Whitey Ford collection)
								
9.5..................300
This is a 19 x 25 high quality color lithograph of Mantle,
Ford and Martin posed above and below a visage of Yankee
Stadium. All three players have signed this in spotless blue
sharpie and best of all, this personally belonged to Whitey
Ford and comes with an LOA from him. Please note that
Billy Martin’s untimely death in 1989, before the mega-show
era, makes all items of this kind with his signature desirable.
PSA DNA Full.

368		 Mantle, Mickey Signed Large Format
					
Restaurant Print
9.5..................300
Another classic Mantle signed piece, this is the huge limited
edition (268/777) litho sold at his restaurant in New York
City. Always a special piece, this one is nice as it comes
with the original paperwork from Mantle’s restaurant.
Presented in a huge and museum worthy frame, the total
size is a commanding 33x43. The print itself measures a
very robust 25x35 as matted. Mickey hand-signed this in a
perfect spot on his leg in superb black sharpie ink. If you
have the right place for it, this is an absolutely wonderful
Mantle display piece. JSA LOA Full.
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369		 Mantle/Rose Signed Amazing Photo from
				Mickey’s Restaurant
9.5..................500
Simply a great item, this is a wonderful 16x20 original color
photo that almost certainly hung in Mickey Mantle’s restaurant in New York City. Picturing Pete and Mickey both
holding a bat and smiling, the image has some wear from
handling but otherwise looks great. Signed by Mickey and
Pete in bold blue sharpie ink, the inscriptions really make
the piece. Pete inscribed this as follows: “To Mick Good
Luck At Mantle’s and Mickey inscribed this: To Pete anyone who had over 4000 hits had to be pretty good”. Please
note Mickey Mantle was the person who gave Pete Rose his
nickname Charlie Hustle during a Spring Training game in
1963, these two were obviously very friendly. This is simply
an outstanding item with unique inscriptions from two of
the most popular and widely collected players in baseball
history. JSA LOA Full.

379		 Mantle, Mickey Signed Hand Painted Home Plate
								
9.5..................250
Beautiful Mantle display piece, this hefty real home plate
has a huge black sharpie ink signature from The Mick.
The plate itself is hand painted by artist Gregg Parker. The
plate pictures a younger Mantle batting from either side of
the plate, very nice. Presented in a hefty frame, this can be
shipped without the frame to reduce costs. A one-of-a-kind
Mantle display piece, this is a special piece. JSA LOA Full.
Salvino Statues

371		 Campanella, Roy
8.5..................100
Underrated piece, there are so few items like this signed by
Campy. Autographed at the base in black sharpie ink, this is
a limited edition (544/2000). In the original box, please note
the box itself is very rough. JSA LOA.
372		 DiMaggio & Williams
9.5..................150
Classic pairing, these should look great together. Each is
hand-signed in bold black sharpie ink and in the original
box; please note the Williams box (but not the statue) has
lots of wear. JSA LOA.

370		 HOFers Signed Home Plate (17)
				 w/Mantle & Williams
8.....................700
Substantial piece, this real home plate has 17 HOF signatures. The key is a Mickey Mantle No. 7. The other signatures
include Ted Williams, Hank Aaron, Tom Seaver, Reggie
Jackson, Yogi Berra, Stan Musial, Bob Gibson and Lou
Brock. The autographs contrast nicely against the home
plate, this is a great display item with some real heft.
JSA LOA Full.
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373		 Drysdale and Koufax Signed Salvino Statues
								
9.5..................150
Classic pair, each is untouched and in the original box.
The autographs look great. JSA LOA.
374		 Mantle, Mickey Signed Salvino Statue 9.5...............150
Clean Mantle statue, these are always popular. In the original box as issued, this has a bold black sharpie ink signature
on the sturdy base. Fun piece. JSA LOA.
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375		 Mantle and Mays Signed Salvino Statues 9.5..........150
Classic pairing, each is untouched and in the original box.
Oddly enough we see the Mantle far more than the Mays.
Both autographs are very strong, the Mays has wear in one
spot. JSA LOA.

376		 Collection of Seven Different
				 Signed Salvino Statues
9.5..................200
Collection of seven Salvino statues, only one is not in the
box (Brooks Robinson). Content includes: Michael Jordan
(not hand signed), Harmon Killebrew, Mario Lemieux,
Willie McCovey, Joe Namath, O.J. Simpson and Brooks
Robinson. JSA LOA.

378		 Jeter, Derek Signed Champagne Bottle 9.5.............150
One of the coolest Derek Jeter signed items one will find,
offered is an empty Great Western New York State champagne bottle from the Yankee celebration in 2005 for
winning the AL East division. Jeter signed the bottle in very
large and flowing silver sharpie ink, the signature contrasts
perfectly against the bottle and looks great. A terrific display
piece, this has a Steiner hologram and LOA. Who wants a
Jeter piece no one else has? JSA LOA.
380		 Nice Autographed Flats Collection
			 w/Mantle (18 pcs)
9.5..................150
Small but nice lot of autographs, these include 11 8x10 and
related signed photos w/Mantle, two Berras (one on a plaque
w/an unsigned ball), Hunter, Mathews, Wilhelm, Terry
and Ford. Also included are seven different signed
Yellow HOF Plaques w/Hunter, Lemon and a Perez Steele
Greatest Moments Dickey. JSA LOA.

Signed Bats
377		 Collection of Eight Different Signed Statues 9.5.....200
Lot of highly collectible statues, all are in the original boxes
as issued. Content is as follows: Gartlan (Bench, Berra, Carlton, Irvin), Sports Impressions (Bench, R. Jackson, McGwire
(not signed) and Romito (Mazeroski). JSA LOA.
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381		 1990s Yankees Signed Bat w/Jeter & Rivera 8.5.......250
Big Stick Yankees model bat, this has approximately 44 signatures from the beloved 1990s Yankees teams. Obtained in
person by someone who worked for a show promoter, these
signatures are on the bat: Boggs, Cano, Girardi, Gooden,
Howe, Jeter, Key, T. Martinez, Mattingly, O’Neill, Pettite, Rivera, Soriano and Strawberry. Three signatures are secretarial accoring to JSA (Raines, Rogers, Torre). The autographs
show typical variance for a signed bat. JSA LOA.
382		 500 Home Run Hitters Signed Bat
				 w/Williams & Mays
9.5..................350
Clean Louisville Slugger HOF bat, this has signatures
from seven members of the vaunted 500 Home Run Club.
The autographs are all in matching bold blue sharpie ink,
and include Ted Williams, Willie Mays, Killebrew, Banks,
Mathews, McCovey and Frank Robinson. Nice bat.
PSA DNA Full.
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383		 HOFers Signed Bat w/60 Signatures
				 incl. Koufax & Yaz
9.5..................300
Great looking Cooperstown Bat Company HOF model bat,
these were all obtained in person by someone who worked
for a New York show promoter. The bat displays very well,
the autographs look terrific. There are approximately 60 signatures on the bat. The only non-HOFers are Barry Bonds
and Pete Rose. This bat is very unusual in that it has several
of the contemporary HOF inductees that are almost never
found on these types of bats. Highlights here include: Banks,
Berra, Cepeda, Cox, Eckersley, Gomez, Gossage, Hunter,
R. Johnson (rare on this kind of bat), Killebrew, Koufax,
LaSorda, Mays, Mazeroski, Musial, Piazza (rare on this kind
of bat), F. Robinson, I. Rodriguez and Yaz. JSA LOA.

Single Signed Baseballs
384		 Walt Alston
9 (83 AS Game Ball)...............300
Underrated single, HOF manager Walt Alston died in
1984 and is not easy to find on single signed balls, especially
without condition issues. Alston died in 1984, making his
signature especially desirable when found on a 1983 All Star
ball. The ball itself is subtly off-white and clean.
Alston signed the ball in bold blue ballpoint ink in a perfect
spot just below the All Star Game seal. Nice. PSA DNA Full.

385		 Roy Campanella
9 (ONL White).............250
Very uncommon ball, these are missing from most single
signed ball collections. Very nice example, this ball is reasonably clean, the signature is superb. Campy’s huge signature spreads out over three panels, it is in bold and spotless
blue ink. JSA LOA Full.
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386		 Norm Cash			
9 (vintage)......250
Underrated single, key 1960s Tiger star and cult favorite
Norm Cash died in 1986 at only age 51. The offered ball is
especially noteworthy as it was almost certainly signed by
Cash as a player, likely in the early 1970s. The ball is a period
Spalding Official Little League model. Cash signed this in
large and clean black ballpoint ink on a side panel;
the autograph contrasts very nicely against the ball itself.
True vintage Norm Cash singles are rare. JSA LOA Full.

387		 Elio Chacon (62 Met, rare)
9.5..................500
One of the ultimate Met single signed baseballs, 1962 Met
Elio Chacon died in 1992 at age 55 in Venezuela and is just
impossible to find. His signed photos can sell for hundreds
of dollars, single signed balls are truly rare. The offered ball
is a perfectly clean ONL White model. Chacon signed this
on the sweet spot in flawless blue ballpoint. This should be
of profound interest to any serious Met autograph collector
but also to any other collector who has an eye for rarity and
quality! JSA LOA Full.

389		 Hank Greenberg (vintage pers)
9.....................500
Hank Greenberg single signed balls are never easy to find
as Greenberg did hardly any shows and people did not send
him baseballs in the mail to sign. Offered is an evenly toned
TRUE VINTAGE single. Signed in fountain pen as a player,
this is signed and inscribed on a side panel with lots of writing. Charming Greenberg single, these are so much scarcer
and nicer than the ballpoint examples from the 1980s that
usually trade. PSA DNA Full.
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390		 Gil Hodges		
7.....................400
Rare single signed baseball from this beloved 1969 Mets
manager and Brooklyn Dodger star, this is something that
hardly ever comes around. The offered lot has condition
issues, so it will not be a $5,000 ball but still will capably fill
a most vital hole any serious Mets or Dodger single signed
ball collection. The ball itself is a toned ONL Frick ball from
the 1947-1951 era, signed and inscribed To Jeff in blue fountain pen. A true vintage Hodges single, the signature is more
than legible and has a nice antique feel. JSA LOA Full.

388		 Jimmie Foxx			
6.5................1400
Vital single, this is needed by almost all 500 Home Run Club
collectors and most HOF single signed ball collectors. High
grade examples can run tens of thousands of dollars, the offered ball will nicely fill this hole without breaking the bank.
The ball itself is a period Official League model. The ball
has slight general wear but displays reasonably well. There
is a large and classic Foxx signature to the left of the sweet
spot, this displays well and contrasts very well against the
ball itself. This is personalized on an opposing panel. Signed
in fountain pen, likely as a player in the 1930s, this is a nice
Foxx single with a solid signature. Please note PSA graded
this a 5.5, which we think is a click low. JSA LOA.

391		 Rogers Hornsby
6.5..................900
One of the very best hitters in all of baseball history, it is
almost difficult to comprehend that Hornsby (career .358
hitter) AVERAGED .400 OVER FIVE SEASONS. Hornsby
died in 1962 and is always a cornerstone single signed ball.
Nearly all of the Hornsby singles that trade were signed in
ballpoint ink in the 1950s and the 1960s, the offered ball is
somewhat special as it is in fountain pen. The ball itself is
an unmarked ball that may have some light game use. The
Rajah provided this ball with a bold and distinct signature
on the center of a side panel. The autograph displays well
and has good contrast against the ball itself. This ball really
has to be in any kind of serious HOF single signed ball
collection. PSA DNA Full.
392		 Mickey Mantle (+ card)
9.5..................200
Neat pairing, offered is an exemplary quality OAL MacPhail
model baseball. Mantle signed the sweet spot in bold and
impeccable black ballpoint ink. This is presented with a
clean example of his popular 1958 Topps All Star card.
JSA LOA Full.

70

393		 Thurman Munson
6 (OAL Cronin, pers. Game ball)...........400
A cornerstone Yankee single, this is missing from almost all
Yankee single signed ball collections. The offered ball will
not set any price records, nor break your budget! The offered
ball is a toned game ball from the 1970s. The ball itself is an
OAL Cronin model. Munson signed and inscribed the ball
on a side panel. The autograph is in bold blue ballpoint ink
but has toning, possibly from a clear-coat. Who wants to fill
a most vital hole in their Yanks signed baseball collection?
JSA LOA Full.
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394		 Joe Page			
8.....................800
One of the rarest of all name Yankee players, pioneering
star reliever Joe Page died in 1980 at age 62. Page did not
do shows, hardly anyone ever had him sign a baseball by
himself. The very, very few examples at public sale have sold
in the $3,000 range. The offered ball is an attractive evenly toned Spalding Official Baseball model. This is vintage
signed, circa 1950. The autograph fills up the better part of
a side panel, it is signed Best of luck Joe Page in large and
flowing blue ballpoint ink. Who wants to fill one of the ultimate holes in a quality Yankee single signed ball collection?
JSA LOA Full.

396		 Red Ruffing		
6.....................300
Very tough ball, these can sell for $2,000 in higher grade.
Offered is a slightly light but fully legible example. Signed
on an off-white ONL Feeney ball that is not bad at all, this
will fill a tough hole in your Yankee or HOF single signed
ball collection. JSA LOA Full.

397		 Ted Williams (1941 .406, superb) 9.5................1200
Great Teddy Ballgame single, offered is an immaculate
condition OAL Brown model baseball. This is signed “Ted
Williams 1941-406” on the sweet spot. The autograph is of
absolutely impeccable quality and is in blue ballpoint ink.
1941 was of course one of the most historic seasons for a
hitter in all of baseball history, a record that has rarely even
been approached in the last 75+ years. Ted hardly ever inscribed single signed balls like this, this is truly rare. Collectors of rare inscribed balls absolute revere things like this!
JSA LOA Full.

395		 Jackie Robinson
8 (pers 1963)............1000
One of the ultimate single signed baseballs, these have been
white-hot in recent years. The offered ball is a strikingly
clean and nice ONL Giles model ball. Jackie signed and
inscribed this in his usual spot on a side panel. Dated April
7, 1963, this is signed as follows: “To Ernie with best wishes
Jackie Robinson.” PSA DNA Full.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday June 5.
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398		 Collection of 16 signed balls + extras
				 w/strong HOF content
9.....................200
Quality lot of HOFer and star signed singles, these are all on
official balls with generally very strong signatures. Content
includes: Barlick (HOF), Berra, Clete Boyer, F. Robinson,
Ford (2), Hunter, Jackson (2, 1 HOF), Leyritz, Morgan,
Ripken, Rizzuto, B. Robinson and Ryan. Please note also
included are nine unsigned balls. These are probably worth
$850 as singles. JSA LOA.
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399		 Collection of 32 different HOFers/Stars
					
w/Aaron & Mays
8.....................200
Mid-grade lot of single signed balls, these all look to be on
official balls. The signatures vary, some are light, others
are very bold. This is an excellent value lot, as these singles
come in the lot: Aaron, Brock, Clemens, R. Henderson,
Hunter, Bo Jackson, R. Jackson, Killebrew, McGwire (pers.),
J. Morris, Musial, B. O’Neil, Parker, Rose, Ryan and Spahn.
JSA LOA.

400		 HOF Inscription Singles (23 pcs)
9.....................250
Solid lot of HOF inscribed singles, each is neatly labeled
and presented in a cube. All were obtained in person, the
condition should be strong overall (with just some variance), everything is on an official ball. Content is as follows:
Boudreau, Brock, Dawson, Doerr, Eckersley, Feller, Ford,
Gossage, Harvey, Irvin, Kell, Kiner, MacPhail, Marichal,
Morgan, Perry, Rice, Roberts, B. Robinson Slaughter, Weaver, Billy & Dick Williams. These are so popular these days,
who wants to save some real time and money versus doing
these as singles? JSA LOA.

401		 Collection of 30 different 1962 Mets Singles,
				 most w/1962 Inscriptions!
9.....................300
Terrific lot, a full inventory will be on our website. These
are clean official balls, with very strong signatures. Each
ball comes with an individual JSA or PSA DNA LOA card.
There are no rarities here, but this does include Cisco, Craig,
Hickman, Jackson, Landrith, Miller, Mizell & Thomas (stat
ball). JSA LOA.

402		 40 different 2009 Yankees w/A Rod & Matsui
								
9.5..................400
Clean lot, everything has a PSA DNA or JSA sticker but
no card. Most are on official balls, many on 2009 World
Series balls. Content includes: Cashman, Damon, Gardner,
Girardi, Matsui, Robertson, A Rod, Sabathia and Swisher.
JSA LOA.

403		 ROY Inscription Singles (52 pcs)
9.....................400
Solid lot of ROY inscribed singles, each is neatly labeled and
presented in a cube. All were obtained in person, the condition should be strong overall (with just some variance),
everything is on an official ball. Content includes:
R. Allen, Aparicio, Bench, Cepeda, Dark, Dawson, Dropo,
F. Howard, S. Howe (light, inscription added in another
hand), Fisk, Kubek (inscription added in another hand),
Longoria, Moon, Oliva, Pinella, F. Robinson, Rolen, Sax,
Score, Strawberry, Virdon and B. Williams. These are so
popular these days, who wants to save some real time and
money versus doing these as singles? This lot represents
an outstanding start to a full ROY single signed ball run,
something you hardly ever see with this many pieces sold in
one unit. JSA LOA.

404		 47 different HOFers in boxes
9.....................400
Clean lot, these are in dozen-count ball boxes. An exact
inventory will be on our website. Everything is on a clean
official ball in the original box. These were all obtained in
person by someone who worked with a New York-area show
promoter. As singles, these can easily run over $2,000.
A substantial start on a HOF single signed ball collection,
highlights include many balls that never come in these types
of lots: Appling, Bench, Boggs, Boudreau, Brock, Bunning,
Carlton, Cepeda, Eckersley, Ferrell, Ford, Gibson, R. Henderson, Herman, Herzog, Killebrew, Kiner, Leonard, Mize,
Molitor, Morgan, Musial, Niekro, Ripken, Rizzuto, F. Robinson, Spahn, Sutter, Thomas, Wilhelm, Wynn. JSA LOA.
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Multi-Signed Balls

405		 1960s Stars/Old Timers w/Clemente & Stargell 9....400
Fine ball, this is a very high grade ball loaded with a full 31
signatures. Signed by a Pirates Spring Training game in the
early 1960s, this loaded ball starts with a strong Roberto
Clemente signature in a good spot. The other signatures
include Bill McKechnie, George Sisler, Willie Stargell, Bill
Mazeroski, Don Hoak (D’69), Dick Groat, Harvey Haddix
and Elroy Face. Clemente’s signature hardly ever comes on
these kinds of balls. JSA LOA Full.

408		 Old Timers w/Foxx & Mack (11 HOFers) 9..............350
Neat ball, this was signed at Spring Training in the very
early 1950s. The offered ball is a beautiful ONL Giles ball
that could not have any more autographs. Bursting with
no less than 27 signatures, the autographs are of uniformly impeccable quality. Headlined by a Gem Mint Connie
Mack on the sweet spot, this absolutely loaded ball includes
autographs from Jimmie Foxx, Casey Stengel, Bucky Harris,
Fred Hutchinson, Cal Hubbard, Stan Musial, Yogi Berra,
Bill Dickey and Eddie Mathews. There are no less than
11 HOFers on this fun ball. JSA LOA Full.

406		 Campanella/Mantle/Robinson Signed Ball 7...........500
Very interesting ball, this looks to have signed in the early
1950s. The ball itself has even toning and some very slight
wear. Loaded with 28 solid period ink signatures, the autographs are really nice. There are no less than seven HOF
autographs on this ball. It is extremely unusual to find Jackie, Mickey, Campy and Casey Stengel on the same ball. The
other signatures include Ford Frick (2x), Gus Bell, Eddie
Stanky, Andy Carey, Don Newcombe, Johnny Podres, Ted
Kluszewski, Stan Musial, Fred Haney, Chuck Dressen and
Solly Hemus. There might be some great story with this ball,
we are not sure. JSA LOA Full.

Team Signed Balls

407		 Foxx/Moe Berg Signed 1941 Ball
5.....................350
Neat ball, this is a ball signed at a 1941 Red Sox - Cardinals
game. The ball has some general wear from possible use but
is not bad at all. There are 17 total signatures, but this one
is nice as it has a fairly bold and impressive Foxx signature
at the center of one panel. The Foxx is almost displayable
as a single. The other signatures include Moe Berg (slightly
enhanced), Slaughter, Cronin, Brown, Dom DiMaggio and
Al Schacht. Interesting ball, the autographs vary in darkness. JSA LOA Full.
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409		1928 Yankees		
Team Ball
5...................1500
Interesting ball, offered is a reasonably clean Spalding
multi-color stitched cork center ball. There are pleasing
5/10 or better signatures from Ruth and Gehrig, the other
autographs cannot be discerned with the naked eye. JSA
used their video spectral comparator and found an additional nine signatures. The other signatures include HOFers
Pennock, Hoyt, Lazzeri and Combs. It is possible someone
tried to remove the other signatures to create a pure Ruth/
Gehrig signed ball or things just worked out that way due
to wear, ink quality and storage over the years. Either way,
as presented, this is a an attractive ball with pleasing midgrade signatures of Babe Ruth in quotes on the sweet spot,
and Lou Gehrig at the top of one side panel. The
1928 Yankees were of course a World Championship team.
PSA DNA Full.
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410		1934 Giants		 Team Ball
5.....................200
Mid-grade 1934-35 New York Giants team ball, this has
15 signatures. Keys include four HOFers: Ott, Hubbell,
Terry & Jackson. The other signatures include Critz, Vergez,
Snyder, Myatt and Moore. The autographs are light but fully
legible in general. The ball itself is an ONL Heydler model.
JSA LOA Full.

412		1936 Yankees		
Team Ball
				 w/real Gehrig & DiMaggio
6.....................800
One of the best teams in Yankee history, the 1936 World
Championship team was notable as it was Joe DiMaggio’s
Rookie season. The offered ball is a mildly toned OAL
Harridge model, with 25 total signatures. The autographs
vary in darkness, some are bold, others are much lighter.
Amazingly enough, both DiMaggio and Gehrig are on the
sweet spot, about 5/10 quality for the pair. There are five
total HOFers here, with the vital Tony Lazzeri, Red Ruffing
and Bill Dickey in addition to DiMaggio and Gehrig. Other
better signatures include Red Rolfe, the rare Pat Malone
(D’1943 at age 40), Jake Powell (D’1948) and Bump Hadley.
Three signatures are clubhouse: Lefty Gomez, Art Fletcher
and Joe McCarthy. JSA LOA Full.

411		 1934 Yankees		Team Ball
PSA 5.............800
Desirable 1930s Yankees team ball, this one is nice as it is
from Babe Ruth’s final year from the Yanks. Elusive ball,
these do not come to market very often. The offered lot is
a mid-grade ball, both the ball and the autographs were
deemed 5s by PSA. The ball is dated March 13, 1934 on one
panel. There are 10 total signatures, at least one panel is
much nicer than a 5. The autographs are all readily legible.
The highlights include a pleasing and classic Babe Ruth
exemplar on the sweet spot and Lou Gehrig at the top of one
panel. The other signatures are HOFers Earle Combs,
Lefty Gomez, star Red Rolfe, Johnny Allen (D’59),
Jack Saltzgaver, Ben Chapman, Danny McFayden and
Don Heffner. The ball itself is a charming Amateur League
multi-color stich model. PSA DNA Full.

413		1938 Minneapolis Minners
				 Team Ball w/pre-Rookie Ted Williams 6................500
Rare and extremely desirable ball, this is signed by none
other than Ted Williams as a 19-year old pre-Rookie phenom. The ball itself is a mildly toned Official American
Association model. There are 19 total signatures. The autographs vary quite a bit in darkness, the Ted is mid-grade and
certainly legible. JSA LOA Full.
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417		1954 Orioles		
Team Ball
6.....................250
Good ball, this was the first year for the high quality
Baltimore Orioles AL franchise. Offered is a toned Orioles
model ball, there are 26 total signatures, these are a touch
light but certainly legible. Keys here include the rare Howie
Fox (D’1955 at age 34), Vern Stephens, Eddie Waitkus, Don
Larsen, Jim Brideweser and Clint Courtney. SGC LOA Full.

414		 1946 Satchel Paige Barnstorming
			 All Stars Signed Ball (rare)
6.....................800
Great piece, this is a special ball likely used in a Satchel
Paige - Bob Feller All Stars Barnstorming Tour. Circa 1946,
there are 13 very bold and fine period blue ink signatures.
Satchel Paige is at the top of one panel, an extremely rare
1940s Cool Papa Bell signature is on the same panel. Other
signatures include Bob Lemon, Sherwood Brewer, Clifford
Johnson and Theoli Smith. Several of these players are not
on the Negro Players website, but that site is probably not
complete. JSA LOA Full.

418		1967 Cardinals		
Team Ball
8.5..................350
Popular World Championship team ball, this is one of the
nicer examples that we have seen in some time. Offered is
a rather clean subtly off-white ONL Giles model baseball.
There are 24 solid and consistent period ballpoint ink
signatures. All of the keys are here: Brock, Cepeda, Carlton,
Flood, Gibson, Maris, McCarver, Schoendienst and
Shannon. Typically one of these players is missing from this
ball. Good piece. JSA LOA.

415		 1947 Pirates		 Team Ball w/Hank Greenberg 6....200
Slightly worn unofficial ball may have seen some game use.
There are 23 period fountain pen signatures, notable for
Hank Greenberg on the sweet spot. Other signatures include
Greenberg’s protege Ralph Kiner, Billy Herman, Billy Cox,
Preacher Roe, Bill Salkeld (D’67) and Fritz Ostermueller
(D’57). The condition is rough but the ball is fully presentable. This is a very scarce ball from Hank Greenberg’s final
year in baseball, also notable for a Rookie Ralph Kiner.
JSA LOA Full.

416		 1954 Braves		 Team Ball w/Rookie Aaron 5........125
Medium grade ball possibly saw some game use. Offered
is an unofficial ball with 22 generally pleasing signatures.
These include a nice Rookie Aaron, Spahn, Adcock, Thomson, Mathews and Sisti. Desirable ball as it has a true Rookie
Hank Aaron signature. JSA LOA.

419		1969 Mets		 Team Ball
8.....................500
One of the ultimate World Championship team balls,
offered is a beautiful 1969 Miracle Mets team signed ball.
The ball itself is a high grade, problem-free ONL Giles model. There are 27 strong ballpoint ink signatures in various
colors. The autographs contrast perfectly against the clean
ball. The keys include: a very nice Hodges on the sweet spot,
Seaver, Koonce, Berra, Koosman, Cleon Jones, Harrelson,
McGraw and Agee. It should be very simple to add Nolan
Ryan. JSA LOA Full.
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Historical Autographs: Presidential

420		 1972 Yankees		Team Ball w/real Munson 8...........300
Very clean Wilson All Star model ball, there are 21 total
signatures. As it is a Yankee ball, there are some clubhouse
(Kekich, Murcer, Swoboda). The key here is a real Munson
and it is a large and very nice signature. The other autographs include White, Stottlemyre, Peterson, Lyle, Kline and
Clarke. JSA LOA Full.

421		 1974 AL All Stars
				 Team Ball w/real Munson
5.....................200
Toned ball may have seen some use, this is an OAL Cronin model. There are 13 total signatures. The key here is a
light but presentable Munson. The other signatures include
Weaver, Murcer, Burroughs, Hiller, Grich, Brooks Robinson,
Kaline, Carew and Wood. The Munson autograph makes the
ball. JSA LOA Full.

422		 1979 Yankees		Team Ball w/real Munson 7..........500
One of the toughest of all Yankee team balls, how often do
you find a 1979 with a real Munson? Thurman tragically
died in a plane crash in August, he had a relatively short
window to sign one of these, and almost all that come to
market have a clubhouse Munson. The offered ball is of
medium quality, with toning and slightly light signatures.
Everything is fully legible however, most vitally the key
Munson signature. The other autographs include Gossage,
Hunter, Berra, Guidry, Randolph, White and Dent. With the
23 signatures, there are amazingly no clubhouse autographs.
It of course cannot be difficult to add Reggie Jackson if desired. Who wants to fill an almost impossible space in their
Yankee team ball run? PSA DNA Full.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday June 5.

423		 Document		 Monroe, James
8.....................300
Handsome original James Monroe Presidential document,
this is dated February 3, 1824. The document measures
15 1/2 x 10 and has a sharp and fine looking Presidential
seal. The document has been folded at one time, but is more
than clean overall. Monroe’s signature is very distinct at the
lower right corner, 8/10 in our opinion. The document itself
is a land grant to a Charles Little for fifty seven plus acres
of land in the district of Detroit, Michigan. JSA LOA.
424		 3 x 5

Ford, Gerald (JSA LOA)

8.......................15

425		 8 x 10 Ford, Gerald
9.5....................30
Handsome color image of Ford likely as President, this is
signed in spotless silver sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

426		 Document Reagan, Ronald
9.....................150
Nice Reagan item, this a Certificate of Merit issued in 1967.
The document measures 10x8 with the official California
state seal. Reagan signed this in perfectly bold and clean
blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA.
427		 Album Page Reagan, Ronald
9.....................200
Outstanding quality vintage Ronald Reagan autograph, one
would be very hard pressed to find a nicer Reagan. Likely
signed in the 1960s, this is in pencil on a clean 4.25 square
page. Ideal for display, this would look great with a photo of
Reagan. JSA LOA Full.
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430		 Armstrong, Neil - Pair of High School Yearbooks
								
Ex-Mt/NM.......50
Fine looking pair of Neil Armstrong High School years,
1943 and 1945. These are nice to pair with a signature.
431		 Letter Baruch, Bernard
9.......................50
Clean TLS on his personal letterhead from 1933, this is
written to an editor at The New York Mirror. Signed cleanly
in period fountain pen ink, the autograph looks great. D’65.
JSA LOA.

428		 Obama, Barack Signed 2008 Election Night Ticket
						
Beckett 10............800
Great historical item, this was signed on one of the momentous days in American history. Offered is a Mint condition
2008 ticket to President Barack Obama’s famous speech in
Grant Park, Chicago on election night November 4, 2008.
Obama signed this in Gem Mint black sharpie ink. Slabbed
by Beckett, they rated the autograph a Gem Mint 10 grade.
Very attractive piece, this is something that will be prized by
collectors for generations given the historical significance.

429		 8 x 10		
Trump, Donald
9.5....................75
Signed 8x10 of Trump from the apprentice show, this was
signed in bold blue sharpie ink at the time. JSA LOA Full.

432		 Collection of Three Binders w/varied content
				 19th-20th Century (364 pcs)
.......................150
The offered lot contains three binders of material from an
exceptionally large and varied autograph collector. The collector had extremely wide ranging intellectual interests, as
these binders contain mainly letters. The content is mainly
from the mid-19th century through the 1950s. There are
many British letters from the 19th century and other international pieces. This is far from our area of expertise, there
could well be some very special items in these binders. The
condition is clean overall, there does not appear to be any
duplication. Content includes historical, political, poetry,
opera, music, actors and literary signatures among others.
These are some of the signatures that we could identify:
Dean Acheson 1949 TLS, Marguerite Blessington (17891849) ALS, Cynthia Brooke ALS, Bernice Claire vintage
album page, Agnes Mary Frances Duclaux (1857-1944) ALS,
Elsie Ferguson 1912 TLS, Hamilton Fish 1944 TLS, Pamela
Foster vintage SP, Augusta Garretson ALS, Ruby Hill ALS,
Jacob Javits 1951 & 1964 TLS, Elinor Lane (1864-1909) ALS,
Dixon Hall Lewis (US Senator Alabama, 1802-1848), William James Linton 1894 ALS, Julian Magnus ALS, Robert
Merrill 8x10, William M. Singerly, Sarah Teasdale (18841933) ALS, Stewart Udall 1961 TLS, David Wakefield 1912
ALS and Forceythe Willson (1837-1867) ALS. If you have
time and the background, there could well be thousands and
thousands of dollars in retail value here. JSA LOA.
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433		 Letter Greeley, Horace 9................30
Famed 19th century journalist, this is handsome 4 x 6 1/2 ALS from 1852. Content relates
to a potential visit, this has a solid black ink
signature. JSA LOA.

434		 Historical Memorabilia/Ephemera Lot (80 pcs) ....100
An instant collection of historical items, a dealer can likely
do well with this if desired. This fills up half of a file box,
so it is not too big. Content includes 1876 Samuel Tilden
Democratic Convention pass, small 1875 autograph book
w/unknown content, sixteen CDV style images (these look
to be later prints) w/Lincoln, Washington, Sherman, Chase
etc., Winfield Scott ALS, 1938 Queen Elizabeth Cunard
program & FDC, FDR record, pin case17 political pins,
secretarial JFK & RFK signatures and a JFK Assassination
Dallas Times Herald newspaper. These would look great in
the right display.

435		 Letter Military Collection 19th-Mid 20th Century
					
(69 pcs)		
9.....................100
Small binder of military and political-related autographs,
these mainly range from the late 19th century through the
1950s, with a large number of items from 1948. Fresh consignment from a massive autograph collection, there could
be something special here. These are military figures from
around the globe, most of the content are letters, mainly
U.S. Military. Condition is clean, content includes: Alene
Duerk (1st female Admiral), Pierre Garbay SP (French General), William F. Graves (WWI General) ALS, Lewis Hershey
8x10, Richmond Hobson 1905 signed postcard, Alexander
Lukomsky 1927 TLS, Nelson Miles (Civil War General) 1905
postcard, Dennis E. Nolan 1933 ALS, Lord Roberts 1902
ALS, John Singlaub newspaper photo, Albert Speer TLS,
George Stratemeyer 1948 TLS, George Tyner 1947 ALS and
Louis Wilson. JSA LOA.
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436		 3 x 5 Political, Military & Royalty Collection
					
(120 pcs)		
8.5..................100
Mixed lot of 3x5s and related flats, content includes military,
political and royalty. From an enormous autograph collection, there could be some buried treasure here. Condition
is clean, there is very little duplication. Readily identifiable
content includes: Simone de Beauvoir, Clark Clifford, John
Connally, Douglas Dillon, Robert Dixon (General, John W.
Foster (1893, Sec State), King George VI, Walter Q Gresham
(1832-1895, Sec State), Marshall Jewell, John Ingram Lockhart, Daniel Manning (1885 Sec Treasury), Peyton March
(WWI General), William Gibbs McAdoo (1913), George
McPeck, Paul Nitze, Jose Paez, Horace Porter, Josiah Quincy,
Upton Sinclair, Queen Victoria, John Wanamaker and James
Wilson (1909 Secretary Agriculture). JSA LOA.
437		 World War Two British Generals Signed 1969 FDC
					
(4 sigs) (JSA LOA)
9.......................15
437.2 Cut Rockefeller, John D. (huge) 9.5..................400
Very nice piece, offered is a gargatuan 5 1/2 inch long jet
black fountain pen ink signature. Signed by one of the
ulitmate industrialists, John D. Rockefeller Sr. A key figure
in early 20th century American history, through his children his legacy lives on to this day. Very nicely matted and
framed with a photo, total size 20x15. D’1937. JSA LOA
(full).

438		 Large 1968-1992 Political & Related Pin Collection
					
(350+ pcs)
.......................315
Big collection of political pins, these are fresh to the market.
A few repros from the 1970s are scattered about, condition
is quite clean overall. Content includes: (1) 22 RFK/JFK
pins, (2) 33+ Hubert Humphey-related pins, (3) 24 1972
McGovern pins, (4) 36 Nixon pins, mainly 1972, (5) 50+
Eugene McCarthy 1972 pins and (6) 10 1980 Carter pins.
In addition, these are many bumper stickers and paper
Presidential campaign items from this era, the pins go up
to 1992, there is a box with hundreds of New York political
pins that look to go back to the 1960s, for Mayor, Senator,
Governmental and other campaigns. Some pop culture pins
are here as well, including Woodstock and a 1976 Who pin.
Unpicked lot, there could be something rare in this neat lot
with seemingly endless content.
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Signed 8x10 Photos

442		 Ameche, Don
9......................35
Extremely early signed photo of this most durable star,
this is warmly signed and inscribed, very nice. JSA LOA.
445		 Astaire, Fred
9.5...................70
8 x 9 1/2 glossy publicity still, this is a fine and fun image of
the beloved Astaire. Signed by the lower right corner, this is
a strong flowing black sharpie ink autograph. JSA LOA.
448		 Brynner, Yul
9......................35
1950s Paramount publicity photo, this is signed and inscribed in bold black sharpie ink Yul. JSA LOA.
453		 Clooney, Rosemary
9......................21
1953 publicity still, this is signed and inscribed in black
sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
456		 Davis, Bette
9.5.................100
Printed on higher quality stock, this is a terrific and possibly rare image of a younger Bette Davis. Signed in Mint
black sharpie ink, a huge and Mint signature with a great
flow. This is a perfect addition to ANY autograph collection.
D’89. JSA LOA.
457		 Day, Dennis
9......................35
Handsome image, this is vintage signed with an extensive
inscription. JSA LOA.
458		 Dietrich, Marlene
9.5...................90
This is a beautiful 7 1/2 x 9 1/2 original glossy publicity still.
A wonderful b/w portrait of Dietrich, she signed this in
large and flawless black sharpie ink in a perfect spot.
JSA LOA.

470		 Gish, Lillian
9......................35
Fine looking b/w portrait, the beloved Gish signed and
inscribed this neatly in black sharpie ink by the bottom
border. JSA LOA.
472		 Griffith, Raymond
9......................50
Silent Screen star (1895-1957). Offered is a beautiful sepia
toned image, neatly signed and inscribed in fountain pen
ink. Likely signed in the 1930s, fine image. JSA LOA.
476		 Hayworth, Rita
9....................250
Beloved actress, one of the most beautiful women to ever
appear on the screen. Hayworth signed photos do not come
to market very often and are truly prized by collectors, with
sale prices as high as $2,000. The offered photo is completely
fresh to market, this came from an estate find of a Hollywood writer back in the day. This is a gorgeous b/w photo of
the ever glamorous Hayworth, this is signed as follows: “To
Doris from one night leader to the other Love Rita.” Everything is in spotless blue fountain pen ink, we believe this was
signed in the 1940s. It is also extremely rare to find such an
early Hayworth signed photo. Great piece. JSA LOA Full.
479		 Laurel & Hardy
8.5.................200
Offered is a lovely b/w print of this famed comic duo at work
on a movie or show. This one is especially nice as both Laurel & Hardy signed in fountain pen ink by the upper right
corner; Hardy dated his signature 1939. Very nicely framed
with a custom plaque, the total size is 17x20.
Very fine and desirable signed image, the presentation is
superb. JSA LOA.

462		 Fairbanks, Douglas
9.5...................44
Classic portrait, this has a strong black sharpie ink signature
in a perfect spot. This is an original publicity still with the
paperwork on the back. JSA LOA.
463		 Faye, Alice
9.5...................47
Beautiful portrait of this actress and singer, known for
leaving Hollywood at the peak of her fame.The autograph
is in bold black sharpie ink. D’98. JSA LOA.
465		 Fonda, Henry (lot of 2)
9.5...................30
Pair of attractive images, both slightly smaller than 8x10.
One is an original press photo, each has a bold blue sharpie
ink signature from this iconic actor. JSA LOA.
467		 Fonteyn, Margot
7......................19
Famous Ballerina, this is a very nice 7 1/4 x 9 1/4 image.
Original publicity still, signed and inscribed in ink by
the lower right corner. JSA LOA.
468		 Gielgud, John
9......................25
Original publicity still for The School for Scandal, a fine
portrait image of this legendary thespian. Signed in bold
black sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border.
JSA LOA.
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485		 Loy, Myrna
9.5...................90
Very engaging image of the beautiful Loy, this is a 1956 publicity still. Signed in Mint blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot,
this looks terrific. D’93, this lists for $271 in the Sanders
guide. JSA LOA.
487		 Mayo, Virginia
9.5...................35
Fun and great looking image of Mayo bursting through the
newspaper headlines, this has a particularly large and bold
black sharpie ink signature. The photo has one fine crease
but otherwise looks terrific. JSA LOA.
491		 Morgan, Helen
9......................31
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed in
flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOA.
494		 Nolan, Loyd
9......................23
Fun image is signed and inscribed in blue fountain pen ink.
Vintage. JSA LOA.

516		 Wagner, Robert (vintage)
9......................25
1950s image of this famous star, this has a huge inscription.
JSA LOA.
518		 Wilde, Cornel
9......................35
Uncommon signed photo of this 1940s actor and director,
this was signed in the 1940s. D’89. JSA LOA.
519		 Wilder, Billy (lot of 2)
9......................20
Pair of 8x10s signed by this legendary director; both are
signed in flowing black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
522		 Wray, Fay
9......................70
Beloved actress from the first King Kong movie, her autographs are extremely prized and desirable among collectors.
Offered is a lovely b/w original publicity still of a glamorous
Wray with dark hair. Signed in large black sharpie ink, this
is a nice signature. D’98. JSA LOA.

499		 Price, Vincent
9......................26
Very early signed photo, this is warmly inscribed and signed
Vincent in fountain pen ink. JSA LOA.
503		 Reynolds, Debbie
9......................21
Charming signed photo, this has an extensive inscription
and a fine vintage blue ink signature. JSA LOA.
506		 Rogers, Ginger
9......................60
Offered is a wonderfully elegant 7x9 image of the beautiful
Rogers in an ornate dress. Rogers signed this in large and
flowing black sharpie ink in a perfect spot. This is a gorgeous glamorous image of the beloved Rogers. JSA LOA.
507		 Romero, Cesar
9.5...................35
Handsome b/w portrait image of this very popular Batman
star. This is warmly signed in flawless black sharpie ink.
D’93. JSA LOA.
509		 Stewart, James
9.5...................50
Pricey photo, this lists for $330 in the Sanders guide. Legendary movie star, this is a fine color portrait image, very
engaging. This is signed in perfectly bold and large black
sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border. JSA LOA.
511		 Sweet, Sarah Blanche
9......................38
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned image on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless
black sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOA.
512		 Temple, Shirley (vintage, superb) 9.5.................140
Remarkable quality image, this could not be any more
charming. Vintage signed as a child, this is not one of the
more common signatures from the 1970s or 1980s. Signed
to an editor in perfect period black ink, this is a great addition to any autographed photo collection. JSA LOA.
515		 Turner, Lana
9.5...................50
Beautiful portrait of the lovely Turner, this is a very glamorous image. A movie studio publicity still, this has a perfect
signature and inscription in red sharpie ink at the lower left
corner. JSA LOA.
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Signed 8x10 Photos (eight are pictured to lower left)

439		 Aherne, Brian (JSA LOA)
9......................13
440		 Albanese, Lucia (JSA LOA)
9......................10
441		 Alda, Robert (JSA LOA)
8........................8
443		 Anderson, June (JSA LOA)
7......................13
444		 Arliss, George (D’1946, matted) (JSA LOA) 9..........19
446		 Barnes, Binnie (JSA LOA)
9.5.....................8
447		 Borgnine, Ernest (JSA LOA)
9......................18
449		 Canova, Judy (JSA LOA)
9.5...................15
450		 Canova, Judy (5x7) (JSA LOA)
9......................16
451		 Carney, Art (JSA LOA)
9.5...................15
452		 Claire, Ina (JSA LOA)
9.5...................10
454		 Coleman, Jack (JSA LOA)
9........................9
455		 Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOA)
9.5...................21
459		 Donnelly, Ruth (JSA LOA)
9......................13
460		 Dunne, Irene (7x9) (JSA LOA)
9.5...................44
461		 Egan, Richard (JSA LOA)
9.5...................18
464		 Fitzgerald, Geraldine (7x9) (JSA LOA) 8..................14
466		 Fontaine, Joan (JSA LOA)
8.5...................28
469		 Gielud, Sir John (JSA LOA)
9......................15
471		 Greenwood, Joan (JSA LOA)
9.5...................15
473		 Hasso, Signe (JSA LOA)
9.5...................15
474		 Havoc, June (JSA LOA)
9......................13
475		 Hayes, Helen (JSA LOA)
9......................20
477		 Jones, Allan (JSA LOA)
9......................13
478		 Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOA)
9......................13
480		 Lederer, Francis (JSA LOA)
9.5...................15
481		 LeGalliene, Eva (JSA LOA)
9.5...................19
482		 Lewis, Monica (JSA LOA)
9.5...................10
483		 Lindfors, Vivica (JSA LOA)
9......................15
484		 Loudon, Dorothy (JSA LOA)
9.5...................13
486		 Martin, Mary (7x9 publicity still) (JSA LOA) 9........26
488		 Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOA)
9.5...................10
489		 Mills Sr., John (JSA LOA)
9.5...................18
490		 Montevecchi, Lillian (JSA LOA)
9......................13
492		 Nelson, Gene (JSA LOA)
9......................10
493		 Niesen, Gertrude (1930 oversize postcard)
				 (JSA LOA)
9........................8
495		 O’Brien, Margaret (1945 publicity still, 7x9.5)
				 (JSA LOA)
9.5...................26
496		 Paige, Janis (JSA LOA)
8......................19
497		 Peabody, Eddie (JSA LOA)
8.5...................13
498		 Peterson, Dorothy (1936) (JSA LOA) 9.....................26
500		 Quadriphenia Publicity Still (3 sigs) (JSA LOA)
						
9.5...................15
501		 Rainier, Louise (JSA LOA)
9......................23
502		 Raymond, Gene (JSA LOA)
9.5...................13
504		 Rich, Irene (JSA LOA)
7......................15
505		 Richman, Harry (5x7) (JSA LOA) 9......................11
508		 Singin Sam (JSA LOA)
9.5...................13
510		 Swarthout, Gladys (JSA LOA)
9......................15
513		 Terry, Alice (JSA LOA)
6.5...................13
514		 Tracy, Arthur (JSA LOA)
9......................11
517		 Warrick, Ruth (JSA LOA)
9......................20
520		 Wilson, Julie (JSA LOA)
9.5...................10
521		 Windsor, Marie (JSA LOA)
9......................10
523		 Young, Robert (7x9) (JSA LOA)
9.5...................21
524		 Young, Sean (JSA LOA)
9.5...................10
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525		 Western Lot w/strong content (11 pcs) 9.5...............40
Fine lot of matched 8x10 publicity stills. Content includes
keys Sunset Carson, Joe Sawyer and Robert Wilke. The other
autographs include Bob Allen, James Brown, Lash Larue,
Richard Martin, Fay McKenzie and Peggy Stewart. JSA LOA.

526		 Collection of 26 actors
9.....................100
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not
be any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall.
The breakdown value here should be very solid. Content includes: Steve Allen, Johnny Anderson, Christopher Atkins,
Ken Barry, Barry Farber, Mark Hamill, Leonard Jackson,
Lamont Johnson, David Morse, Santos Ortega, Harvey
Stone, Max Von Sydow and Lamont Washington. JSA LOA.

527		 Collection of 42 actresses w/good content 9...........150
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not be
any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall. We
have identified most but not all of the lot on our web site.
The breakdown value here should be very solid. Better pieces include: Brooke Adams, June Allyson, Eve Arden, Carol
Channing, Jamie Lee Curtis, Arlene Dahl, Kim Hunter, Rose
Marie, Virginia Mayo, Liza Minelli, Julie Newmar, Vanessa
Redgrave, Maureen Stapleton and Lesley Uggams. JSA LOA.
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528		 Collection of 44 actors
9.....................150
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not
be any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall.
We have identified most but not all of the lot on our web
site. The breakdown value here should be very solid. Better
pieces include: Steve Allen, Kevin Bacon, David Copperfield, William Devane, Danny DeVito, John Gielgud, Farley
Granger, Mark Hamill, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roddy McDowell,
Hugh O’Brien, Donald O’Connor, George Segal, Martin
Sheen, Dick Van Dyke, Richard Webb, Billy Dee Williams
and Paul Winfield JSA LOA.

529		 Collection of 62 actresses
9.....................200
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not be
any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall. We
have identified most but not all of the lot on our web site.
The breakdown value here should be very solid. Better pieces include: Jane Alexander, Dyan Cannon, Arlene Dahl (3),
Julie Harris, Anne Jackson, Ali McGraw, Sylvia Miles, Melba
Moore, Bernadette Peters, Maureen Stapleton, Connie Stevens, Jean Wallace and Susan Watson. JSA LOA.

532		 Miss America Autograph Collection
				 (31 different)		
9.5....................50
Charming lot of Miss America signed 3x5s, these are very
clean. There are 31 different autographs in the lot, plus some
doubles. These go back to the 1920s and include Bess Myerson and Mary Ann Mobley. JSA LOA.
533		 Motley Crue (JSA LOA)

9.5....................25

534		 Collection of 34 Assorted Musician
				 & Related Autographs
9.......................50
Quality offering of musicians and related 3x5s, some were
obtained decades ago. Solid lot, content includes: Long John
Baldry, Peg Leg Bates, Pablo Casals(cellist, D’73), Josephine
Cohan, Elvis Costello, Sondra Dee, Billy Eckstein, Harry
Sweets Edison, Alma Gluck, Johnny Halliday, Rose Murphy,
Raymond Paige, Leontyn Price and Hazel Scott (2).
JSA LOA.

535		 Artists and Writers (41 pcs)
9.......................50
Clean lot of 3x5s and album pages, each should be single
signed and very nice. Content includes animators Bob
Clampett, Bob Dunn (2), Cathy Guisewite, Bob Kane, Mike
Witte. There are six Nobel Prize winners w/John Bardeen &
G.E. Palade. 29 literary autographs are in the lot, with John
Updike, Gloria Steinem, William Styron and Betty Friedan.
JSA LOA.

Signed 3x5s
530		 Ball, Suzan (Lucille’s sister, rare)
9.5....................50
A tragic story, the beautiful cousin of the famed Lucille Ball,
she died in 1955 age age 21 from cancer. The offered lot is
signed and inscribed in very attractive black ink. JSA LOA.
531		 Kennedy, Merna		
9.5....................50
Silent Screen star, she died in 1944 at only age 36. Offered is
a 3x5 with a small photo, signed in bold black fountain pen
ink. JSA LOA.
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536		 Collection of 67 actresses & related 9.......................75
Clean lot of female actors and related 3x5s, these are very
strong autographs. Someone was pretty well connected,
there is hardly any duplication, everything is identified.
Content includes: C. Brook, C. Burnett, A. Dickinson,
G. Fields, F. Fuller, B. Furness, M. Kidder, Y. Mimeux,
R. Roland, J. Simmons, S. Tucker, G. Verdon, L. Walker,
M. Wilson and R. Wright. JSA LOA.
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537		 Collection of 170 pcs w/interesting content 9........100
Eclectic mix of autographs, mainly entertainment, but with
other content as well. Mainly 3x5s, these were part of a huge
lifetime autograph collection. These begin with autograph
album signed pages from the 1930s/1940s and go into the
1980s. There is hardly any duplication, the autographs are
bold and clean overall, most are neatly identified on the
back. Content includes: Steve Allen, Viola Allen (1906),
Jimmy Breslin, Kenneth Branagh (Hamlet promo card,
beautiful), Bing Crosby, Roger Daltrey, Rick Danko,
Larraine Day, Ruth Elder, Nannette Fabray, Janet Gaynor,
Chaim Gross, Sue Hamilton, Dick Haynes, Elaine de Kooning, Agnes de Mille, Sarah Jessica Parker, Jenny Maxwell,
Woody Strode, Jackie Wilson and Jonathan Winters.
JSA LOA.

538		 Collection of 25 better Jazz Musicians
			 & Related Autographs
9.....................100
Quality offering of jazz musicians and related 3x5s, some
were obtained decades ago. Solid lot, content includes:
Art Blakely, Benny Carter, Betty Carter, Eddie Lockjaw
Davis, Willie Dixon, Billy Gibbons, Dizzy Gillespie, Herbie
Hancock, Helen Humes, Alberta Hunter, Eddie Jefferson,
Ramsey Lewis, Limahl, Sy Oliver, Ray Parker Jr, Diane
Schurr, Zoot Sims, Willie Lion Smith, Sara Vaughan, Bobby
Vinton, Edith Wilson, Nancy Wilson and Teddy Wilson (2).
This lot likely has a very substantial value as singles.
JSA LOA.

540		 Assorted Autograph Collection
				 w/varied content (37 pcs)
9.....................100
Small box of autographed flats, mainly photos up to 8x10
and 3x5s. JSA looked at these and did not have an opinion
either due to lack or exemplars or other reasons but did not
reject anything either. We did not show anything to
PSA DNA, this lot is being sold strictly as-is. The autographs
are bold overall, content includes Tim Curry, General NB
Forrest, Bill Haley, Gene Kelly (2), Mary Tyler Moore,
Hall & Oates and Three Stooges (1).

541		 Collection of 120 actors & related 9.....................150
Clean lot of (almost all) male actors and related 3x5s,
these are very strong autographs. Someone was pretty well
connected, there is hardly any duplication, everything is
identified. Content includes: R. Barcroft, T. Beck, N. Beery
(1931), W. Benedict, N. Coward, T. Duncan, D. Fairbanks Jr
(3), B. Fitzgerald, G. Formby, J. Frisco, W. Gaxton,
J. Gilbert, B. Hope (2), J. Hunter, J. Levine, A. Quinn,
J. Randall, C. Starrett, T. Thomas and W. Winchell. This is
an extremely substantial lot with a likely significant breakdown value. JSA LOA.

Signed Photos

539		 Collection of 31 Musician & Related Autographs
								
9.....................100
Quality offering of musicians and related 3x5s, some were
obtained decades ago. Solid lot, content includes: Ashford/
Simpson, Michael Bolton, Jimmy Cliff, Elvis Costello (3),
Billy Daniels, Kiki Dee, John Densmore, Fats Domino,
Maurice Gibb, Lena Horne, Dr John, Jerry Lee Lewis, Oak
Ridge Boys, John Raitt, Doc Severinson, Stephen Stills and
83
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542		 Arlen, Richard Signed Vintage
				 Large Format Photo
9.......................35
Gorgeous original 11x14 larger format photo, this was
signed in 1928 in period ink. Arlen warmly signed and
inscribed this to an editor. JSA LOA.
543		 Bari, Lynn Signed Vintage
				 Large Format Photo
9.......................70
Offered is an absolutely gorgeous original 11x14 larger
format photo, Bari (1913-1989) was a stunning beauty who
specialized in playing sultry, statuesque man killers in various 1940s films. Signed at the time, this is warmly signed
(Lynn), inscribed and dated 1942. JSA LOA.
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Signed Photos

544		 Bolger, Ray			
9.......................50
Very nice as Bolger signed this as follows: “To My Young
Friends from The Scarecrow of Oz Roy Bolger.” All of the
writing on this handsome 4x5 photo is in spotless black
sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
545		 Brian, Mary (oversize) (JSA LOA)

551		 Temple, Shirley (lot of 2, both early) 9.5....................50
Pair of charming fountain pen signed Shirley Temple photos, these are inscribed and look great. Each comes with its
own JSA LOA card, these measure 2.5 x 4 and 5x7.

9.......................14

546		 Fonteyn, Margot
9.5....................46
Famous Ballerina, this is an oversize 9x11 image. Original
publicity still, this has some edge wear and mild creasing.
Signed and inscribed, a simply huge silver sharpie ink
signature. D’91. JSA LOA.
547		 Greenwood, Charlotte Signed Vintage
			 Large Format Photo (JSA LOA)
9.......................25

552		 Vintage Opera & Related Autographs (34 pcs) 9.......75
Small box of Opera and Broadway-related autographs, these
are from an enormous lifetime autograph collection, and
may have some special content. Everything will be pictured
on our website. Content goes back to the early 20th century
and includes a 1954 La Boheme signed program, many 3x5s
and signed photos that cover almost a century. There are
21 photos and related items and 13 3x5s. This may well have
a tremendous breakdown value. JSA LOA.

548		 Payne, John Signed Vintage Large Format Photo 8....32
Gorgeous original 11x14 larger format photo, this was
warmly signed and inscribed to an editor in fountain pen.
JSA LOA.
549		 Power, Tyrone Signed Vintage Large Format Photo
								
9.....................130
Stunning original 11x14 large format photo, this is such an
evocative image from the Golden Age of Hollywood. Extensively inscribed to an editor, this is signed Tyrone in superb
quality black fountain pen ink. Earlier signed image of this
landmark movie star, D’1958 at only age 44. This is a special
signed photo. JSA LOA.
550		 Reeve, Christopher
9.......................50
Sadly a scarce photo due to his tragic death in 2004 at only
age 52, offered is a handsome 4x6 b/w photo of Reeve as Superman. This is signed and inscribed To Tom with a perfect
black sharpie ink signature. This has a JSA sticker but not
the paperwork. JSA LOA.
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553		 Young, Loretta Signed Vintage
				 Large Format Photo
9.....................100
Gorgeous original 11x14 larger format photo, this was
warmly signed and inscribed to an editor in fountain pen.
Extremely early signature and image, likely from the 1930s.
JSA LOA.
554		 Collection of 4 Movie Star Signed Photos 9..............25
Lot contains smaller size photos of Bacall, Douglas, Loren,
MacLaine (sec) and Tomlin. Good little lot. JSA LOA.

84
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Entertainment Autographs

Original Owner Vintage Signed Postcards

Fine and fresh lots, an employee for a Hollywood movie
studio in the 1950s was a very serious autograph hound.
Obtained at the time, these autographs were all signed and
inscribed to the niece of this person. The signatures are on
the back of various Hollywood and Los Angeles-related
postcards. These lots all offer tremendous breakdown value.

555		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
			 w/good content (34 pcs)
9.....................350
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Constance Bennett, Jack Carson, Olivia De Havilland, Gloria DeHaven, Kirk Douglas, Betty Grable, Henry Hull, Paul
Lukas, Jack Palance, Vincent Price, Richard Webb (2) and
Jane Wyman. JSA LOA.

556		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
			 w/good content (37 pcs)
9.....................300
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Beulah Bondi, Smiley Burnette, Carol Channing, Mara
Corday, Jose Ferrer, Betty Grable, Sam Jaffe, Frank McHugh,
Thomas Mitchell and Walter Winchell. JSA LOA.

557		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
				 w/good content (38 pcs)
9.....................200
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Lyle Bettger, Chick Chandler, Chick Chandler, Patie Chapman, Tony Curtis, Richard Jaeckel, Katy Jurado, Gene Kelly,
Evelyn Keyes, Frederick March, Ezio Pinza and Robert
Warwick. JSA LOA.

558		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
			 w/good content (39 pcs)
9.....................400
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Amanda Blake, Neville Brand, Lloyd Bridges, Raymond
Burr, James Cagney, Lee J. Cobb, Chuck Conners, Stewart
Granger, Alan Hale Jr., Van Heflin, Paul Henreid, Danny
Kaye, Piper Laurie, Robert Mitchum, Gregory Peck, Basil
Rathbone and Peter Ustinov. JSA LOA.

559		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
			 w/good content (40 pcs)
9.....................200
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Mari Blanchard, Melville Cooper, Xavier Cugat, Linda
Darnell, Constance Dowling, Edward Everett Horton, Ava
Gardner, Bill Goodwin, Gloria Grahame, Cedric Hardwicke,
Charlton Heston, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury, Dorothy
Malone, Robert Middleton, Edmund Purdom, Donna Reed,
Lisabeth Scott, Jimmy Stewart (w/July Allyson). JSA LOA.

560		 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
				 w/good content (52 pcs)
9.....................250
An exact listing will be on our web site, highlights include:
Pier Angeli, Lex Barker, Marge Champion, Margaret Hayes,
Van Johnson, Howard Keel, William Lundigan, Gregg Palmer, Vincent Price, Jack Richardson, Lena Romey and Charles
Winninger. JSA LOA.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday June 5.
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Entertainment Autographs

561		 Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz - both signed in 1953!
								
8.5..................100
Not your average I Love Lucy signed item, offered are two
postcards postmarked in 1953, SIGNED AT THE TIME.
An employee for a Hollywood movie studio in the 1950s was
a very serious autograph hound and had these both signed
and inscribed to his niece. These would look great in the
right frame. JSA LOA.
562		 Stroheim, Erich Von
9.......................20
Visionary early director, he died in 1957. The offered example is special as it was obtained in person by a rigger for
a Hollywood studio in 1955. This has a terrific period red
ballpoint ink signature that contrasts perfectly against the
clean postcard. JSA LOA.

570		 Terrific Vintage Autograph Album w/Bette Davis
				 & Richard Burton (50+ sigs)
9.....................100
Very nice piece, offered is a vintage 1950s era autograph
album that is bursting with signatures. These are mounted
cuts of various types and sizes, the signatures tend to be
nice. The content is terrific, with note to: Miriam Anderson,
Richard Burton, Cab Calloway, Marlene Dietrich, Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Lena Horne, Veronica Lake, Jack Lemon,
Basil Rathbone, Rosalind Russell and Sophie Tucker. There
is also some secondary baseball content, mainly Cleveland
Indians but nothing significant. There could well be some
buried treasure in this very interesting little book. JSA LOA.

Entertainment Autographs: General
563		 Album Page Bowlly, Al (D’1941 at age 43) 9.............25
Large fountain pen signature and inscription from the key
1930s British music artist who recorded 1,000 records;
Bowlly sadly died in World War Two at a very young age.
JSA LOA.
564		 Letter Gish, Lillian
9.......................44
Good TLS from 1971, good content as it mentions her appearance at the Oscars. Signed neatly in blue ballpoint ink.
JSA LOA.
565		 Cut Hepburn, Katharine
9.5....................25
Spotless black ink signature, this is on of all things a card
denying an autograph request! Nicely matted with a b/w
photo of her with Spencer Tracy, total size 11x14. JSA LOA.

571		 Collection of 35 Artist Signed Postcards
					
w/key content
9.....................150
Very interesting lot of artist signed postcards, this lot is for
the very avant garde among us! These are attractive color
postcards of artworks created by these artists, each has a
hand signed signature on the front. Content includes Romare Bearden, Peter Blake (4), Jasper Johns (2),
Marino Marini (3), Robert Motherwell, Mel Ramos (3),
Robert Rauschenberg, James Rosenquist (3), Raphael Soyer
and Victor Vasarely. Several pieces in here can sell for
several hundred dollars as singles, this is a substantial lot
with lots of value. JSA LOA.

566		 Schilling, Taylor 11x14 (JSA LOA) 9.5....................10
567		 Turner, Ted Signed 1977 S.I.
9.......................70
Very scarce signed issue, this has Ted racing in the America’s
Cup. Signed by Ted in bold black ink, the autograph looks
great. JSA LOA.
568		 Check West, Mae (matted w/image) (JSA LOA) 9.5..15
569		 Williams, Robin Signed Movie Poster 9....................35
Sadly now a very scarce item, offered is a full size movie
poster for Jakob The Liar starring Robin Williams. Released
in 1999, this was signed at the time by Robin in silver sharpie. D’2014. JSA LOA.
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Entertainment Autographs/Comic Books
Comic Books

572		 Album Page		 Collection of 41 different 9...........150
Interesting lot of pre-1970 signatures; these are single
signed autograph album pages, many in fountain pen,
and also some mounted ink cuts. The autographs are very
solid overall and mainly appear to have been signed in the
1930s and the 1940s. Content includes: Mischa Auer, Vince
Barnett, Joan Crawford, Joan Davis, Frances Lansford/
John Hall, Allen Jones, Victor Joury, Arlene Judge, Douglas
McPhail (D’1944 at age 30, rare), Zazu Pitts, Roger Pryor,
Gene Raymond, Shirley Ross, Ann Sothern, Arthur Treacher, Jerry Vale and Bert Wheeler. This lot likely has a substantial breakdown value if desired. JSA LOA.

575		 Batman No. 20		
.........................75
Desirable early Golden Age Batman comic, the very few
public sales we could find were as high as $650. The offered
comic has been exposed to moisture at one time and has a
stray mark by the upper right portion of the cover. The spine
is tight, the interior pages otherwise look good and appear
to be just mildly off-white to our eyes. You have to love this
great cover!
576		 Batman No. 29		
.........................25
Golden Age Batman comic, this has a small chip in the right
border and some general wear. The cover retains vibrant
original color and the spine is fine, the interior pages look
good.

Entertainment Memorabilia
573		 Cigar Box & Label Collection (300 pcs) ...................100
Fun binder of cigar box labels and cigar labels, these are
neatly presented in pages in a binder. Subjects vary, there
are 44 box labels, with hardly any duplication. The individual cigar labels total 259.
574		 Pair of Tarzan Ice Cream Cups Display Ads...............25
Pair of vividly colored paper ads from the 1930s or the
1940s, these display well. One ad measures 18x5, the other
95 x 19.5.

577		 Collection of 156 different Batman Comic Books
								
.......................150
Mixed grade lot of Batman comics, nothing has been pulled
for grading. Fresh collection ranges widely in condition.
The issues are as follows: 78 (very low grade), 93, 118-120,
126-27, 135-137, 142-176, 178-237, 239-277, 281, 309, 313,
317, 327, 344, 384, 435, 437, 439-440, 442-443, 445. One
would think the breakdown value here should be very substantial. We are going to start these at a super low minimum
bid to make things interesting!
578		 Collection of 47 different comics, various subjects
								
.........................50
Assorted lot of comic books, mainly vintage, condition
varies but appears to be clean overall. Fresh lot, nothing has
been pulled for grading. Content includes: Action Comics
428-9, Batman No. 67 (Spanish edition), Brave & Bold 68,
99-101, 106-112, 118, 182, Shadow 1-12, Giant Superman 11
and World’s Finest 207, 218, 221-3.
579		 Collection of 61 different Detective Comic Books
								
.........................60
Mixed grade lot of Detective Comics, nothing has been
pulled for grading. Fresh collection ranges widely in condition. The issues are as follows: 317, 329-30,332, 336, 341,
347, 357, 366, 374-379, 383, 387-9, 391, 413-414, 419,
421-423, 425, 432-439, 440-454 and 456-466.
87
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Non-Sports Cards

Non-Sports Cards

580		 1906 T88 Sweet Caporal Mutt & Jeff
				 Collection of 58 different
VG..................100
Amusing lot contains 33 black and white cards and 25 color
cards. The backs are very clean overall, condition varies but
averages a pleasing VG to our eyes, there does not appear to
be any duplication.
581		 1910 T107 Helmar State Seals & Coats of Arms
Collection of 145 different + 20 dupes (165 pcs)
								
VG-Ex............200
Missing only five for a full set, these are very colorful and
attractive cards. Condition naturally varies, especially given
the large number of cards, but we feel these average a very
pleasing VG-Ex overall. The backs are clean, the borders are
nice, the corners exhibit generally consistent wear.

582		 1910 T59 Recruit Flags
				 Collection of 135 pieces
VG..................100
Pleasing lot has moderate duplication. Condition varies,
with some rough cards, but most of the cards are a nice VG;
also included are eight Helmar state seal cards.
583		 1910 Wild West Caramels
				 Complete Set (20 pcs)
VG..................140
Attractive set, these have clean backs and nice images.
Condition is a fairly typical VG or so, all of the cards will be
pictured front and back on our web site.

584		 1911 Murad Large Format
				 Collection of 5 different
VG..................100
Pleasing lot of these very colorful and attractive cards.
Everything will be pictured front and back on our website;
content includes Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Missouri and a
tougher U. Pennsylvania variation. The backs are all clean.

88
88
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585		 1930 British Movie Stars Sets
				 Collection of 14 Sets (683 Cards)
Ex-Mt.............150
Neat affordable lot of British movie star sets, the condition
is a clean Ex-Mt overall. A seemingly incredible value in
today’s market, the content of this lot is as follows:
1923 Ogden’s Leaders of Men (50), 1928 Wills Two Sets
Cinema Stars Series 1 & 2 (100), 1934 Godfrey Phillips Film
Stars (50), 1934 Godfrey Phillips Film Favourites (50), 1935
Gallagher Famous Film Scenes (2) (98), 1935 Gallagher
Film Partners (48), 1937 Players Cigarettes Famous Beauties
(25), 1938 Godfrey Phillips Characters Come to Life (36),
1939 Rothmans Beauties of the Cinema (40), 1939 Godfrey
Phillips Famous Love Scenes (36) and 1940 Wings Complete
Sets A-C (150).

586		 1930 British Movie Stars Sets
Collection of 25 Sets (1,240 Cards) Ex-Mt.............200
Neatly organized in the proper pages in a single binder,
this is a very compact collection. Condition is clean overall,
nothing has been picked for grading. A seemingly incredible
value in today’s market, the 25 sets are as follows: 1928 Wills
Cigarettes Cinema Stars 1st & 2nd Series (50), 1928 Four
Aces Cigarettes Film Favourites (75), 1929 British-American
Tobacco Cinema Favourites (50), 1929 Carerras Paramount
Stars (27), 1933 Godrey Phillips Stage & Cinema Beauties
(35), 1933 U.K. Tobacco Cinema Stars (32), 1934 Players
Cigarettes Film Stars plus album (150), 1934 R.J. Lea Film
Stars (36), 1934 Abdulla Cinema Stars (30), 1934 Bridgewater Series 3 (96), 1934 Geoffrey Phillips Film Favourites
(50), 1934 Army Club Cigarettes Cinema Stars (30), 1935
Gallagher Stars Stage & Screen (48), 1935 Gallagher Portraits of Famous Stars (48), Shots from Famous Films (48),
Film Partners (48), 1935 Wills Radio Celebrities (50), 1935
Bridgewater Series 4 Set in Album (48), 1936 Gallagher Film
Episodes (48), 1937 Lloyd Cinema Stars (25), 1938 Carerras
Film Stars Series 2 (54), 1938 Carerras Film Favourites (50),
1939 Rothmans Beauties of the Cinema (40), 1939 Gallagher My Favorite Part (48) and 1955 Barbers Teas Cinema &
Television Stars (24).
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Non-Sports Cards

587		 1931 Johnson Company Dick Tracy
				 Lot of 71 different
VG..................125
Honest VG lot, these have clean backs and very little creasing. Corner wear tends to be the only issue here, the cards
display well for the grade.
588		1933 Goudey Indians
				 Collection of 16 different
VG+.................90
Colorful and attractive lot, all are pictured front and back
on our web site. The cards are well centered, a few cards are
Good.

589		 1935 R89 Mickey Mouse Gum Cards
				 Collection of 12 different
Poor...............250
Scarce issue, these are desirable cards that do not come to
market very often. Condition is admittedly very rough,
everything is pictured front and back on our web site. The
cards retain good color and respectable images and the
backs have no paper loss.

592		 1940 Leaf Aeroplanes 35 different VG-Ex..............35
593		 1941 R164 War Gum
					
92 different
VG w/many nicer..............175
The card #s range from 1-132. Condition ranges from Good
to VG-Ex, but is mainly a nice VG to VG-Ex. These are very
colorful and attractive cards with classic wartime images.

594		 1941 Skybirds Complete Set (20) VG..................100
Small but popular set, these range mainly from Good to VG
Plus and average VG overall. The backs are clean, there are
no technical defects. From the original owner, this is
an honest lower grade set.
595		 1942 Samuel Eppy Adventures of Smilin’ Jack
				 Collection of 87 assorted cards
Good................90
Oddball 1940s b/w issue, these have interesting images.
Lower grade but generally not abused lot, these average
Good overall.
596		 1947 Goudey Indians 7 different

VG-Ex..............35

590		 1936 G-Men		 Collection of 38 different VG+.......79
The cards #s range from 19-106. Vividly colored set, these
have wonderful classic 1930s images. The condition varies
mildly, there are some weaker cards, the overall lot is a nice
VG Plus grade to our eyes. These are fun cards.
591		 1938 Horrors of War 144 different VG..................600
Clean mid-grade lot, these range from #s 1-192. Condition
is mainly Good - VG Plus, with some VG-Ex and a few very
rough cards. The cards have an honest and consistent low
grade feel, there is not a lot of creasing, the vivid images
display well, corner wear tends to be the issue. This is an
absolutely ideal foundation for a complete set in this quality.
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597		 1947 Goudey Indians (96) Plus Wrapper
					
Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.......500
Desirable 1940s Goudey Indian set, this is a very popular
issue. With the original wrapper, the cards tend to have
great color and vivid imagery. Condition is nice overall,
these are mainly VG-Ex to VG-Ex/Ex with some nicer cards
and some weaker cards. The cards are reasonably consistent
overall and display quite well, some scattered cards may
have been hand-cut from a sheet or panel. The backs are
quite clean overall, with lots of interesting historical detail.
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Non-Sports Cards

598		 1949 Bowman Wild West
				 128 different			
VG - VG-Ex....200
Very colorful and attractive lot, these are a fairly consistent VG to VG-Ex overall. Some weaker cards are scattered
about, but this is a very pleasing lot filled with fun images
from this high quality set.
599		 1950 Dixie Lid Movie Stars
					
Collection of 11 different
NM...................50
Fun lot, these have the original coating and look great.
Stars include Mitzi Gaynor and Gene Kelly.

600		1950 Freedom’s War
		 Collection of 42 different w/3 tanks
VG w/variance.70
Honest lower grade lot, some cards have moderate staining,
there are other condition issues as well. Three of the scarce
die-cut tank cards anchor this lot.
601		 1951 Bowman Fight The Red Menace
					
Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.......175
Very colorful and attractive set, this is ideal for the grade.
Consistent with only a handful of weaker cards, this is an
ideal mid-grade set. The key Ghost City card is very nice,
it would likely grade a 5 if slabbed.

602		 1952 Bowman U.S. Presidents
					
Complete Set (36)
Ex.....................60
Colorful set ranges from VG to Ex-Mt Plus, easily averaging
Ex overall. Not bad at all, the cards all present well,
two doubles come with the set.
603		 1953 Bowman Radio & TV Stars Wrapper .............35
604		 1953 Topps Tarzan & the She Devil
					
12 different
Ex-Mt...............44
Very crisp and clean lot, we will have images of everything
on our website. A few cards are miscut, these tend to have
sharp corners.

90
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605		 1954 Bowman Power For Peace (96)
					
Complete Set
Ex+...................75
Clean set is about 50-60% Ex-Mt, the balance is almost all
Ex or Ex Plus, there are no beaten up cards here. Clean
design, these present well and offer very evocative 1950s
Cold War images throughout.
606		 1954 Rails n Sails 88 different
Ex-Mt/NM.......90
Beautiful 1950s issue, these are such great looking cards.
The offered lot ranges from card #s 1 - 150. Condition is
an exceeding clean and consistent Ex-Mt/NM overall.

607		 1954 Scoops 23 different w/Feller Ex+ - Ex-Mt.....70
Clean lot have bright borders and great color. Condition is
a nice Ex Plus to Ex-Mt overall. The card numbers will be
on our web site.
608		 1955 Parkhurst Sports Cars (18/50)
				 Collection of 17 different
Ex+...................35
Oddball issue has some very solid Ex-Mt cards.

609		 1956 Davy Crockett Orange Border
					
Complete Set
Ex-Mt.............150
Classic 1950s set, these are always popular. Condition is
mainly Ex-Mt, with Ex and Ex Plus cards scattered about,
there are no obviously creased or lower grade cards present.
Bright and crisp, this is a very attractive and smartly collected set. Please note #15 has a orange and white back.
610		 1956 Davy Crockett Green Border
					
Complete Set
Ex...................150
Popular Davy Crockett set, these are always popular.
Pleasing and colorful set, centering varies, nothing has any
noticeable creasing, only one card is miscut. Condition averages a reasonable Ex overall with slight variance.
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Non-Sports Cards

611		 1957 Robin Hood Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.........50
Fun item, this is a very colorful & attractive late 1950s set.
Very consistent and nicely collected set, these are ideal for
the grade. Mid-grade with no issues, this is a fun little set to
peruse.
612		1959 Three Stooges
				 66 different w/key cards
VG-Ex............125
One of the classic late 1950s non-sports sets, these can sell
for huge prices in high grade. The offered lot is admittedly
mid-grade but unusual in that it has the key 1-3 cards. These
three cards grade Good overall with creasing. The rest of the
cards are much cleaner and nicer, averaging VG-Ex overall
with mild variance. This should be a very manageable project to complete if desired.

616		 1965 ABC Civil War News
				Complete Set		
Ex+.................150
Very uncommon British version of the classic 1962 Topps
Civil War News set, this is interesting as they are smaller
size. Still 88 cards, the images are identical. The offered set
is crisp and clean overall, generally sharp but with off-center
cards, nothing is terrible. A few cards are well centered and
could approach slabbing quality, these are very nice cards.
The cards retain vivid color imagery.

617		 1965 Gilligans Island Wrapper (scarce)
								
Ex-Mt/NM.......50
Scarce wrapper, this has no tears and is quite clean.
The edges are sharp, we cannot see any defects here.
613		 1962 Topps Civil War
				 Collection of 25 Slabbed Cards
.......................100
Sharp looking lot, all are PSA-graded unless noted. Content
is as follows: 5 7 st, 6 8, 12 6 mc, 13 8, 9 oc, 17 8, 19 PSA,
GAI 7, 22 6, 26 5, 27 6, 28 7, 30 5, 35 7, 36 GAI 7, 38 4, 39 7,
42 GAI 7, 45 6, 64 6, 70 7, 76 GAI 7, 80 5, 85 8, 87 8 oc.

614		 1964 Beatles A Hard Days Night
				Complete Set		
Ex.....................35
Fun Beatles set, these are colorful cards with neat images.
The set is a pleasing Ex overall, six cards could be upgraded
if desired.
615		 1964 Beatles Black & White
				 Complete Series Two Set (55 pcs)
Ex.....................25
Respectable mid-grade lot, these are about Ex overall with
many VG-Ex cards throughout, they present well. Also
included with the lot are five 1950s movie star cards, three
from England & two Exhibits plus 1992 MAD and True
Crimes sets.

618		 1965 The Beatles Diary Complete Set Ex................50
60-card color set is filled with fun Beatles images. The set
varies, some cards are in need of an upgrade, but we feel it
grades a nice Ex overall with many very clean cards.

619		 1966 Donruss Green Hornet
				 Complete Set
NM to Nm-Mt...............140
Really sharp set, these are very nice cards. Nothing has been
picked for grading, the cards have a super fresh look and
feel. The set is well centered overall and quite nice.
620		1967 Planet Apes
			 Collection of 3 different PSA 8s
.........................26
Very clean trio, PSA oddly labels these as 69s. Cards are 35
Ape City! PSA 8, 37 Escape! PSA 8 and 41 Friends of the
Human PSA 8.5.
621		 1977 Gong Show Wax Box
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Non-Sports/Basketball

622		 Carton of Non-Sports Cards (1,000+ pieces)............150
Copy paper size carton is loaded with all sorts of vintage
non-sports cards and related material, everything appears
to be from about 1880-1930. Condition is low to mid-grade,
not bad at all but some things are rough. From an old time
collector, this hodge podge lot could have some buried
treasure. Content includes: N85 Duke’s Postage Stamps
Cards (12), 38 N1 Newspaper Editors (all hand-cut & blankbacked), 3 Kinney Surf Beauties, 11 19th Century Tradestyle cards, Kinney Harlequin cards (7), Allen & Ginter box
(split panels), Tom Thumb CDV, 3 vintage card games in the
original boxes, Ardath Photo cards (70), Hassan Cowboy
Series (12), Hassan Indian Life ‘60s (40) and Hassan Animals (17). There are hundreds and hundreds of British and
other oddball vintage non-sports cards far beyond what is
mentioned above.

Basketball Cards & Memorabilia
623		 1961 Fleer 36 Oscar Robertson RC PSA 6............150
Classic HOF Rookie Card of the legendary Big O, this one
is amazing for its grade. The centering is about 55/45 all
around, the corners come to points, the color is quite vibrant, the image looks great. You cannot do better than this
for a 61-2 Fleer basketball card in a 6 holder!
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624		1969 Topps
				 Complete Set w/Alcindor PSA 5.5 Ex+.................450
Vital basketball set, these are not rare but clean sets seem so
cheap at current market levels. The offered set is anchored
by a very nice PSA 5.5 example of the key Alcindor Rookie.
The rest of the set is a very consistent Ex Plus overall; we
grade the key cards as follows (the two cards graded VGEx/Ex have tiny corner creases but otherwise display much
better than their technical grades): 1 Chamberlain VG-Ex/
Ex Ctd, 2 Goodrich RC Ex-Mt oc, 20 Havlicek RC Ex+,
35 Baylor Ex+, 40 Cunningham RC Ex+, 43 Bradley RC
Ex+, 50 Robertson Ex-Mt, 56 Unseld RC Ex+, 60 Reed RC
Ex+, 75 Hayes RC Ex, 90 West VG-Ex/Ex, 98 Frazier RC NM
oc and 99 Checklist VG unmarked.

625		1970 Topps		 Complete Set
Ex+.................400
Anchored by a very nice Maravich RC, this is a solid Ex Plus
set. These seem to have really dried up in recent years as singles and especially as full sets. The offered set ranges mildly
in grade in both directions, about 40-50% of the set is Ex-Mt
or awfully close, there are no beat up cards in this set. The
key cards are as follows: 1 Alcindor LL VG-Ex/Ex, 2 West LL
SP Good, 7 Bradley Ex+, 10 Havlicek SP Ex-Mt+, 13 Riley
RC Ex-Mt+, 24 Checklist Ex-Mt unmarked, 50 Chamberlain
Ex+, 65 Baylor Ex++, 75 Alcindor Ex+, 100 Robertson ExMt, 101 Checklist NM cut short, 123 Maravich RC Strong
Ex+ and 160 J West Ex+.
626		 1986 Fleer Complete Set w/Jordan SGC 5 NM.....700
Vital set, there is a seemingly endless demand for these. The
offered set comes with the sticker insert set. The set itself is
mainly a strong NM to Nm-Mt, nothing has been picked for
grading. Very well centered overall, only a few cards need to
be upgraded for centering (the checklist is marked). The key
Jordan Rookie has four sharp corners and great color, but is
heavily centered to the left border. The Jordan sticker is crisp
but centered to the top border; the other stickers look to be
NM to Nm-Mt overall. We grade the key cards as follows:
7 Barkley RC Nm-Mt, 9 Bird Nm-Mt, 26 Drexler RC NmMt, 27 Dumars RC Nm-Mt, 31 Erving NM, 32 Ewing RC
NM, 53 Magic Johnson NM, 57 Jordan RC SGC 5, 68 K
Malone RC NM, 77 Mullin RC NM, 82 Olajuwon RC Ex+,
109 Thomas RC NM+ and, 131 Worthy RC NM+.
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Basketball

627		 Early 1980s Boston Celtics Game Used Shorts (4)...100
The offered lot is an interesting and rarely offered collection
of Boston Celtics game used knit shorts. Each is Celtic green
and has the original Sand Knit tagging with the label reading Made Exclusively for the Boston Celtics. One of these
has an NBA 35th Anniversary patch, dating these to the very
early 1980s. The difference in the tags leads us to believe that
these might be from different seasons. Some may been used
by multiple players, the numbers written in vintage black
marker are 10, 29, 40 and 52, these may well have been used
in the Celtics 1981 World Championship season. All four
exhibit strong use. Also included is a charming vintage Boston Celtics World Champions lighter and a pair of unused
Dave Cowens size 13 sneakers in the original box. This could
be a real sleeper lot.

629		 Auto Basketball
				 Jordan, Michael (HOF, UDA)
9.5..................600
Great Jordan signed basketball, this is a UDA ball in the
original bag with the paperwork. Signed Michael Jordan
HOF 2009, the signature and inscription are in bold black
sharpie ink. Very limited edition piece (22/50), this would
be a fantastic addition to any quality basketball collection.
One of the most popular athletes in the world, this is a serious signed basketball.

630		 Check Maravich, Pete (framed)
9.5..................150
Very creative display, offered is a PSA-slabbed 1984 Pete
Maravich personal check. Made out to a Bucky Meredith for
a hefty $2,300, this has a perfect blue ballpoint ink signature. Presented in a custom frame with a fine color image of
Maravich in an LSU uniform, the total size is 13x20.
Very nice.

Basketball Autographs
628		 Auto Basketball Jordan, Michael (UDA) 9.5..........300
Superb MJ signed basketball, this signature is in Mint silver
sharpie ink, it could not be any bigger or nicer. With the
UDA hologram, this comes in the original box but does not
have the paperwork.

Large Prints
631		 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5..................100
Great portrait image of LeBron as a Miami Heat player, this
is wonderful photography. LeBron signed this in large and
Mint silver sharpie ink by the lower right corner. This 16x20
image is a limited edition (35/100) and comes with the
UDA paperwork. A signature image of LeBron, this is
matted and framed to 22x26.
632		 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5..................150
Fine LeBron display piece, this has a large silver sharpie
signature on his 23. Creatively designed, this fine looking
display piece is framed and measures 23x29. This has a
UDA hologram and paperwork.
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Large Prints

Basketball

633		 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5..................150
Superb photography, this is a wonderful crystal clear image
of LeBron dunking over Chicago Bull Kirk Heinrich. LeBron signed this in a perfect spot in large and flowing black
sharpie ink. Matted and framed, total size 21x25. This has
the UDA hologram and paperwork.
634		 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5..................150
Great Upper Deck item, this very creative display measures
24x33. A shadow box presentation, this has a huge 18x28
image of LeBron. The key here is his signed uniform number. The autograph is in silver sharpie ink. A very limited
edition piece (16/123), this has the proper UDA hologram
and paperwork.
635		 Jones/Robertson/Russell
9.5....................75
Fine looking b/w image from the 1960s, this modern print is
signed by Sam Jones, Oscar Roberton and Bill Russell
in matching silver sharpie ink. JSA LOA Card.
636		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Fine 21x15 framed display, this UDA piece has the original
hologram but no paperwork. This is a great looking shadow
box style display with a larger color print of Jordan and his
23. Jordan signed on his uniform number in particularly
bold and fine silver sharpie ink, a terrific quality signature.
Neat Jordan piece, nice as it is not too big.
637		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Offered is an outstanding image of a very excited Michael
Jordan blowing by a Warriors player for a fierce dunk.
Signed by Jordan in Mint flowing black sharpie ink, the
placement is perfect. Great photography, this stunning
16x20 image is matted and framed to 21 x 25. This has the
UDA hologram and paperwork.
638		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Emotional photo, Jordan is weeping as he is embracing a
Championship trophy. This wonderful color image is 14x19,
and matted and framed to 19x25. Jordan signed this in large
and perfect black sharpie ink. This has the UDA hologram
and paperwork.
639		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Fine image of a younger Jordan dunking with his tongue
out, this was in a game against the Lakers. Great image, this
16x20 shot is matted and framed to 23 x 27. Jordan signed
this in large and flowing silver sharpie ink. This has a UDA
hologram & paperwork.
640		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Terrific MJ 16x20 color image. Jordan is dunking over an
Orlando Magic player. This has the UDA hologram and is a
limited edition (162/300). Jordan is in a white Bulls uniform
in this great image. Matted and framed, total size 22 1/2 x
26.
641		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Offered is a classic image of Jordan dunking with his tongue
out past a Golden State player. Signed in Mint black sharpie
ink in a perfect spot, this 16x20 color image is nicely matted
				
and framed to 22x26. This has a UDA hologram.
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Large Prints

Basketball

642		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Unusual UDA Jordan piece, this framed 15x21 item celebrates Jordan’s win in the 1998 NBA finals, his last title.
MJ signed his uniform number in bold black sharpie ink.
This has UDA hologram but no paperwork.
643		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Fine UDA Jordan piece, this is a great image of MJ celebrating a Championship in a very emotional image. Jordan
is hugging the trophy in this 13x19 image. Signed in huge
and spotless black sharpie ink by Jordan, this looks great.
This has the UDA hologram but no paperwork; matted and
framed to 19x25. This is a high quality and very desirable
Michael Jordan oversize autographed item.
644		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Desirable Jordan UDA display piece, this creative 17x13
display consists of a several images of Jordan, an image of
his Bulls jersey and career highlights. Jordan signed this in
large silver sharpie ink in a perfect spot. This has the UDA
hologram but no paperwork. Framed, total size 23x18.
645		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................150
Neat UDA Jordan piece, this 17x23 shadow box style display
consists of a large image of Jordan during his 1998 Championship run, Jordan signed his uniform number in bold black
sharpie ink. Creative display, this has the UDA hologram
but not the paperwork.
646		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................200
Fun piece celebrates Jordan’s six NBA titles. Very well designed with six images of Jordan, this looks great. MJ signed
this in Mint black sharpie ink by the upper left corner.
Presented in a shadow box style display, this comes with the
UDA paperwork. Total size 26x22.
647		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................200
Classic MJ signed 16x20, he is dunking over an Orlando
player as a Chicago Bull. Great limited edition (176/300)
oversize UDA piece, this has a perfect silver sharpie ink
signature. This comes with the original UDA paperwork and
is matted and framed to 21x25.
648		 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5..................200
Fun Jordan piece, this is a huge 16x20 enlargement of his
1998-99 Upper Deck SP basketball card. A UDA piece, this
is a very limited edition (44/123). Signed by Jordan in Mint
black sharpie ink in a good spot, this is presented in a shadow box style framed display. Total size 22x25. This comes
with the UDA paperwork.
649		 Magic Johnson/Michael Jordan (UDA) 9.5.............200
Terrific 19x13 color image of Magic and Michael facing off,
each has signed this remarkable image in spotless black
sharpie ink near the bottom border. Very desirable, this fine
looking display piece is framed and measures 25 x 19. This
has a UDA hologram & paperwork.
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Basketball/Boxing

Boxing Cards, Autographs & Memorabilia

652		 1914 T227		 Jack Johnson
PSA 1.............200
Very tough card, this is one of the keys to this great set. Well
centered with outstanding color and image quality, creasing
and corner wear keep this at a very attractive 1. The back has
no issues, the borders are clean.
650		 1970 Vintage Signed NIT Program
				 w/Pete Maravich & His Father! (10 sigs) 8.5...........300
One of the best Pete Maravich signed items one may find,
offered is a wonderful March 21, 1970 NIT program from
Madison Square Garden in New York City. The proram has
a tight spine and displays well. Our consignor went to these
games and obtained all ten autographs in person. This is
remarkable as there is a fine flowing Pistol Pete (Maravich)
signature by the bottom margin and in a brilliant move, it
is also signed by Pete’s dad Press Maravich in the red border
by the center of the piece. Pete Maravich signed Topps cards
can bring thousands of dollars, this is so much nicer in our
opinion. Please note Press Maravich died in 1987, Pete sadly
only the following year in 1988 at age 40. PSA DNA Full.

651		 1968-1969 UCLA Bruins VINTAGE Signed
					
4x6 Card		
9.5..................150
One of the best 1960s era College Basketball signed items
one is likely to find, this lot is a real gem. Offered is a
spotless 4x6 postcard filled with 14 signatures from the
legendary 1968-1969 NCAA Champion UCLA Bruins.
This amazing team opened the season 25-0, finishing with
a 29-1 overall record. The key signature here is a true Lew
Alcindor, signed at the top neatly in blue ballpoint ink. John
Wooden also signed at the time, as well as players Wicks,
Ecker, Heitz, Saffer and Sweek. High quality College Basketball items are so much rarer than College Football, NBA or
baseball items, this is a truly great item. JSA LOA Full.
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653		1951 Ringside 66 different
				 w/29 high numbers
VG - VG-Ex....175
Pleasing mid-grade lot, the large number of high numbers
provide for some solid value. Better cards in the lot are:
6 Wolcott, 11 Baer, 31 Walcott, 34 Robinson/Servo, 72
Ketchell, 73 Gavilan, 75 Gavilan/Young and 87 Loughran.
Condition is not bad at all, a few cards have mild back wear.

654		 1965 Ali Liston Original Fight Program
			(scarce)			
Ex-Mt.............200
Very desirable true on-site program, this has a very busy
black and white cover with a color American flag. Distributed only in Maine as we understand, these do not come to
market very often. This simple 12-page program has a tight
spine, crisp edges and a nice cover.This really should be in
any serious vintage Ali collection.
655		 1970 Muhammed Ali - Rocky Marciano
				 Rare Movie Press Kit (10 pcs)
.......................175
Original press kit has an interesting backstory; from
Wikipedia: The Super Fight was a fictional boxing match
between Rocky Marciano and Muhammad Ali shot in 1969
and released in 1970. At the time, Ali and Marciano were the
only undefeated heavyweight champions in history... Ali and
Marciano were filmed sparring for 75 one-minute rounds
producing several possible scenarios for a genuine fight,
with the result claimed to have been determined using probability formulas entered into a computer. The lot includes
two lobby cards, seven original 8x10 press photos and an
11x14 pamphlet. The condition varies within the lot.
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Boxing/Football

Boxing Cards, Autographs & Memorabilia

Football Cards

656		 1981 Marvin Hagler-Vito Antuofermo Hoarde
					
(307 tickets)
Nm-Mt...........350
Fresh hoarde of very high grade tickets, we did not pull
anything out for slabbing. These are all for a World
Middleweight Championship fight between Marvin Hagler
and Vito Antuofermo. Hagler won this bout decisively in
the fourth round. Please note 123 tickets are yellow, 142 are
pink and 42 are green.

659		 1950s-1970s Lot w/many stars ( 56 pcs) ..................100
Mid-grade lot of football cards, condition varies extensively
but is not bad overall. There are 56 cards from 1955-1974
and 100+ lesser cards from the 1990s to the present with
some stars. There is little to no duplication, these better
cards come in the lot: 1955 All American 9 Harmon,
12 Graham, 1956 Topps 11 George Blanda , 44 Joe Schmidt
RC, 1957 Topps 154 Fred Morrison, 1960 Topps 87 Bedarnik, 1962 Topps 152 Brodie, 1963 Topps 82 Lilly RC SP,
1967 Topps 98 Namath, 1972 Topps 101 LC Greenwood,
1973 Topps 15 Bradshaw, 455 Unitas, 1974 Topps 1 Simpson, 130 Simpson, 1981 Topps 400 Payton.

657		 8 x 10 Ali (Ring Magazine print, superb) 9.............175
Beautiful and possibly rare Ali 8x10, offered is an original
Ring Magazine print of Ali. Signed by Ali in red ink, this
is a huge, flowing and terrific signature that is dated 79 in
his own hand. This is so much nicer than the contemporary
8x10s with tiny signatures. JSA LOA Full.

658		 Salvino Statue Ali, Muhammed
9.5..................125
Fun Ali piece, this has a perfect black sharpie ink signature
at the base. In the original box, very clean. JSA LOA.
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660		 1959 Topps Complete Set Ex+ w/many nicer.......250
Colorful set with a clean design, this has many stars and
Rookie Cards. The condition ranges mainly from VG-Ex to
NM, with many crisp and clean cards throughout including
among the stars. The average grade is Ex Plus to Ex-Mt.
We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Johnny Unitas Ex, 10
Jim Brown PSA 5, 20 Frank Gifford Ex+, 23 Bart Starr NM,
40 Bobby Layne Ex-Mt, 51 Sam Huff RC Ex, 55 Raymond
Berry NM, 82 Paul Hornung Ex-Mt, 103 Alex Karras RC
NM, 116 Jerry Kramer RC Ex++, 130 Y.A. Tittle Ex-Mt, 132
Jim Parker RC Ex-Mt, 140 Bobby Mitchell RC NM and 155
Jim Taylor RC NM.
661		 1962 Post Cereal
				 Lot of 32 different short-prints
.......................500
How is this for a lot you never see? Offered is a lot that will
make life so much easier for anyone making this set, and
also possibly save some real money. Ideal for a collector or
a dealer, this lot should have nearly every short-print in the
set save the two Bakers. As singles, these could easily cost
$1,500 - $2,000 in today’s market. The condition is nice,
it varies but averages Ex overall. The key cards in the lot are
as follows: 25 Nolan SP Ex-Mt+, 41 Richardson SP VG+,
54 McCord SP Ex, 59 Schmidt SP Ex-Mt+, 103 St Clair SP
Ex-Mt, 110 Coia SP VG-Ex, 111 Ditka SP Ex, 139 Green SP
VG-Ex, 145 Tubbs SP VG-Ex, 169 Pardee SP Ex, 176 Joyce
SP VG-Ex/Ex, 186 Youso SP Ex-Mt+, 188 Anderson SP
Ex-Mt+ and 193 Krakoski SP VG-Ex/Ex.
97
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662		 1963 Kahns		 Mike Ditka
PSA 6...............90
Fun early card of the beloved Ditka, these seem so undervalued right now given their scarcity. Well centered with four
very solid corners, this is much more like a 7 than a 6.
PSA was very tough with the grade here. The card has a
strikingly clean image and excellent eye appeal.
663		 1963 Kahns High Grade NY Giants Team Set
				 (10) w/Gifford & 2 signed cards
.......................175
Something you just never see, this is a terrific lot. Content
is as follows: Barnes, Frank Gifford PSA 7, Huff, Katcavage,
Lynch (signed), Patton, R. Brown (signed), Robustelli, Shofner and Tittle. Condition averages Near Mint overall.

664		1964 Topps		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt.............400
Uncommon set is not easy to complete with the many single-prints. The offered set is a really nice Ex-Mt overall, with
strong consistency and only very slight variance. Any condition issues can be easily remedied. We grade the key cards as
follows: 1 Addison SP Ex-Mt+, 30 Kemp SP Ex-Mt+,
31 Lamonica RC Ex, 68 Blanda SP Ex-Mt, 82 Checklist ExMt, 90 Bell RC VG-Ex/Ex, 92 Buchanan RC Ex-Mt oc,
96 Dawson SP Ex-Mt+, 121 Maynard Ex-Mt, 148 Otto SP
Ex-Mt, 155 Alworth Ex, 159 Hadl RC Ex-Mt+ and 176
Checklist VG-Ex/Ex unmarked.

666		 1965 Topps 127 different w/many SPs Ex-Mt.......300
Very clean and consistent lot, centering is quite good for
the grade and set. The foundation of this key football set,
these are not easy or inexpensive to piece together as singles.
These cards come in the lot: 1 Tommy Addison SP Ex,
4 Burton Ex-Mt+, 53 Abner Haynes SP NM, 65 Lionel Taylor
SP Ex-Mt, 134 Billy Cannon SP Ex, 152 Fred Williamson SP
Ex, 165 Keith Lincoln SP Ex-Mt, 166 Paul Lowe SP Ex-Mt+,
168 Ron Mix Ex-Mt+ and 175 Wright SP Ex-Mt. This lot
is an ideal foundation for an Ex-Mt set and can also work
wonders on a lower grade set.

665		 1965 Topps 122 Joe Namath RC
PSA 6...........1000
One of the ultimate football cards, these are always desirable, especially in this quality. Offered is a solid PSA 6,
notable for four sharp corners, bright white borders, rich
color and a perfect image of a Rookie Broadway Joe. While
the centering is not perfect, it is more than respectable and
the back is quite sharp and clean as well. This is a very nice
PSA 6 overall.
667		 1966 Topps 96 Joe Namath 2 Yr
PSA 8.............125
Great looking 8, this is well centered with four super sharp
corners. The image of a young Broadway Joe looks great, the
brown borders are immaculate. Not rare, but this still seems
awfully cheap at current market levels in an 8 holder.
668		 1969 Ticket		 Super Bowl III
Good..............175
Vital early Super Bowl ticket, this was the most famous of all
Super Bowl games. Colorful and attractive, a slight pinhole,
some creasing and general wear keeps this at Good. Ideal for
display, the vibrant color really makes this ticket.
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Football Autographs

670		 Signed Helmet Brady, Tom
9.5..................150
Desirable Riddell Revolution Speed official helmet, this is
in the original box. Brady signed this silver Pats full size
helmet in bold blue sharpie ink. This has a Tristar LOA.

669		 1972 Topps Rare Full Progressive Proof Uncut Sheet
Run (7 pcs) w/Staubach RC, Bradshaw & Many Stars.......700
Offered is a simply awesome lot of 1972 Topps football uncut sheets. From the famed 1989 Topps auction, presented
are a full seven-piece set of progressive proofs for 66 cards
from the classic 1972 Topps set. Five of these are color, two
are black and white. Full sheets runs like this are truly rare.
It gets even better, however as these great sheets all have the
classic Roger Staubach Rookie Card at the upper right corner and stars Terry Bradshaw, Joe Greene, George Blanda,
Fred Biletnikoff, Frank Tarkenton, Len Dawson, Bob Lilly,
Lance Alworth, Calvin Hill and Sonny Jurgensen. A unique
progressive proof full run of just the Staubach Rookie could
be a thousand dollars or more, the value of all sixty-six cards
times seven proofs is sure to be tremendous. This wonderful
sheet offers a priceless look into how Topps cards were produced and printed in the early 1970s. A truly one-of-a-kind
item, this has outstanding star power, true rarity and great
display value.

671		 Signed Helmet Brady, Tom (lot of 2) 9.5...............300
Pair of classic full-size Patriots full size helmets, each is
single signed by Tom Brady in bold black sharpie ink.
In the original boxes, one has a Mounted Memories hologram, the other a Tristar hologram. JSA did not approve of
these and they are being sold strictly as-is.

673		 Check Lombardi, Vince (to Forrest Gregg!) 9.........150
Classic NFL HOFer signed check, offered is a Green Bay
Packers check to HOFer Forrest Gregg for $10 in 1959.
Presumably a reimbursement, this cannot be a paycheck!
Signed by Lombardi in period blue ballpoint ink at the
bottom right, it is very, very unusual to find these checks
made out to name players come to market. Gregg endorsed
the reverse, with his town of Sulphur Spring, Texas.
This is a special Lombardi check. JSA LOA.
672		 8 x 10 Heisman Trophy Winners (28 different) 9....175
Clean lot of signed 8x10s, all are in individual holders for
protection. The autographs are bold and strong overall.
Content includes: Berwanger, E. Campbell, Cannon,
Cassady, Crow, Davis, Hornung, D. Howard, Lattner and
O.J. Simpson. JSA LOA.
674		 Large Print Key Football HOFers
			 w/Bradshaw & Montana (6 pcs)
9.....................150
Big time lot of signed football 16x20s and related items.
This absolutely loaded lot is as follows: Bradshaw (PSA
card), Montana (2 Ron Lewis posters, one has a PSA card),
Rice (PSA sticker/his hologram), Starr and Unitas (litho,
PSA card). These would look great displayed together.
JSA LOA.
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Various Sports

675		 Collection of 75 Signed Cards w/HOFers 9.............150
Lot contains 35 cards from the 1950s-1970s, the balance
are from 1990. The autographs are in bold sharpie ink and
are very strong overall. The cards themselves are clean, and
include 51B Van Buren, 52B Small Trippi, 54B Chandnois,
55B Stautner, 63T Lilly, Wood, Ringo, Lane, 65 Phil Adderley, 87T Carson and many stars/HOFers from the 1990
issues. Also included is a clean 1963 Topps #170 checklist.
JSA LOA.

679		 Jersey Gretzky, Wayne (All Star)
9.....................100
Great looking official retro All Star model jersey, these are
not cheap. Signed by The Great One in bold blue sharpie
ink, this very uncommon signed jersey looks great.
JSA LOA.

680		 Collection of 73 Hockey HOFer
				 Signed Pucks w/fine content
9.....................500
Very fine and fresh lot of signed HOF pucks, these were
mainly obtained decades ago in person at shows. Everything is in an individual holder, these fill up two compact
boxes. The breakdown value here is likely very substantial.
Everything is neatly identified with a label, the autographs
are quite clean overall, some have desirable inscriptions.
Content includes: Beliveau (2), Bossy, Bucyk, Cheevers,
B. Clarke, Delvecchio, Dionne, P. Esposito, T. Esposito,
Geoffrion, Giacomin, B. Hull, LaFleur, Lamaire, Lemieux,
Lindsay, Mahovlich, Mikita, Neely, Perreault, Robitaille,
B. Smith, Trottier, Ullman, Worsley. A full inventory will be
in our web site. JSA LOA.

Hockey Cards and Autographs
676		 1970 Topps 3 Bobby Orr
PSA 8...............70
Fine looking card has superb color, terrific centering and
four sharp corners. High-end 8.
677		 1978 OPC Collection of 8 Uncut Sheets................200
Lot of eight uncut sheets, two different with four of each.
The first sheet has Dryden, Potvin, Mikita and both Espositos. The second sheet has the All Star cards from 325-336.
The sheets are clean overall, with only mild general wear,
the cards themselves should mainly be quite fine.
678		 Gartlan Statue Gretzky, Wayne
9.....................100
At one time these traded for $1,000, they do seem like good
buys right now. In the original box, Gretzky is in an LA
Kings uniform. This is hand-signed by Gretzky in black
sharpie ink at the base. JSA LOA.
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Other Sports
681 		
3 x 5 Olympians (83 pcs)
9.....................100
Clean lot of Olympic 3x5s, there is very mild duplication.
Ideal for slabbing, this seemingly loaded lot includes:
Arledge (2), Blair, A. Brundage, Button, Comanici, Connor,
Craig, Douglas, Hamill, Hamilton, Heiden, Jenner, R. Johnson, Kerrigan, Korbut, Lewis, Louganis, Mathias, Moses,
Preiss and W. Rudolph. JSA LOA.
682 		
3 x 5 Kahanamoku, Duke
9.......................50
Beloved Hawaiian surfing legend, anything from him is very
desirable. Offered is a 3x5 lined page with a solid blue ink
signature and inscription. D’1968. JSA LOA Full.
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Baseball Memorabilia

Baseball Memorabilia

683		 Collection of 34 assorted Mini Pennants VG-Ex...150
Unusual offering of five and a half inch long pennants from
circa 1914, these have stitch marks and were likely cut out of a
larger piece. These exhibit general wear from age and handling
but still display reasonably well but some are low grade. There
is duplication in terms of team and color, the breakdown value
here could well be significant. Teams include the Red Sox,
Braves, Cubs, Reds and Pirates.

684		 1924 Walter Johnson Day Pin NM (gorgeous!)....350
Gorgeous 7/8 inch diameter pin, this was issued in 1924.
The condition is stunning, there is NO WEAR on the edges,
the original paper back looks great and the image of Johnson
could not be any nicer. The pin is titled Walter Johnson Testimonial 1924. An iconic and beloved player, who wants to own a
remarkably fine condition and also great looking pin from his
playing career?
685		 1925 PM6 Pin Rogers Hornsby
Ex...................100
Small but desirable pin, the image is nice and there is no chipping. A stain by the left border keeps this Ex.

686		 1927 World Series Program At Yankees VG..........500
Classic program from the ultimate baseball team, this should
be in any pub or memorabilia collection from this era. The
cover retains vivid original color and fine large portrait images
of the two team managers. The top margin is neatly penned
“Third & Fourth Games – Won Series by Yankees – 4 Straight.”
The spine is reasonably tight, the borders are white and there
is a paper clip mark by the lower right corner. This is scored
neatly in pencil, the back cover has some scrapbook residue at
the four corners. This has an outstanding overall appearance
to our eyes and is a cornerstone program for all but the most
advanced World Series program collectors.
687		 Gabby Hartnett Statue
.......................100
Offered is an extremely weighty and substantial looking figural
trophy. There is a very well rendered catcher at the top, this
is on a heavy marble type base. The trophy is 20 inches high
and weighs nearly 15 pounds. Gabby Hartnett is engraved on
a brass colored plate attached to the base. There are no visible
manufacturers markings. Hartnett, a classic HOF catcher for
the Cubs in the 1920s and the 1930s, hit one of the most famous
home runs in baseball history (The Homer in the Gloamin) to
take the Cubs to the 1938 World Series. One can only assume
this was awarded to Hartnett, very possibly as a player, there
might be some great significance to this but we are not sure.
688		 Classic Baseball Gumball Machine .......................100
Circa 1956, this very fun display piece measures 11.5 x 14 x 10.
We believe this is in full working order, the front glass has
decals from 16 different teams. The condition is clean overall.
The game operates by shooting a gumball onto a baseball field.
689		 Honus Wagner Golf Tees Bag w/many tees...............300
A bag of antique golf tees from the Honus Wagner Company,
Pittsburgh; the famed sporting goods company originally
established by the “Flying Dutchman” himself in 1922. The
legendary Pittsburgh Pirate eventually sold the assets of his
business including use of his name to another entity in 1929,
but surviving artifacts from the earliest years of the business
such as these tees in their original vintage canvas bag are rare.
These are the first we have ever seen. Very interesting, fun and
unusual Honus Wagner vintage collectible.
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Baseball Memorabilia

690		 Original Glass Photo Slides w/Ruth & Gehrig
						
(5 pcs)
.......................300
Offered is a unique group of early twentieth century color
magic glass lantern slides. These feature photographic
images of famous athletes of the era including Babe Ruth,
Lou Gehrig and Connie Mack. Each slide measures 3.25
x 4. They are in VG-Ex overall condition with some label
artifacts from past ownership and storage. The images are
beautiful.
691		 1946 Rare Jackie Robinson - Chuck Dressen
				 All Star Game Full Ticket
.......................350
Extremely rare larger format ticket, there are hardly any of
these in circulation. Blank backed, this 5 3/4 x 2 3/4 ticket
is for a game played on October 1, 1946 between the Jack
Robinson and Chuck Dressen All Stars. The exhibition game
took place at the Polo Grounds. Crease-free ticket, this has
mild corner wear and is otherwise perfectly clean and fine.

692		 1947 Jackie Robinson 1st Game Program ..............350
Vital baseball program, this was from one of the most
historic games in all of baseball history. Against all odds,
Branch Rickey managed to integrate baseball by getting the
beloved Jackie Robinson to sign and play for the Dodgers.
The offered program has condition issues, including some
loose pages and ink notations on the cover among some
other issues. Opening Day April 15 is written at the top of
the front cover in period ink. This is partially scored, with
the totals for each player on the right side of the scoresheet.
It is not every day that the opportunity comes up to pick up
one of these truly historic programs.

693		 Early 1951 Mickey Mantle Scorecard Ex-Mt/NM......75
Good piece, this is a clean and sharp looking 1951 Yankees
home scorecard. This is special as Mickey Mantle is listed
as number 6 and is batting third against the rival Red Sox.
Unscored, this is in very fine condition. We believe this to be
from the second game of the 1951 season, Mickey’s second
game as a Major League player.
695		1954 Ticket
				 World Series Game 1 (Mays catch) Ex...................500
One of the hottest tickets, this is an exceptionally fine Mays
catch ticket. The ticket has sharp edges and perfect color.
The back has wear on one edge, it is also otherwise perfectly
clean. Often found in terrible condition, this is one of the
nicest examples of this ticket that we have seen or handled.

694		 1951 Mickey Mantle 1st Game Program! Ex...........420
One of the ultimate baseball programs, offered is a true
Mickey Mantle first game program. Unscored vs the rival
Red Sox, Mickey is batting third and playing right field in
front of Joe DiMaggio. The spine is tight, the color is great,
the front cover is very sharp. The Yankee score sheet is
perfectly clean, the Red Sox score sheet has a slight stain and
also looks good. The back cover has a crease, this displays
very, very well overall.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday June 5.
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Baseball Memorabilia

696		 1961 Roger Maris 61 Home Run Ticket ................600
Vital ticket from one of the most famous games in baseball history, Roger Maris needed the last game of the 1961
season to break Babe Ruth’s monumental home run record.
Offered is a colorful and crisp full stub, this has good color
and eye appeal. There are no creases, the back has one area
of paper loss from a stamp hitch. Fully presentable and then
some, these frankly seem so undervalued right now given
how hot tickets have been in recent years.

698		 High Quality Circa 1977
				 Real Yankees Game Jacket
.......................350
The offered lot is a terrific circa 1977 New York Yankees
game worn jacket. This was worn by an unnamed teammate
of Thurman Munson and Reggie Jackson. The dark blue
jacket features the Yankees NY logo stitched into the left
chest in white-on-navy tackle twill. A Yankees logo patch
worn thin is sewn onto the left arm. Stitched into the inside
of the jacket on the left side is an Aladen Athletic Wear
Corp. (Pompton Lakes, N.J.) manufacturer’s tag featuring
the Yankees logo labeled Official Merchandise. Stitched into
the inside collar is a white canvas tag on which the players
name and/or uniform number usually appears. Anchored
to the jacket through the patch is a chain to hang the jacket.
Stitched below the canvas tag is a size L flap tag. Quality
player worn apparel like this turns up much less frequently
than player worn uniforms. Good overall condition with
some tarnish and rust on the metal snap buttons and chain.
The Bronx Zoo era in Yankee history, game equipment from
these teams has always been very hard to find.

697		 1969 Mets World Series Original Ladies Pennant
				 from Ed Charles’s Wife
.......................600
Beautiful piece, this is a historic real 1969 Mets award. This
was given to the wife of the very popular 1969 Met
Ed Charles at the time, a 7/8 x 1 1/16 inch 10k gold pendant.
Engravings on either side detail the 1969 Mets season, the
back is engraved To Betty from Bill Shea, the front World
Champions 1969. This has general wear but displays well
and comes with an LOA from Ed Charles’s son. The 1969
Miracle Mets are among the most famous teams in baseball
history. With the explosion in price for player rings from
key teams in recent years, these charming items seem like
utter bargains in today’s market.
700 Jackie Robinson Original Artwork by Joseph Catalano NM.......70
Offered is a strikingly attractive
original watercolor painting of
Jackie Robinson on board. Measuring 9 x 11, this offers two stunningly
colorful and attractive visage of this
real American hero. Fresh to market, this would look great in a major
Dodger collection.
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699		 High Quality Limited Edition
				 Lou Gehrig Rubino Bust
.......................350
Great work, offered is a very finely rendered 16 inch high
Lou Gehrig bust. Limited edition (277/5000), we understand
that all of these may not have been cast as these are quite
scarce. Produced by a sculpter named Peter Rubino, these
are really, really well done and look terrific. This weighs
nearly 10 pounds and looks built for posterity.
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